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PREFACE

The text of this volume is, to a considerable extent,

identical with portions of corresponding chapters in Smith

and Gale's " Elements of Analytic Geometry " and Gran-

ville's "Elements of the Differential and Integral Calcu-

lus." The new material is contained in the chapters on

Curve Plotting (Chapter V) and Functions and Graphs

(Chapter VI). At the same time, the parts which have

appeared in previous books of the series have been thor-

oughly revised and, to a considerable extent, rewritten, to

the end that the aim of the authors might be accomplished,

— namely, to prepare a simple and direct exposition of

those portions of mathematics beyond Trigonometry which

are of importance to students of natural science. In this

connection attention may be called to the intentional

' avoidance of anticipating difficulties,— a feature which

is not common in textbooks. To particularize, processes

which are natural are introduced without explanation, and

exact definition is not given until the student is familiar

by practice with the matter in hand. Again, in the deriva-

tion of certam formulas in the Differential Calculus the

evaluation of particular limits is not undertaken until the

student sees that this work must be done before the prob-

lem can be solved.
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In many instances, when deemed wise, a general discus-

sion is introduced by concrete examples. This feature, so

common in school texts, is strangely absent from books in-

tended for use in colleges and technical schools. Interest in

the subject is usually aroused in this way, and it is the hope

of the authors that this stimulus may not be lacking when

the volume is studied.

New Haven, Connecticut
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CHAPTER I

FORMULAS FOR REFERENCE

1. Occasion will arise in later chapters to make use of the

following formulas and theorems proved in geometry, algebra,

and trigonometry.

1. Circumference of circle = 2 jr»'.* 3. Volume of prism = Ba.

2. Area of circle = irr^. 4. Volume of pyramid = \ Ba.

5. Volume of right circular cylinder = Trc^a.

6. Lateral surface of right circular cylinder = 2 trra.

7. Total surface of right circular cylinder = 2 irr^r + a).

8. Volume of right circular cone = \ irr'^a.

' 9. Lateral surface of right circular cone = vrs.

10. Total surface of right circular cone = 7rr(r + s).

11. Volume of sphere = J ire '. 12. Surface of sphere = 4 irr'^.

13. In a geometrical series,

»• — 1 }• — 1

a = first term, r = common ratio, I = nth term, s = sum of n terms.

14. log aft = log a + log 6. 16. loga" = »loga.

15. log - = log a -log 6. 17. log v'a = iloga.
6 n

18. log 1=0. 19. log„a = l. 20. log i=- log a.
a

*In formulas 1-12, r denotes radius, a altitude, B area of base, and .9 slant

height.

1
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Functions of an angle in a right triangle. In any right triangle one

of whose acute angles is A, the functions of A are defined as follows

:

21. sinA opposite side

hypotenuse

. adjacent side
cos^ = — ,

hypotenuse

j^j^^^oppositeade^

adjacent side

CSC 4 :

hypotenuse

opposite side'

=cc A = hypotenuse
^

adjacent side

. . _ adjacent side

opposite side

From the above the theorem is easily derived

:

22. In a right triangle a side is equal to the prod-

uct of the hypotenuse and the sine of the angle op-

posite to that side, or of the hypotenuse and the

cosine of the angle adjacent to that side.

Angles in general. In Trigonometry an angle

XOA is considered as

generated by the line ^

OA rotating from an

initial position OX. The angle is positive

when OA rotates from OX counter-clock-

wise, and negative when the direction of

rotation of OA is clockwise.

The fixed line OX is caUed the initial

line, the line OA the terminal line.

Measurement of angles. There are two important methods of measur-

ing angular magnitude, that is, there are two unit angles.

Degree measure. The unit angle is ^hs °^ * complete revolution, and is

called a degree.

Circular measure. The unit angle is an angle whose subtending arc is

equal to the radius of that arc, and is called a radian.

The fundamental relation between the unit angles is given by the

equation

23. 180 degrees = w radians (ir = 3.14159 .••)

Or also, by solving this,

24. 1 degree = -

25. 1 radian =

180

180

: .0174 ... radians.

: 57.29 ... degrees.
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These equations enable us to change from one measurement to another.

In the higher mathematics circular measure is always used, and will be

adopted in this book.

The generating line is conceived of as rotating around through as

many revolutions as we choose. Hence the important result

:

Any real number is the circular measure of some angle, and conversely,

any angle is measured by a real number.

26. cot X = ; sec x = ; esc x =
tan X cos x sin x

27. tana; = ?i^;cotic = 22£«.
cos X sin X

28. sin^ X + cos2 x = \ ; 1 + tan^x = seiflx ; 1 + cot^a; = csc^ x.

29. sin (— a;) = — sinx; csc(— «) =— csca;;

cos(— a;)= cosx; sec (— a;)= sec a;

tan ( — x) =— tan x ; cot { — x) = — cot x.

30. sin (?r — a;) = sin x; sin (tt + k) = — sin x
;

cos (tt — x) = — cos X ; cos (tt + x) =— cos .r

;

tan (tt — a;) =— tan x\ tan(7r +a:)= tan x.

31. sin (-— x
J

= cosa;; sin(-+ xj = cosx;

cosi - — a;
l
= sinx: cosf -+ x ) = — sinx;

tan(-— x) = cotx; tan(^ + x J =— cotx.

32. sin (2 TT — x) = sin (— x) = — sin X, etc.

33. sin (x + y) = sin x cos y + cos x sin y.

34. sin (x — 2/) = sin x cos y — cos x sin y.

35. cos {x + y)= cos x cos y — sin x sin y.

36. cos (_x — y) = cos xco&y + sin x sin y.

.37. tan(x + y)= t^"^ + ta"y
. 38. tan (x - y) = tanx-tany

_

1 — tan X tan y 1 + tan x tan !/

39. sin 2 X = 2 sin x cos x ; cos 2 x = cos^ x — sin^ x ; tan 2 x = :
'''"

*

1 — tan2 X
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40. sin| = ±V^"f^' -I =W^^1^'' *-i=±Vr
— COSiB

+ COSK

41. sin^ sc = J — ^ cos 2 a; ; cos^ a; = J + J cos 2 k.

42. sin ^ — sin 5 = 2 cos K-^ i- -S) sin J (-4 - -S).

43. cos ^ - cos £ =— 2 sin i(^A + B) sin J (^ - .8).

44. Theorem. Law of cosines. In any triangle the square of a side

equals the sum of the squares of the two other sides diminished by twice

the product of those sides by the cosine of their included angle

;

that is, a^ = b^ + 0^ — 2 be cos A.

45. Theorem. Area of a triangle. The area of any triangle equals

one half the product of two sides by the sine of their included angle

;

that is, area = ^ab sin O = J 6c sin ^ = ^ ca sin B.

2. Three-place table of common logarithms of numbers.

N
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3. Logarithms of trigonometric functions.

Angle In

Radians
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5. Special angles. Natural values.

Angle in

Badians
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6. Rules for signs.

Qnadrant



CHAPTER II

CARTESIAN COORDINATES

8. Directed line. Let X'X be an indefiaite straight line,

and let a point 0, which we shall call the origin, be chosen

upon it.
' Let a unit of length be adopted, and assume that

lengths measured from to the right are positive, and to the

left negative.

-S-4-3-Z-1 0-H-t2+3+4+6 unit

Then any real number, if taken as the measure of the length

of a line OP, will determine a point P on the line. Con-

versely, to each point P on the line will correspond a real

number ; namely, the measure of the length OP, with a posi-

tive or negative sign according as P is to the right or left of

the origin.

The direction established upon X'X by passing from the

origin to the points corresponding to the positive numbers is

called the positive direction on the line. A directed line is a

~~B 1 X i"*"

straight line upon which an origin, a unit of length, and a

positive direction have been assumed.

An arrowhead is usually placed upon a directed line to indi-

cate the positive direction.

If A and B are any two points of a directed line such that

OA=^a, OB = b,

then the length of the segment AB is always given by h — a;

that is, the length of AB is the difference of the numbers cor-

8
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, 9

responding to B and A. This statement is evidently equivar

lent to the following definition

:

For all positions of two points A and B on a directed line, the

length AB is given by

(1)
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the numbers a, b are called the Cartesian coordinates of P, a

the abscissa axid b the ordinate. The directed lines X'X and

T'Y are called the axes

of coordinates, X'X the

axis of abscissas, Y' Ythe

axis of ordinates, and

their intersection the

origin.

The coordinates a, b

of P are written (a, b),

and the symbol P(a., b)

is to be read: "The
point P, whose coordi-

nates are a and b."

Any point P in the plane determines two numbers, the

coordinates of P. Conversely, given two real numbers a' and

b', then a point P' in the plane may always be constructed

whose coordinates are (a', &'). For lay off OM' = a', 0N'= V,

and draw lines parallel to the axes through Jf ' and N'. These

lines intersect at P'{a', b'). Hence

Every point determines a pair of real numbers, and conversely,

a pair of real numbers determines a point.

The imaginary numbers of Algebra have no place in this

representation, and for this reason elementary Analytic Geome-
try is concerned only with thp real numbers of Algebra.

10. Rectangular coordinates. A rectangular system of

coordinates is determined when the axes X'X and Y'Y are

perpendicular to each other. This is the usual case, and will

be assumed unless otherwise stated.

The work of plotting points in a rectangular system is much
simplified by the use of coordinate ov plotting paper, constructed

by ruling off the plane into equal squares, the sides being parallel

to the axes.

In the figure several points are plotted, the unit of length
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(sJt)

(-4 e)

X' W' X

PsR) [0, 4)

being assumed equal to one division on each axis. The method

is simply this

:

Count off from O along X'X a number of divisions equal to

the given abscissa, and then from, the point so determined a

number of divisions equal to the given ordinate, observing the

Rule for signs

:

Abscissas are positive or rtegative according as they are laid off

to the right or left of the origin. Ordinates are positive or nega-

tive according as they are laid off above or

below the axis of x.

Rectangular axes divide the plane into

four portions called quadrants; thS*se are

numbered as in the figure, in which the

proper signs of the coordinates are also

indicated.

(-.+)

First

Fourth

+ -)

X'
TInrd

(-,-)

r'

As distinguished from rectangular coordinates, the term

oblique coordinates is employed when the axes are not perpen-

dicular, as in the figure, p. 10. The rule of signs given above

applies to this case also.

In the following problems assume rectangular coordinates.
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PROBLEMS

1. Plot accurately the points (3, 2), (3, - 2), (- 4, 3). (6, 0),

(-5,0), (0,4).

2. What are the coordinates of the origin ? -4ns. (0, 0).

3. In what quadrants do the following points lie if a and h

are positive numbers : (.— a, 6) ? (— a, — 6) ? (6, — a) ? (a, 6) ?

4. To what quadrants is a point limited if its abscissa is

positive ? negative ? its ordinate is positive ? negative ?

5. Plot the triangle whose vertices are (2, — 1), (— 2, 5),

(-8,-4).

6. Plot the triangle whose vertices are (— 2, 0), (5V3— 2, 5),

(-2,10).

7. Plot the quadrilateral whose vertices are (0, — 2), (4, 2),

(0,6), (-4,2).

8. If a point moves parallel to the axis of x, which of its

coordinates remains constant ? if parallel to the axis of y ?

9. Can a point move when its abscissa is zero ? Where ?

Can it move when its ordinate is zero ? Where ? Can it move
if both abscissa and ordinate are zero ? Where will it be ?

10. Where may a point be found if its abscissa is 2 ? if its

ordinate is — 3?

11. Where do all those points lie whose abscissas and ordi-

nates are equal ?

12. Two sides of a rectangle of lengths a and 6 coincide with
the axes of x and y resj^ctively. What are the coordinates

of the vertices of the rectangle if it lies in the first quadrant ? in

the second quadrant ? in the third quadrant ? in the fourth

quadrant ?

13. Construct the quadrilateral whose vertices are (—3, 6),

(- 3, 0), (3, 0), (3, 6) . What kind of a quadrilateral is it ?

14. Show that (x, y) and (x, — y) are symmetrical with re-

spect to X'X; (x, y) and {—x,y) with respect to Y'T; and
(x, y) and { — x, — y) with respect to the origin.
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15. A line joining two points is bisected at the origin. If

the coordinates of one end are (a, — b), what will be the coor-

dinates of the other'end ?

16. Consider the bisectors of the angles between the coordi-

nate axes. What is the relation between the abscissa and
ordinate of any point of the bisector in the first and third

quadrants ? second and fourth quadrants ?

17. A square whose side is 2 a has its center at the origin.

What will be the coordinates of its vertices if the sides are

parallel to the s,xes ? if the diagonals coincide with the axes ?

Ans.. (a, a), (a, —a), (—a, — a), (—a, a);

(oV2, 0), (- aV2, 0), (0, aV2), (0, - aV2).

18. An equilateral triangle whose side is a has its base on

the axis of x and the opposite vertex above X'X. What are

the vertices of the triangle if the center of the base is at the

origin ? if the lower left-hand vertex is at the origin ?

Ans. (^,0 '2'
,a_^y

aV3\
2' 2 /

-PjCa^ai^)

(0, 0), (a, 0),

11. Lengths. Consider any two given points

AC^l, VO, ^2(«2, 2/2)-
yj^

Then in the figure OM^ = x^, 0M.^=

X2, MiPi = 2/1, M2P2 = 2/2-

We may now easily prove the im-

portant

Theorem. The length I of the line j^tq

joining two points Pi(xi, y^, Po(x.2, 3/2) *s
-r^/

given by the formula

(I) I = V(a5i - X2y + Oji - 2/2)^.

Proof. Draw lines through Pi and Pj parallel to the axes to

form the right triangle PiSP^.

'H(xi,¥ir"\^

M, 4 X
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Then PiS = OJfa - Jfi = ajj - Xi,

SP,= M,P, - M,P^= 2/2 - y„

P,P,= ^SP2' + P,S';

and hence I= V(a;i — ais) ^+ Oi— y^f. q.b.d.

The same method is used in deriving (I) for any positions

of Pi and P^; namely, we construct a right triangle by draw-

ing lines parallel to the axes through Pi and Pj. The hori-

zontal side of this triangle is equal to the difference of the

abscissas of Pi and Pj, while the vertical side is equal to the

difference of the ordinates. The reqiiired length is then

the square root of the sum of the squares of these sides, which

gives (I). A number of different figures should be drawn to

make the method clear.

EXAMPLE

Pind the length of the line join-

ing the points (1, 3) and(— 5, 5).

Solution. Call (1, 3) Pi, and

(-5,5)P,.

Then

a^ = 1, ^1= 3, and Kj= — 5, 2/2 = 5
j

and substituting in (I), we have

I= -V{l + 5f+-(3-5y=V40 = 2VlO.

It should be noticed that we are simply finding the hypote-

nuse of a right triangle whose sides are 6 and 2.

Remark. The fact that formula (I) is true for all positions

of the points Pi and P^ is of fundamental importance. The

application of this formula to any given problem is therefore

simply a matter of direct substitution. In deriving such gen-

eral formulas, it is most convenient to draw the figure so that

the points lie in the first quadrant, or, in general, so that all

the quantities assumed as Jcnoivn shall be positive.
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PROBLEMS

1. Find the projections on the axes and the length of the

lines joining the following points.

(a) (-4, -4) and (1,3).

Ans. Projections 5, 7 ; length = V74.

(6) (- V2, V3) and (V3, V2).

Ans. Projections V3 + V2, V2 — V3 ; length = VlO.

fa aVSN
(c) (0,0) and

Ans. Projections -, -V3 ; length = a.

(d) (a + b, c + a) and (c + a, 6 + c).

Ans. Projections c — b, b — a; length = V(6 — c)^+(a — 6^).

2. Find the projections of the sides of the following tri-

angles upon the axes

:

(a) (0, 6), (1, 2), (3, - 6).

(&) (1,0), (-1,-5), (-1,-8).
(c) (a, b), (6, c), (c, d).

(d) (a, - b), (b, - c), (c, - d).

(e) (0,y),(-x, -y),(-x,0).

3. Find the lengths of the sides of the triangles in

problem 2.

4. Work out formula (I) : (a) if Xj = a-j
; (6) if y^ = 2/2-

5. Find the lengths of the sides of the triangle whose ver-

tices are (4, 3), (2, -2), (-3, 6).

6. Show that the points (1, 4), (4, 1), (5, 5) are the vertices

of an isosceles triangle.

7. Show that the points (2, 2), (-2, -2), (2V3, -2V3)
are the vertices of an equila,teral triangle.

8. Show that (3, 0), (6, 4), (—1, 3) are the vertices of a

right triangle. What is its area ?
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9. Prove that (- 4, - 2), (2, 0), (8, 6), (2, 4) are the ver-

tices of a parallelogram. Also find the lengths of the

diagonals.

10. Show that (11, 2), (6, -10), (-6, -6), (-1, 7) are

the vertices of a square. Find its area.

11. Show that the points (1, 3), (2, V6), (2, —V6) are equi-

distant from the origin ; that is, show that they lie on a circle

with its center at the origin and its radius VlO.

12. Show that the diagonals of any rectangle are equal.

13. Find the perimeter of the triangle whose vertices are

(a, 6), (-a, 6), (-a, -6).

14. Find the perimeter of the polygon formed by joining

the following points two by two in order

:

(6, 4), (4, -3), (0, -1), (-5, -4), (-2, 1).

15. One end of a line whose length is 13 is the point

.(—4,8); the ordinate of the other end is 3. What is its

abscissa ? Ans. 8 or — 16.

16. What equation must the coordinates of the point (a;, y)

satisfy if its distance from the point (7, — 2) is equal to 11 ?

17. What equation expresses algebraically the fact that the

point (x, y) is equidistant from the points (2, 3) and (4, 6) ?

12. Inclination and slope. The angle between two inter-

secting directed lines is defined to be the angle

made by their positive directions. In the

figures the angle between the directed lines is

the angle marked 0.

If the directed lines are parallel, then the

angle between them is zero or tt according as

the positive directions agree or do not agree.

Evidently the angle between two directed

lines may have any value from to tt in-

clusive. Reversing the direction of either dir
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rected line changes 6 to the supplement tt -

tions are reversed, the angle is unchanged.

0. If both direc-

= d = .

r*

When it is desired to assign a positive direction to a line

intersecting X'X, we shall always assume the. ?tpwa?-d direction

as positive.

The inclination of a line is the angle between the axis of x

and the line when the latter is

given the upward direction.

The slope of a line is the tan-

gent of its inclination.

The inclination of a line will be

denoted by a, a^, a2, «', etc.; its

slope by m, m^, m^, m', etc., so

that m = tan a, mi= tan ai, etc.

The inclination may be any angle

from to TT inclusive. The slope may be auy real number,

since the tangent of an angle in the first two quadrants may be

any number positive or negative. The slope of a line parallel

to X'X is of course zero, since the inclination is or tt. For a

line parallel to T"' Y the slope is infinite.

Theorem. The slope, m of the line passing through two points

Pi{<«i, Vi), ^2(«2, 2/2) 's given by

(II)

Proof.

m = ^i-^ Jli.

M,P,=i

(1)

Xi — aci

In the figure

Oi»fi=cBi, OMi=x^, M^P-,=y^,

Draw P^8 parallel to OX, Then in

the right triangle PiSP-^, since angle
' P1P2S= a, we have

,
SP,m = tan « = —-J.

PnO
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But SPr = JIfiPi - -M'l-S'= ilfiPi - M,P^= 2/1 - 2/2

;

P^S = M^M, = OM, - OM2= a^ - a;2.

Substituting their values in (1), gives (II). q.b.d.

The student should derive (II) when « is obtuse.*

We next derive the conditions for parallel lines and for per-

pendicular lines, in terms of their slopes.

Theorem. If two lines are parallel, their slopes are equal; if

perpendicular, the slope of one is the negative reciprocal of the

slope of the other, and conversely.

Proof. Let ui and a^ be the inclinations and mj and m^ the

slopes of the lines.

If the lines are parallel, «!= a2- '• Wi = wij.

If the lines are perpendicular, as in the figure,

TT
«2=2+«i-
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rA

(III) a5 = Ka'i + «2), y^KVi + yi).

Proof. Project the points on OX. Then, by geometry, since

PiP= PPj, then also

(1) M^M= MM,.

Now OMj_ = Xi, OM=x, OM^ = Xi.

Hence MiM=x — x^, MM^ = x,— x.

..x—Xi= x, — x, o^ x= ^(a\ + x^.

Similarly, we may show that

2/ = 1(2/1+2/2)- Q-E.D.

Pi'

ii-, M iir^

FROBLEHS

1. Find the slope of the line joining (1, 3) and (2, 7).

Ans. 4.

2. Find the slope of the line joining (2, 7) and (— 4, — 4).

Ans. JgL.

3. Find the slope of the line joining (V3, V2) and

(-V2, V3). Ans. 2-\'6-5.

4. Find the slope of the line joining (a + &, c + a),

{c + a, 6 + c). Ans.
< — a

5. Find the slopes of the sides of the triangle whose

vertices are (1, 1), (—1, -1), (V3, — VS).

Ans. 1,
1+V3, l^^.
1-V3 1 + V3

e. Prove by means of slopes that (— 4, — 2), (2, 0), (8, 6),

(2, 4) are the vertices of a parallelogram.

7. Prove by means of slopes that (3, 0), (6, 4), (—1, 3) are

the vertices of a right triangle.

8. Prove by means of slopes that (0, —2), (4, 2), (0, 6),

(—4, 2) are the vertices of a rectangle, and hence, by (I), of a

square.

9. Prove by means of their slopes that the diagonals of the

square in problem 8 are perpendicular.
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10. Prove by means of slopes that (10, 0), (5, 5), (5, — 5),

(— 6, 6) are the vertices of a trapezoid.

11. Show that the line joining (a, 6) and (c, — d) is parallel

to the line joining (—a, — 6) and (— c, d).

12. Show that the line joining the origin to (a, b) is perpen-

dicular to the line joining the origin to (—6, a).

13. What is the inclination of a line parallel to Y'Y? per-

pendicular to Y' Y?

14. What is the slope of a line parallel to Y'Y? perpen-

dicular to Y'Y?

15. What is the inclination of the line joining (2, 2) and

(-2>-2)?
. Ans.^.

4

16. What is the inclination of the line joining (— 2, 0) and

4

17. What is the inclination of the line joining (3, 0) and

(^'^)? Ans.^.
3

18. What is the inclination of the line joining (3, 0) and

(2'V3)?
_4„^_2^.

19. What is the inclination of the line joining (0, — 4) and

6

20. What is the inclination of the line joining (0, 0) and

(-^^'^)^
Ans.'-^.

6

21. Prove by means of slopes that (2, 3), (1, — 3), (3, 9) lie

on the same straight line.

22. Prove that the points (a, b + c), (b, c + a), and (c, a -f- 6)

lie on the same straight line.

23. Prove that (1, 5) is on the line joining the points (0 2)
and (2, 8) and is equidistant from them.
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24. Prove that the line joining (3, — 2) and (5, 1) is perpen-
dicular to the line joining (10, 0) and (13, —2).

25. Find the coordinates of the middle point of the line

joining (4, -6) and (-2, -4). Ans. (1, -5).

26. Pind the coordinates of the middle point of the line

joining (a + 6, c + d) and (a-b,d- c). Ans. (a, d).

27. Find the middle points of the sides of the triangle

whose vertices are (2, 3), (4, —6), and (—3,-6); also find

the lengths of the medians.

28. Prove that the middle point of the hypotenuse of a right

triangle is equidistant from the three vertices.

29. Show that the diagonals of the parallelogram whose
vertices are (1, 2), (- 5, — 3), (7, - 6), (1, - 11) bisect each

other.

30. Prove that the diagonals of any parallelogram mutually

bisect each other.

31. Show that the lines joining the middle points of the

opposite sides of the quadrilateral whose vertices are (6, 8),

(- 4, 0), (- 2, - 6), (4, - 4) bisect each other.

32. In the quadrilateral of problem 31 show by means of

slopes liiat the lines joining the middle points of the adjacent

sides form a parallelogram.

33. Show that in the trapezoid whose vertices are (— 8, 0),

(— 4, — 4), (— 4, 4), and (4, — 4) the length of the line joining

the middle points of the non-parallel sides is equal to one half

the sum of the lengths of the parallel sides. Also prove that

it is parallel to the parallel sides.

13. Areas. In this section the problem of determining the

area of any polygon, the coordinates of whose vertices are

given, will be solved. We begin with

Theorem. TTie area of a triangle whose vertices are the origin,

P](a5i, 2/i), and Pi{x2, 2/2) is given by the formula
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(IV) Area of triangle OP1P2. = i (.aniy^ - 052^1)

Y^ pr^ y ^ Proof. In the figure let

^i(3:i,yj

Ml M, X
(1)

« = Z XOP^

P = ZXOP^
e=zPiOP^

..e=p-a.
By 45, p. 4,

(2) Area A OP^P^= i OPi OP., sin

= \0P^- OP, sin (fi-a) [by (1)]

(3) = \ OPi OP2 (sin ;8 cos a - cos j8 sin a).

(by 34, p. 3)

But in the figure

sin a

OP, OP,

_M,P,_ji_ OM1, Xy,

cos a = ^ —*-

OPi OPi' OP^ OPi

Substituting in (3) and reducing, we obtain

AreaA OPiP,= i{^2 — a^i)- Q.E.D.

EXAMPLE

Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are the origin,

(-2, 4), and (-6,-1).

Solution. Denote (— 2, 4) by Pi, (— 5,

- 1) by Pj. Then

a;i= — 2, 2/1 = 4, x2= — 5, 2/2= — 1-

Substituting in (IV),

Area= i[-2. -l-(-5).4] = lL

Then Area = 11 2init squares.

If, however, the formula (IV) is applied by denoting
(- 2, 4) by Pa, and (— 5, — 1) by Pi, the result will be — 11.
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The two figures are as follows

:

The cases of positive and neg-

ative area are distinguished by

Theorem. Passing around the

perimeter in the order of the ver-

tices 0, Pj, Pi, ,

if the area is on the left, as in Fig. 1, then (IV) gives a posi-

tive result;

if the area is on the right, as in Fig. 2, then (IV) gives a negor

tive result.

Proof. In the formula

(4) Area A OP,P^ = iOP,- OP^ sin

the angle 6 is measured from OPi to OP^ within the triangle.

Pj p^ Hence is positive when the area lies

,V~~~~~-—~^i i(V~~~~~~~-~^ *° *^® ^^^^ ^°- passing around the

^\e*^<^ VSk:;^^
perimeter 0, P,, P^, as in Pig. 1, since

Q o 6 is then measured counter-clockwise

(^) ^^^
(p. 2).

' But in Fig. 2, 6 is measured

clockwise. Hence Q is negative and sin in (4) is also negative.

Q.E.D.

Formula (IV) is easily applied to any polygon by regarding

its area as made up of triangles with the origin as a common
vertex. Consider any triangle.

Theorem. The area of a triangle whose vertices are Pj (a^, 2/1),

^2(a!2, Vi), -PaC^S) 2/3) «s gi-ven by

(V) Area A PiP^s = Ka^iJAa - XiVi + 0522/3 - oesyi + osst/i - xiys).

This formula gives a positive or negative result according as

the area lies to the left or right in pass-

ing around the perimeter in the order

Pi P2 P,-

Proof. Two cases must be distin-

guished according as the origin is

within or without the triangle.
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Fig. 1, origin within the triangle. By inspection,

(6) Area A P,P,P, = A OP^P,+A OP^Ps+ A OP^P^

since these areas all have the same sign.

Fig. 2, origin without the triangle. By inspection,

(6) Area A P^P^P^ =A OPiP^ + A OP^P^ + A OP^Pi,

since OP1P2, OP^P^ have the same sign, but OP^P^ the opposite

sign, the algebraic sum giving the desired area.

By (IV), A OP1P2 = \ (x^, - x,s{)>

A OP2P3= i (».% - KgJ/s), A OP3P1 = i (iWi- aWa)-

Substituting in (5) and (6), we have (V).

Also in (5) the area is positive, in (6) negative. q.e.d.

An easy way to apply (V) is given by the following

Hale forfinding the area of a triarigle. x^ y^

First step. Write down the vertices in two columns, x^ y^

abscissas in one, ordinates in the other, repeating the 0% 2/3

coordinates of the first vertex. Ki 1/1

Second step. Multiply each abscissa by the ordinate of the next

row, and add results. Tliis gives x^y^ + x^y^ + x^y^.

Third step. Multiply each ordinate by the abscissa of the next

row, and add results. Tliis gives y^x^ + y^^ + y^Xi.

Fourth step. Subtract the result of the third step from that of

the second step, and divide by 2. This gives the required area,

namely, formula (V).

It is easy to show in the same manner that the rule applies

to any polygon, if the following caution be observed in the

first step

:

Write down the coordinates of the vertices in an order agreeing
with that established by passing continuously around the perime-
ter, and repeat the coordinates of the first vertex.
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1

-1
-3

2

1

6

3

-4
-2

6

EXAMPLE

Pind the area of the quadrilateral whose vertices are (1, 6),

(-3, -4), (2, -2), (-1,3).

Solution. Plotting, we have

the figure from which we
choose the order of the ver-

tices as indicated b}' the ar-

rows. Following the rule

:

First step. Write down the vertices in

order.

Second step. Multiply each abscissa by

the ordinate of the next row, and add.

This gives

lx3 + (-lx-4) + (-3x-2)+2x6 = 25.

Third step. Multiply each ordinate by the abscissa of the

next row, and add. This gives

6x-l+3x-3 + (-4x2)-t-(-2xl) = -26.

Fourth step. Subtract the result of the third step from the

result of the second step, and divide by 2.

.•. Area = 25 + : = 25 unit squares. Ans.

The result has the positive sign, since the area is on the left.

PROBLEMS

1. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are (2, 3),

(1,5), (-1,-2). Ans.ii-.

2. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are (2, 3),

(4, -6) (-3, -6). Ans. 29.

3. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are (8, 3),

(-2,3), (4, -5). Ans. 40.

4. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are (a, 0),

(- a, 0), (0, h). Ans. ah.
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5. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are (0, 0),

6. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices ai-e (a, 1)

(0, V), (c, 1). A.^s. ("-%(^-^)
2

7. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are (a, 6)

(6, a), (c, - c). Ans. ^(a?-b')

8. Find the area of the triangle whose vertices are (3, 0)

(0, 3V3), (6, 3V3). Ans. 9 VS.

9. Prove that the area of the triangle whose vertices are

the points (2, 3), (5, 4), (—4, 1) is zero, and hence that these

points all lie onthe same stra.ight line.

10. Prove that the area of the triangle whose vertices are

the points (a, h+ c), (b, c+ a), (c, a + 6) is zero, and hence

that these points all lie on the same straight line.

11. Prove that the area of the triangle whose vertices are

the points (a, c + a), (— c, 0), (— a, c— a) is zero, and hence

that these points all lie on the same straight line.

12. Find the area of the quadrilateral whose vertices are

(-2, 3), (-3, -4), (5, -1), (2, 2). Ans. 31.

13. Find the area of the pentagon whose vertices are (1, 2),

(3, - 1), (6, - 2), (2, 5), (4, 4). Ans. 18.

14. Find the area of the parallelogram whose vertices are

(10, 5), (- 2, 5), (- 6, - 3), (7, - 3). Ans. 96.

15. Find the area of the quadrilateral whose vertices are

(0, 0), (5, 0), (9, 11), (0, 3). Ans. 41.

16. Find the area of the quadrilateral whose vertices are

(7, 0), (11, 9), (0, 5), (0, 0). Ans. 59.

17. Show that the area of the triangle whose vertices are

(4, 6), (2, —4), (—4, 2) is four times the area of the triangle

formed by joining the middle points of the sides.
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18. Show that the lines drawn from the vertices (3, — 8),

(— 4, 6), (7, 0) to the medial point of the triangle divide it

into three triangles of equal area.

19. Given the quadrilateral whose vertices are (0, 0), (6, 8),

(10, — 2), (4, — 4) ; show that the area of the quadrilateral

formed by joining the middle points of its adjacent sides is

equal to one half the area of the given quadrilateral.



CHAPTER III

CURVE AND EQUATION

14. Locus of a point satisfying a given condition. The
curve * (or group of curves) passing through all points which

satisfy a given condition, and through no other points, is called

the locus of the point satisfying that condition.

For example, in Plane Geometry, the following results are

proved:'

The perpendicular bisector of the line joining two fixed

points is the locus of all points equidistant from these points.

The bisectors of the adjacent angles formed by two lines are

the locus of all points equidistant from these lines.

To solve any locus problem involves two things

:

1. To draw the locus by constructing a sufficient number of

points satisfying the given condition and therefore lying on
the locus.

2. To discuss the nature of the locus, that is, to determine

properties of the curve.

Analytic Geometry is peculiarly adapted to the solution of

both parts of a locus problem.

15. Equation of the locus of a point satisfying a given
condition. Let us take up the locus problem, making use of

coordinates. We imagine the point P{x, y) moving in such a
manner that the given condition is fulfilled. Then the given
condition will lead to an equation involving the variables x
and y. The following example illustrates this.

•The word "curve" will hereafter signify any continuous line, straight
or curved.

28
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EXAMPLE

The point P(x, y) moves so that it is always equidistant from

A{—2, 0) and B{—3, 8). Find the equation of the locus.

Solution. Let P(x, y) be any point on the locus. Then by

the given condition

(1) PA= PB.

But, by formula (I), p. 13,

PA = y/ix+ '2f+ {y-0y,

PB = V(x + 3y+{y-8y.

Substituting in (1),

(2) ^(x+ 2y + (y^fff

Squaring and reducing,

(3) 2x-16y+ 69 = 0.

In the equation (3), x and y are variables representing the

coordinates of any point on the locus; that is, of any point

on the perpendicular bisector of the line AB. This equation

is called the equation of the locus ; that is, it is the equation of

the perpendicular bisector CP. It has two important and

characteristic properties

:

1. The coordinates of any point on the locus may be sub-

stituted for X and y in the equation (3), and the result will be

true.

Por let Pi (xi, ?/i) be any point on the locus. Then PiJ.= /\5,

by definition. Hence, by formula (I), p. 13,

(4) V(x, + 2y + y,' = V(xi + 3)'' + (2/1 - sy,

or, squaring and reducing,

(5) 2 a;i- 162/1 + 69 = 0.

But this equation is obtained by substituting x^ and 2/i
for x

and y, respectively, in (3). Therefore asj and 2/1 satisfy (3).
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2. Conversely, every point whose coordinates satisfy (3) will

lie upon the locus.

Por if Pi (xi, 2/1) is a point whose coordinates satisfy (3), then

(5) is true, and hence also (4) holds. q.e.d.

In particular, the coordinates of the middle point O ot A
and B, namely, x = — 2\, y = i (HI? P- 19)> satisfy (3), since

2(_2^)-16x 4 + 69= 0.

This discussion leads to the definition

:

The equation of the locus of a point satisfying a given condi-

tion is an equation in the variables x and y representing coor-

dinates such that (1) the coordinates of every point on the

locus will satisfy the equation ; and (2) conversely, every point

whose coordinates satisfy the equation will lie upon the locus.

This definition shows that the equation of the locus must be

tested in two ways after derivation, as illustrated in the exam-

ple of this section. The student should supply this test in the

examples, p. 31, and problems, p. 32.

From the above definition follows at onc0 the

Corollary. A point lies upon a curve when and only when its

coordinates satisfy the equation oftJie curve.

16. First fundamental problem. To find the equation of a

curve which is defined as the locus of a point satisfying a given

condition.

The following rule will sufiice for the solution of this prob-

lem in many cases

:

Rule. First step. Assume that P(x, y) is any point satisfying

the given condition and is therefore on the curve.

Second step. Write down the given condition.

Third step. Express the given condition in coordinates, and
simplify the result. The final equation, cmitaining x, y, and the

given constants of the problem, will be the required equation.
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EXAMPLES

1. Find the equation of the straight line passing through

Pi (4, —1) and having an inclination of
Stt

Solution. First step. Assume P(x, y) any point on the line.

Second step. The given condition, since

Stt
the inclination a is ^^-^, may be written

(1) Slope of P^P= tan a= - 1.

Third step. From (II), p. 17,

(2) Slope of P,P= tan , _ yi— ^2 _ y + i

1-/^
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Solution. Assume that P (x, y) is any point on

the locus.

Second step. Denoting (— 1, 2)

) by C, the given condition is

(6) PC=4.

Tliird step. By formula (I), p.

13,

PC'=V(a; + l)' + (2/-2f,

Substituting in (5),

V(a;+ iy+(2/-2)=' = 4.

Squaring and reducing,

(7) a^+ 2/2 + 2a;-42/-ll = 0.

This is the required equation, namely, the equation of the

circle whose center is (—1, 2) and radius equal 4.

PROBLEMS

1. Eind the equation of a line parallel to 0!F and

(a) at a distance of 4 units to the right.

(6) at a distance of 7 units to the left.

(c) at a distance of 2 units to the right of (3, 2).

(d) at a distance of 5 units to the left of (2, — 2).

2. Find the equation of a line parallel to OX and

(a) at a distance of 3 units above OX.

(6) at a distance of 6 units below OX.
(c) at a distance of 7 units above (— 2, — 3).

(d) at a distance of 5 units below (4, — 2).

3. What is the equation of XX' ? of YT?
4. Find the equation of a line parallel to the line a;= 4 and

3 units to the right of it. Eight units to the left of it.

5. Find the equation of a line parallel to the line y = — 2

and 4 units below it. Five units above it.
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6. What is the equation, of the locus of a point which moves

always at a distance of 2 units from the axis of a; ? from the

axis of. y? from the line a; = — 5 ? from the line y=i'!

7. What is the equation of the locus of a point which moves

so as to be equidistant from the lines a; = 6 and a; = 9 ? equi-

distant from 2/ = 3 and y = — 7 ?

8. What are the equations of the sides of the rectangle

whose vertices are (5, 2), (6, 6), (-2, 2), (-2, 5)?

In problems 9 and 10, Pi is a given point on the required line,

m is the slope of the line, and a its inclination.

9. What is the equation of a line if

[a) Pi is (0, 3) and m = - 3 ? Ans. 3x + y-3 = 0.

b) Pi is (- 4, - 2) and m = I ? Ans. x—3y-2=0.

c) Pi is (-2, 3) and m=— ? Ans. V2a;-2?/-|-6

/.^ +2V2 = 0.

d) Pi is (0, 5) and m =^

?

Ans. V3 a;-2 ?/ + 10 = 0.

e) Pi is (0, 0) and m = - 1 ? Ans. 2x-\-3y = 0.

'/) Pj is (a, 6) and m = ? Ans. y = b.

[g) Pi is (— a, 6) and m = ao? Ans. x = — a.

10. What is the equation of a line if

a) Pi is (2, 3) and « = 45°? Ans. x-y+l:=0.
b) Pi is (- 1, 2) and a = 46°

?

Ans. x-y + 3 = 0.

c) Pi is (— a, — b) and a = 45° ? Ans. x — y = b — a.

[d) Pi is (5, 2) and « = 60°

?

Ans. ^3x-y + 2

-6V3 = 0.

» Pi is (0, - 7) and « = 60°

?

Ans. V3x-y-7 = 0.

If) Pi is (- 4, 5) and a = 0° ? Ans. y = 5.

(g) Pi is (2, - 3)jind a = 90°? Ans. a; = 2.

h) Piis(3, -3V3)anda = 120°? Ans. -V3x + y = 0.

) Pi is (0, 3) and a = 150° ? Ans. y/3x+3y~9=0.
j) Pi is (a, 6) and a = 135° ? ^ns. a; + ?/ = a + 6.
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11. Find the equation of the circle with

(a) center at (3, 2) and radius = 4.

Ans. ay^ + y'— 6x — 4:y — 3 = 0.

(6) center at (12, — 5) and r= 13.

Ans. a~' + y^-24:x + 10y = 0.

(c) center at (0, 0) and radius = r. Ans. a^+ y'= 'r^.

(d) center at (0, 0) and r= 5. Ans. a^ + y^ = 26.

(e) center at (3 a, 4 a) and r = 5 a.

Ans. x^+ y''-2a(3x+ Ay)=0.

(/) center at (& + c, & — c) and r = c.

Ans. x'' + y'-2{b + c)x-2(b-c)y + 2b'' + c' = 0.

12. rind the equation of a circle whose center is (5, — 4)

and whose circumference passes through the point (—2, 3).

13. Find the equation of a circle having the line joining

(3, — 5) and (— 2, 2) as a diameter.

14. Find the equation of a circle touching each axis at a dis-

tance 6 units from the origin.

15. Find the equation of a circle whose center is the middle

point of the line joining (— 6, 8) to the origin and whose cir-

cumference passes through the point (2, 3).

16. A point moves so that its distances from the two fixed

points (2, —3) and (—1, 4) are equal. Find the equation of

the locus. Ans. 3x— 7y + 2 = 0.

17. Find the equation of the perpendicular'bisector of the

line joining

(a) (2, 1), (-3, - 3). Ans. 10 a; + 8 1/ -f 13 = 0.

(&) (3, 1), (2, 4). Ans. x-3y + 5:=0.

(c) (_l, _1), (3, 7). Ans. x + 2y-7 = 0.

(d) (0, 4), (3, 0). Ans. 6x-8y + 7 = 0.

(e) («!, Vi), («» 2/2)-

Ans. 2 («! -X2)x + 2 (y^ - y^y + x^ - x^+ yi -y^= Q.

18. Show that in problem 17 the coordinates of the middle

point of the line joining the given points satisfy the equation

of the perpendicular bisector.
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19. Pind the equations of the perpendicular bisectors of the

sides of the triangle (4, 8), (10, 0), (6, 2). Show that they meet

in the point (11, 7)

.

17. Locus of an equation. The preceding sections have

illustrated the fact that a locus problem in Analytic Geometry

leads at once to an equation in the variables x and y. This

equation having been found or being given, the complete solu-

tion of the locus problem requires tvro things, as already noted

in the first section (p. 28) of this chapter, namely,

1. To draw the locus by plotting a sufficient number of points

whose coordinates satisfy the given equation, and through

which the locus therefore passes.

2. To discuss the nature of the locus, that is, to determine

properties of the curve.

These two problems are respectively called

:

1. Plotting the locus of an equation (second fundamental

problem)

.

2. Discussing an equation (third fundamental problem).

For the present, then, we concentrate our attention upon

some given equation in the variables x and y (one or both) and

start out with the definition :

The locus of an equation in two variables representing co-

ordinates is the curve or group of curves passing through all

points whose coordinates satisfy that equation,* and through

such points only.

* An equation in the variables x and y is not necessarily satisfied by the

coordinates of any points. For coordinates are real numbers, and the form

of the equation may be such that it is satisfied by no real values of x and y.

For example, the equation
a;2+ 2,2+ i = o

is of this sort, since, when x and y are real numbers, x^ and y^ are necessarily

positive (or zero), and consequently x^+ y^ + lis always a positive number

greater than or equal to 1, and therefore not equal to zero. Such an equation

therefore has no locus. The expression " the locus of the equation is imagi-

nary " is also used.

An equation may be satisfied by the coordinates of a, finite number of points
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Prom this definition the truth of the following theorem is at

once apparent

:

Theorem I. If the form of the given equation he chmiged in any

way {for example, by transposition, by multiplication by a constant,

eic), the locus is entirely unaffected.

We now take up in order the solution of the second and third

fundamental problems.

18. Second fundamental problem.

Rule to plot the locus of a given equation.

First step. Solve the given equation for one of the variables

in terms of the other.*

Second step. By this formula compute the values of the vari-

able for which tJie equation has been solved by assuming real

values for the other variable.

Third step. Plot the points corresponding to the values so

determined, t

Fourth step. If the points are numerous enough to suggest

the general shape of the locus, draw a smooth curve through the

Since there is no limit to the number of points which may be

computed in this way, it is evident that the locus may be drawn

as accurately as may be desired by simply plotting a sufficiently

large number of points.

Several examples will now be worked out. The arrangement

of the work should be carefully noted.

only. For example, a;^+ j/S = is satisfied by a; = 0, 2/ = 0, bat Ijy no other real

values. In this ease the group of points, one or more, whose coordinates
satisfy the equation, is called the locus of the equation.

* The form of the given equation will often be such that solving for one
variable is simpler than solving for the other. Always choose the simpler
sohition.

t Remember that real values only may be used as coordinates.
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EXAMPLES

1. Draw the locus of the equation

2x-3y + 6 = 0.

Solution. First step. Solving for y,

Second step. Assume values for x and compute y, arranging
results in the form

:
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Third step. Plot -the points.

Fourth step. Draw a smooth curve through these points.

This gives the curve of the figure.

3. Plot the locus of the equation

a^ + 2/2+6a;-16 = 0.

Solution. First step. Solving for y,

y=±VlQ-6x-a^.

Second step. Compute y by assuming values of x.

X
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PROBLEMS

1. Plot the locus of each of the following equations.

(a) x+2y— 0. (m) y = o(? — x.

(6) x + 2y = B. (n) y = a?-x^-5.
(c) 3a;-?/+5=0. (o) a;H2/' = 4.

(d) y = A:a?. {p) x' + y'' = ^.

(e) a? + 4.y = 0. (g) x^ + y'' = 25.

if) y= o^-3. (r) x^ + y^+9x=0.
(g) x^+iy-5 = 0. (s) a^ + y^ + 4:y = 0.

(h) y = x' + x + X. (f) x'+y'-6x-16 = 0.

(i) x = y'+ 2y-3. (u) a^ + y^-6 y -16 = 0.

(j) ix = y^. (v) 4:y = x''—8.

(k) 4 a; = 2/3— 1. (««) Ax = y^ + 8.

(I) 2/ = a^-l.

2. Show that the following equations have no locus (footnote

p. 35).

(a) x' + f + l = 0. (e) (x + iy + y'+A = Q.

(b) 2oa'+3y' = -8. (f) aP + y' + 2x + 2y + 3 =0.

(c) a^+ 4= 0. (g) ix^ + y^ + 8 x+ 5 = 0.

(d) x* + y^ + 8 = 0. (h) y* + 2af+ 4: = 0.

(i) 9a;2 + 42/2 + 18a;+ 82/ + 15 = 0.

Sint. Write each equation in the form of a sum of squares, and reason as

in the footnote on p. 35.

The following problems illustrate the

Theorem. If an equation can be put in the form of a product

of variable factors equal to zero, the locus is found by setting each

factor equal to zero and plotting each equation separately.

3. Draw the locus of ia^ — 9y^ = 0.

Solution. Factoring,

(1) {2x-3y)(2x + 3y)=^0.

Then, by the theorem, the locus consists of the straight lines

(2) 2x-3y = 0,

(3) 2x + 3y = 0.
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Proof. 1. The coordinates of any point (xi, 3/1) which satisfy

(1) will satisfy either (2) or (3)

.

For if (a^ j/j) satisfies (1),

(4) {2x,-3y,){2x, + 3y,)=0.

This product can vanish, only when one of the factors is

zero. Hence either

• 2x,-3y, = 0,

and therefore (x^, y^) satisfies (2)

;

or 20-1+32/1 = 0, .

and therefore (a^, 2/1) satisfies (3).

2. A point (joi, 2/1) on either of the lines defined by (2) and (3)

will also lie on the locus of (1).

For if (a^i, 2/1) is on the line 2 x — 3 y = 0,

then (Corollary, p. 30)

(6) 20^-3^1= 0.

Hence the product (2 »! — 3 2/i)(2 Xi + 3 y-^ also vanishes,

since by (5) the first factor is zero, and therefore (x^, y^ satis-

fies (1).

Therefore every point on the locus of (1) is also on the locus

of (2) and (3), and conversely. This proves the theorem for

this example. q.e.d.

4. Show that the locus of each of the following equations is

a pair of straight lines, and plot the lines.

(a) x'-f^Q. (/) f-5xy + Gy = (i.

(6) 9a;2-2/' = 0. {g) xy-2 ay'-3x=0.
(c) 0^ = 9 2/'. (h) xy-2x = 0.

Id) x'-4x-l) = 0. (i) xy= 0.

(e) f-6y = 7.

(j) 3a^ + xy-2y'' + 6x-4:y = 0.

(K) a^-y'+ x + y^O. (m) o^-2xy+y^+6x-6y=0.
(l) a? — xy + 5x—5y = 0. (n) x' — iy^ + 5x + 10y = 0.

(o) a^ + 4a;y + 42/^4-5a; + 102/ + 6 = 0.
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(g) K^ — 4 a!2/ - 5 2/2 + 2 a; - 10 2/ = 0.

(r) 3 a? —2 xy — y^+ 5 X — 5 y = 0.

(s) 0?— ^ xy — 4, y^= 0.

It) x'+ 2xy+ y^+ x + y=:Q.

(m) a^-3a;.y = 0.

(y) 2/^ + 4 ic!/ = 0.

5. Show that the locus of Ai? + Bx + 0=0 is a pair of

parallel lines, a single line, or that there is no locus accord-

ing as A = B^— 4 AO is positive, zero, or negative.

6. Show that the locus of Av? + Bxy+ Cy'^ = is a pair of

intersecting lines, a single line, or a point according as

A = B^ — 4 AC is positive, zero, or negative.

19. Third fundamental problem. Discussion of an equa-

tion. The method explained of solving the second funda-

mental problem gives no knowledge of the required curve

except that it passes through all the points whose coordinates

are determined as satisfying the given equation. Joining

these points gives a curve more or less like the exact locus.

Serious errors may be made in this way, however, since the

nature of the curve between any two successive points plotted is

not determined. This objection is somewhat obviated by de-

termining before plotting certain properties of the locus by a

discussion of the given equation now to be explained.

The nature and properties of a locus depend upon the form

of its equation, and hence the steps of any discussion must

depend upon the particular problem. In every case, however,

the following questions should be answered.

1. Is the curve a closed curve, or does it extend out infinitely

far?

2. Is the curve symmetrical with respect to either axis or the

origin ?

The method of deciding these questions is illustrated in the

following examples.
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EXAMPLES

1. Plot and discuss the locus of

(1) a^+ 42/= = 16.

Solution. First step. Solving for x,

(2) a;=±2V4-2/l

Second step. Assume values of y and compute x.

Third step. Plot the points of the table.

Fourth step. Draw a smooth curve through these points.

X
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The transformation of (1) into (3) corresponds in tlie figure

to replacing each point P{x, y) on the curve by the point

Q(x, —y)- But the points P and Q are symmetrical with

respect to XX', and (1) and (3) have the same locus (Theorem

I, p. 36). Hence the locus of (1) is unchanged if each point

is changed to a second point symmetrical to the first with

respect to XX'. Therefore the locus is symmetrical with respect

to the axis of x. Similarly, from (4), the locus is syvimetrical

with respect to the axis of y, and from (5), the locus is symmetri-

cal with respect to the origin.

The locus is called an ellipse.

2. Plot the locus of

(6) /-4a; + 15 = 0.

Discuss the equation.

Solution. First step. Solve the equation for x, since a square

root would have to be extracted if we solved for y. This gives

(7) x=\{y'+ lS).

X
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For example, if y=±3,

then a;= i (9 + 15) = 6, etc.

TJiird step. Plot the points of the table.

Fourth step. Draw a smooth curve through these points.

Discussion. 1. Prom (7) it is evident that x increases as y

increases. Hence the curve extends out indefinitely farfrom both

axes.

2. Since (6) contains no odd powers of y, the equation may
be written in the form

(-yy-A(x)+15 =

by replacing (x, y) by (x, — y). Hence the locus is symmetrical

with respect to the axis ofx.

The curve is called a parabola.

3. Draw the locus of the equation

(8) Ay = a^.

X
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algebraic equation in the variables x and y is called an algebraic

curve. Then from Theorem II follows

Theorem III. Symmetry of an algebraic curve. If no odd

powers of y occur in an equation, the locus is symmetrical with

respect to XX' ; if no odd powers of x occur, the locus is sym-

metrical with respect to YY'. If every term is of even* degree,

or every term of odd degree, the locus is symmetrical with respect

to the origin.

21. Further discussion. In this section we treat of three

more questions which enter into the discussion of an equation.

Is the origin on the curve ?

This question is settled by

Theorem IV. The locus of an algebraic equation passes through

the origin when there is no constant term in the equation.

Proof. The coordinates (0, 0) satisfy the equation when

there is no constant term. Hence the origin lies on the curve

(Corollary, p. 30). q.e.d.

What values of x and y are to be excluded ?

Since coordinates are real numbers we have the

Rule to determine all values of x and y which must he excluded.

Solve the equation for x in terms of y, and from this result de-

termine all values of y for which the computed value of x mil be

imaginary. Tliese values ofy must be excluded.

Solve the equation for y in terms of x, and from this result de-

termine all values of x for which the computed value of y will be

imaginary. These values of x must he excluded.

The intercepts of a curve on the axis of x are the abscissas

of the points of intersection of the curve and XX'.
The intercepts of a curve on the axis of y are the ordinates

of the points of intersection of the curve and YY'.

* Tlie constant term must be regarded as of even (zero) degree.
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Rule to find the intercepts.

Substitute y = 0, and solve for real values of x. This gives the

intercepts on the axis of x.

Substitute x = 0, and solve for real values ofy. TJiis gives the

intercepts on the axis of y.

The proof of the rule follows at once from the definitions.

The rule just given explains how to answer the question

:

What are the intercepts of the locus ?

22. Directions for discussing an equation. Given an equa-

tion, the following questions should be answered in order before

plotting the locus.

1. 7s the origin on the locus ?

2. Is the locus symmetrical with respect to the axes or the origin ?

3. What are the intercepts ?

4. What values of x and y must be excluded 1

5. Is the curve closed or does it pass off indefinitely far ?

Answering these questions constitutes what is called a

general discussion of the given equation.

EXAMPLE

Give a general discussion of the equation

(1) x^-Ay^+ 16y = 0.

Draw the locus.

^
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1. Since the equation contains no constant term, the origin

is on the curve.

2. The equation contains no odd powers of a* ; hence the

locus is symmetrical with respect to YT'.

3. Putting 2/ = 0, we find a; = 0, the intercept on the axis of

X. Putting a; = 0, we find y = and 4, the intercepts on the

axis of y.

4. Solving for x,

(2) a; = ±2Vt/^-4 2/.

All values of y must be excluded which make the expression

beneath the radical sign negative. Now the roots of y^ — 4 ?/=
are y= and ?/ = 4. For any value of y between these roots,

y^ — A,y is negative. For example, y = 2 gives 4 — 8 = — 4.

Hence all values of y between and 4 must be excluded.

Solving for y,

(3) 2/ = 2±^V^+16.
Hence no value of x is excluded, since a^ + 16 is positive for

all values of x.

6. From (3), y increases as x increases, and the curve ex-

tends out indefinitely far from both axes.

Plotting the locus, using (2), the curve is found to be as in

the figure. The curve is a hyperbola.

PROBLEMS

1. Give a general discussion of each of the following equa-

tions and draw the locus.

(a) a-2-4?/ = 0. {g) a^-2/2 + 4 = 0.

(6) 2/2-4a! + 3 = 0. (7j) a^ - y + a; = 0.

(c) a!2+ 4?/2-16 = 0. (i) a;?/-4= 0.

(d) 9a!2 + y^-18 = 0. 0') 92/ + a!«= 0.

(e) a:^- 4 2/2 -16 = 0. (A;) 4 a; - y' = 0.

(/) a^-4y2 + 16 = 0. (Z) 6a;-2/^ = 0.
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(m) 5a;-2/+2/3 = 0. (q) x' + Ay^ + 8y = 0.

(n) 9if-a^ = 0. (r) x' + 4.xy + 5y^ = i.

io)9f+o^ = 0. (s) ay' + ixy + y' = 3.

(p) x'-y^+ Gx = 0.

2. Determine the general nature of the locus in each of the

following equations by assuming particular values for the

arbitrary constants, but not special values, that is, values which
give the equation an added peculiarity.*

(a) 2/2 = 2 mx. (/) af-y^= a\

(h) a?— 2my = m\ (g) a? + y^ = i^.

(c)t^t.^l (h)x'+f = 2rx.

«' &' ' (0 x' + y'' = 2ry.

(d) 2xy=a\
(j) ay'' = a?.

(e) ^_?^=l. (fc) a^y=a?.
a^ V

3. Draw the locus of the equation

y^ = (x — a){x —b)(x— c),

(a) when a<b<cc. (c) when a<b, b = c.

(&) when a = b<,c. (d) when a = 6 = c.

The loci of the equations (a) to (/") in problem 2 are all of

the class known as conies, or conic sections,— curves following

straight lines and circles in the matter of their simplicity.

A conic section is the locus of a point whose distances from a

fixed point and a fixed line are in a constant ratio.

4. Show that every conic is represented by an equation of the

second degree in x and y.

Hint. Take YT' to coincide witli the fixed line, and draw XX' through the

fixed point. Denote the fixed point by (p, 0) and the constant ratio hy e.

Ans. (l — e^)x^ + y-—2px+p^ = Q.

* For example, in (a) and (6) m = is a special value. In fact, in all these

examples zero is a special value fof any constant.
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5. Discuss and plot the locus of the equation of problem 4,

(a) when e= 1 . The conic is now called a parabola (see p. 44)

.

(6) when e<l. The conic is now called an ellipse (see,p. 43).

(c) when e>l. The conic is now called a hyperbola (see p. 48).

6. A point moves so that the sum of its distances from the

two fixed points (3, 0) and (—3, 0) is constant and equal to 10.

What is the locus ? Ans. Ellipse 16se'+ 25y^ = 400.

7. A point moves so that the difference of its distances from

the two fixed points (6, 0) and (— 5, 0) is constant and equal

to 8. What is the locus ? Ans. Hyperbola 9a!^— 16^^=144.

23. Points of intersection. If two curves whose equations

are given intersect, the coordinates of each point of intersection

must satisfy both equations when substituted in them for the

variables (Corollary, p. 30). In Algebra it is shown that all

values satisfying two equations in two unknowns may be found

by regarding these equations as simultaneous in the unknowns

and solving. Hence the

Rule to find the points of intersection of two curves whose equa-

tions are given.

Consider the equations as simultaneous in the coordinates, and

solve as in Algebra.

Arrange the real solutions in corresponding pairs. Tliese will

be the coordinates of all the points of intersection.

Notice that only real solutions correspond to common points

of the two curves, since coordinates are always real numbers.

EXAMPLES

1. Find the points of intersection of

(1) a;-72/ + 25= 0,

(2) a;2 + /=25.

Solution. Solving (1) for x,

(3) a; = 72/ -25.
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Substituting in (2),

(7 2/ -25/ + 2/^ = 25.

Reducing,

51

.-.y = 3 and 4.

Substituting in (3) [not

in (2)],

a; = —4 and +3.

Arranging, the points of

intersection are (— 4, 3) and (3, 4). A7is.

In the figure the straight line (1) is the locus of equation

(1), and the circle the locus of (2).

2. Find the points of intersection of the loci of

(4) 2x' + 3y' = 35,

(5) 3oe'-4.y = 0.

Solution. Solving (5) for a^,

(6) x'=iy.

Substituting in (4) and reducing,

9f-+ 8y -105 = 0.

..y = 3 and — ^/-.

Substituting in (6) and solving.

a!=±2and ±iV-210.

Arranging the real values, we find the points of intersection

are(+2, 3), (-2, 3). Ans.

In the figure the ellipse (4) is the locus of (4), and the pa-

rabola (5) the locus of (5).
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PROBLEMS

Find the points of intersection of the following loci.

1.

2.

ra;-ll?/ + l =
x+y-2=0

Ans. a, I).

x+y=7]
x—y=5

I

Ans. (6, 1).

g y = 3x+ 2-
_

9?+ y''= i
j

Ans. (0,2), (-1,-1).

^
y^= 16x

,
' 3/ — a;=

J

^ns. (0, 0), (16, 16).

x'+ y^^a'
3x+y+a=0 '

^n..(0,-«),(-^,^).

a^-2/^ = 16|

^ns. (±4V2, 4).

a-=+ 2/2= 41|

^KS. (±5, ±4), (±4,±5).

g 2/2 = 2pa;l

^ns. (0, 0), (2p, 2p).

Ax' + f = 5\
'' f=8x r
Ans. (i,2), (i, -2).

a^ + 2/''= 100

10. 2 9 a;

^«s. (8,6), (8, -6).

11.
a!' + y^=5a?'

a?= 4: ay

Ans. (2 a, a), (—2 a, a).

rind the area of the triangles and polygons whose sides are

the loci of the following equations.

12. 3a!+ 2/+ 4=0, 3a;-62/+ 34 = 0, 3a;-2y+ l=0.
Ans. 36.

13. x+ 2y = 6,2x+y = 7,y= x + l.

14. x+ y = a,x — 2y = 4:a,y— x-\-7a = 0.

15. a;= 0, 2/ = 0, ce = 4, 2/ = — 6.

16. a; — 2/ = 0, a! + 2/ = 0, a; — 2/ = a, a!+ 2/ = &.

Ans. 12 a?.

Ans. 24.

Ans. ^.

17. 2/= 3a;-9, 2/ = 3a! + 5, 22/= a!-6, 2.v = a; + 14.

Ans. 56.
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18. Find the distance between the points of intersection of

the curves 3x— 2y + 6 = 0,ai' + y^=9. A71S. f|Vl3.

19. Does the locus of 2/^ = 4 a; intersect the locus of

2x + 3y + 2 = Q? Ans. Yes.

20. For what value of a will the three lines 3x + y — 2 = 0,_

ax + 2y — 3 = 0, 2x — y—3 = meet in a point ? Ans. a = 5.

21. Find the length of the common chord of x^ + y^= 13

and y^ = 3x+ 3. • Ans. 6.

22: If the equations of the sides of a triangle are x+ 7y
+ 11 = 0, 3x+y— 7 = 0, x—3y + l = 0, find the length of

each of the medians. Ans. 2V5, fV2, |^Vl70.



CHAPTER IV

STRAIGHT LINE AND CIRCLE

24. The degree of the equation of any straight line. It

will now be shown that any straight line is represented by an

equation of the first degree in the variable coordinates x and y.

Theorem. The equation of the straight line passing through a

point B(0, 6) on the axis of y and having its slope equal to m is

(I) y = niac-+ 6.

Proof. First step. Assume that P{x, y) is any point on

the line.

Second step. The given condition may be written

slope of PB = m.

Third step. Since by (II), p. 17,

slope of PJS= ?^^,
a; —

[Substituting (x, y) for (xi, y{) and (0, 6) for (a^, 3/2)]

then ^ = m, or y = mx + 6. q.e.u.
(17

In equation (I), m and 6 may have any values, positive,

negative, or zero.

Equation (I) will represent any straight line which inter-

sects the y-axis. But the equation of any line parallel to the

2/-axi8 has the form x= a constant, since the abscissas of all

points on such a line are equal. The two forms, y= mx+ b

and X= constant, will therefore represent all lines. Each of

these equations being of the first degree in x and y, we have
64
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Theorem. Tlie equation of any straight line is of the first

degree in the coordinates x and y.

25. Locus of any equation of the first degree. Tlie ques-

tion now arises : Given an equation of the first degree in the

coordinates x and y, is the locus a straight line ?

Consider, for example, the equation

(1) 3a;-22/ + 8 = 0.

Let us solve this equation for y. This gives

(2) y= fa; + 4.

Comparing (2) with the formula (I),

y = mx -J- h,

we see that (2) is obtained from (I) if we set m = f, 6 = 4.

Now in (I) m and h may have any values. The locus of (I) is,

for all values of m and 6, a straight line. Hence (2), or (1), is

the equation of a straight line through (0, 4) with the slope

equal to f. This discussion prepares the way for the general

theorem.

The equation

(3) Ax + By+G= 0,

where A, B, and G are arbitrary constants, is called the general

equation of the first degree in x and y because every equation of

the first degree may be reduced to that form.

Equation (3) represents all straight lines.

For the equation y = mx + b may he written mx — y + b = 0, which

is of the form (3) if A = m, B =— 1, O = b; and the equation x = con-

stant may be written x — constant = 0, which is of the form (3) if X = 1,

£ = 0, C =— constant.

Theorem. The locus of the general equation of the first degree

Ax + By+0=0
is a straight line.

Proof. Solving (3) for y, we obtain

'

^A^ AC
(4) y—B^'-B
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Comparison with (1) shows that the locus of (4) is the

straight line for which

A , am= — i-, o = — — •

B B

If, however, JB = 0, the reasoning fails.

But iiB=0, (3) becomes

Ax+C=0,
C

or a; = —— •

A
The locus of this equation is a straight line parallel to the

T^axis. Hence in all cases the locus of (3) is a straight line.

Q.E.D.

Corollary. The slope of the line

Ax +By+G=0
is m = ; that is, the coefficient of x with its sign changed

B
divided by the coefficient ofy.

26. Plotting straight lines. If the line does not pass

through the origin (constant term not zero, p. 46), find the

intercepts (p. 47), mark them off on the axes, and draw the

line. If the line passes through the origin, find a second point

(p. 37) whose coordinates satisfy the equation.

EXAMPLE

Plot the locus ofSiB — 2/ + 6 = 6. Find the slope.

Solution. Letting y = and solving for x,

we have

x =—2= intercept on cB-axis.

Letting a; = and solving for y, we have

2/ = 6 = intercept on jz-axis.

The required line passes through the points

(- 2, 0) and (0, 6).
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To find the slope. Comparison with the general equation

(3) shows that ^= 3, B = — 1,C=G. Hence m = - —= 3.

Otherwise thus. Reduce the given equation to the form

y = mx+ 6 by solving it for y. This gives y = 3x + 6. Hence
m = 3, 6 = 6, as before.

PROBLEMS

1. Find the intercepts and the slope of the following lines

and plot the lines.

(a) 2x + 3y = 6. Ans. 3,2; m = — f.

(6) x-2y + 5 = 0. Ans. -5,2^; m = i.

(c) 3x— y+ 3= 0. Ans. -1,3; m = 3.

(d) 5x + 2y-6 = 0. ^ns. f, 3; m = -|.

2. Plot the following lines. Find the slope.

(a) 2x-3y = 0. (c) 3x + 2y = 0.

(b) y-Ax= 0. (d) x-3y = 0.

3. Find the equations, and reduce them to the general form,

of the lines for which

(a)m = 2,& = -3. Ans. 2x-y -3 = 0.

(b) m = - ^, 6 = f. Ans. x +2y-3 = 0.

(c) m = I, 6 = - 1. Ans. 4 a; - 10 ?/ - 25= 0.

(d) u=-,b = -2. Ans. x~y-2 = 0.

(e),« =— , 6 = 3. Ans. x + y-3 = 0.

Hint. Substitute in y = mx + 6 and transpose.

4. Select pairs of parallel and perpendicular lines from the

following.
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(a)

Li:y = 2x-3.

L,:y = 2x+ 7.

iLi-.y^^x + i.

\Li:x + 3y = 0.

(6) \L2:8x + y + l = 0. Ans. A-L-^s-

i, :2 a;— 5 2/ = 8.

(c) L2:5y + 2x = S. Ans. L2±Ls.
[ Ls: 35 x-Uy = 8.

5. Show that the quadrilateral whose sides are 2a—3 2/+4=0,

3x— y-2 = 0, 4:X—6y— 9 = 0, and 6a;-22/+ 4= is a

parallelogram.

6. Find the equation of the line whose slope is — 2 which

passes through the point of intersection of y = 3x + 4i and

y— — x+ 4:. Ans. 2x + y — i= 0.

7. Write an equation which will represent all lines parallel

to the line

(a) y = 2x + 7. (c) y-3x-i = 0.

(b) y^-x+ 9. (d) 2y-4:X + 3 = 0.

8. Find the equation of the line parallel to 2x — 3y —
whose intercept on the F-axis is — 2. Ans. 2x — 3y — 6 = 0.

27. Point-slope equation. If it is required that a straight

line shall pass through a given point in a given direction, the

line is determined.

The following problem is therefore definite:

To find the equation of the straight line passing through a given

point Pi(xj, y^ and having a given slope m.

Solution. Let P{x, y) be any other point on the line. By
the hypothesis,

'
slope PPi = m.
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(II, p. 17)

Clearing of fractions gives the formula

(11) y-vi-mix-xi).

28. Two-point equation. A straight line is determined by

two of its points. Let us then solve the problem

:

To find the equation of the line passing through two given

points Pi(xi, yi), Pi{Xi, y.^.

Solution. The slope of the given line is

slope PjPj =
X\ Xn

Let P {x, y) be any other point on the line P^P^. Then

slope PPi = ^^:^.

Since P, Pj, and P^ are oh one line, slope PP^ = slope P^P^.

Hence we have the formula

(III)
05 — 051 asi — aja

EXAMPLES

1. Find the equation of the line passing through Pi (3, —2)

whose slope is — \.

Solution. Use the point-

slope equation (II), substitut-

ing «! = 3, 2/1 = -2, m = - \.

This gives

y + 2=-\(x-Z).

Clearing and reducing,

x + Ay-\-5 = a.
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2. Find the equation of the line through the two points

A (5, -l)andP2(2, -2).

Solution. Use the two-point equation (III), substituting

»i = 5, 2/i
= — 1, a!2 = 2, 2^2 = — 2.

This gives

y+l_ -l+2 ^l
x — 5 6-2

Clearing and reducing,

x-3y-8 = 0.

The answer should be checked. To do this, we must prove that

the coordinates of the given points satisfy the answer. Thus

for Pi, substituting x=5, y=—l, the answer -holds. Similarly

for Pj- The student should supply checks for examples 1 and 3.

3. Find the equation of the line through the point Pi (3, — 2)

parallel to the line Li:2 x — 3y—4:
= 0.

Solution. The slope of the given

line Li equals f . Hence the slope of

the required line also equals f (The-

orem, p. 18), and it passes through

Pi(3, — 2). Using the point-slope

equation (II), we have

y-|-2=|(a;-3), or 2a;-3y-12=0.

4. Find the equation of the line through the point Pi(— 1,3)

perpendicular to the line L^: 5x — 2y + 3 = 0.

Solution. The slope of the given

line Li equals |. Hence the slope of

the required line equals —
-f
(Theorem,

""2
^'^s!; P- 18)- Since we know a point Pip-
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PROBLEMS

1. Knd the equation of the line satisfying the following con-

ditions, and plot the lines. Check the answers.

(a) Passing through (0, 0) and (8, 2). A7is. a; — 4 2/ = 0.

(6) Passing through (— 1, 1) and (— 3, 1). Ans. y — l = 0.

(c) Passing through (— 3, 1) and slope = 2.

Ans. 2x — y + 7 = 0.

(d) Having the intercepts * a = 3 and & = — 2.

Ans. 2x — 3y — 6 = 0.

(e) Slope = — 3, intercept on X-axis = 4.

Ans. 3x + y — 12= 0.'

(/) Intercepts a = — 3 and & = — 4.

Ans. ix+ 3y + 12 = 0.

{g) Passing through (2, 3) and (- 2, - 3).

Ans. 3x — 2y = 0.

(li) Passing through (3, 4) and (— 4, —3).

Ans. x — y + l = 0.

(i) Passing through (2, 3) and slope = — 2.

Ans. 2x + y — 7=0.

2. Find the equation of the line passing through the origin

parallel to the line 2 x — 3 y = i. Ans. 2 x — 3y = 0.

3. Find the equation of the line passing through the origin

perpendicular to the line 5x+y— 2 = 0. Ans. x — 5y = 0.

4. Find the equation of the line passing through the point

(3, 2) parallel to the line 4a; — y— 3 = 0.

Ans. 4 a; — 2/
— 10 = 0.

5. Find the equation of the line passing through the point

(3, 0) perpendicular to the line 2x + y — S = 0.

Ans. x— 2y — 3 = 0.

6. Find the equation of the line whose intercept on the

r^axis is 5 which passes through the point (6, 3).

Ans. x + 3y — 15 = 0.

* Intercept on x-axis = a, intercept on ?/-axis = 5. The given points are

(3,0) and (0,-2).
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7. Find tlie equation of the line whose intercept on the

X-axis is 3 which is parallel to the line x — 4:y + 2 = 0.

Ans. a; — 4y — 3 = 0.

8. Find the equation of the line passing through the origin

and through the intersection of the lines a— 2 y+ 3 = and

x + 2y— 9 = 0. Ans. x~-y= Q.

9. Find the equations of the sides of the triangle whose

vertices are (— 3, 2), (3, — 2), and (0, — 1).

Ans. 2a; + 3?/= 0, a; + 3y + 3 = 0, and a;+ 2/ + 1 = 0.

10. Find the equations of the medians of the triangle in

problem 9, and show that they meet in a point.

Ans. a; = 0, 7a; + 92/ + 3 = 0, and 5a; + 92/+ 3 = 0.

Hint. To show that three lines meet in a point, find the point of inter-

section of two of them and prove that it lies on the third.

11. Determine whether or not the following sets of points

lie on a straight line.

(a) (0, 0), (1, 1), (7, 7). . Ans. Yes.

(6) (2, 3), (-4, -6), (8, 12). Ans. Yes.

(c) (3, 4), (1, 2), (5, 1). Jns. No.

(d) (3, - 1), (- 6, 2), (- 1, 1). Ans. No.

(e) (5,6), (f,l), (-1,-1). Ans. Yes.

(/)(7,6),(2,1),(6, -2). Ans. 1^0.

12. Find the equations of the lines joining the middle

points of the sides of the triangle in problem 9, and show that

they are parallel to the sides.

Ans. 4a;-f6y + 3 = 0, a!+ 32/ = 0, and x + y = 0.

13. Find the equation of the line passing through the origin

and through the intersection of the lines x-\-2y = l and

2a; — 42/ — 3 = 0. Ans. x + 10y = 0.

14. Show that the diagonals of a square are perpendicular.

"

Hint. Take two sides for the axes and let the length of a side he a.
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15. Show that the line joining the middle points of two
sides of a triangle is parallel to the third.

Hint. Choose the axes so that the vertices are (0, 0), (o, 0), and (6, c).

16. Two sides of a parallelogram are 2a; + 3y— 7= and

a;— 3^+ 4 = 0. Find the other two sides if one vertex is the

point (3, 2). Ans. 2a;+ 32/-12 = and a;-32/ + 3 = 0.

17. Find the equations of the lines drawn through the ver-

tices of the triangle yrhose vertices are (—3, 2), (3, —2), and

(0, — 1), which are parallel to the opposite sides.

Ans. The sides of the triangle are

2a; + 32/ = 0, a; + 32/ + 3 = 0, a; + 2/+ l = 0.

The required equations are

2a;+ 32/ + 3 = 0, a;-f-32/-3 = 0, a; + 2/-l = 0.

18. Find the equations of the lines drawn through, the ver-

tices of the triangle in problem 17 which are perpendicular to

the opposite sides, and show that they meet in a point.

Ans. 3a;-22/-2 = 0, 3a;-2/-t-ll=0, a;-2/-5 = 0.

19. Find the equations of the perpendicular bisectors of the

sides of the triangle in problem 17, and show that they meet

in a point. Ans. 3x — 2y = 0, 3a;— j/— 6 = 0, x — y +2 = 0.

20. The equations of two sides of a parallelogram are

3a;— 4 y -1-6 = and x + 5y — 10=0. Find the equations of

the other two sides if one vertex is the point (4, 9)

.

Ans. 3a;— 42/ + 24 = and a;-|-62/ — 49=0.

21. The vertices of a triangle are (2, 1), (— 2, 3), and (4, — 1).

Find the equations of (a) the sides of the triangle, (6) the

perpendicular bisectors of the sides, and (c) the lines drawn

through the vertices perpendicular to the opposite sides.

Check the results by showing that the lines in (&) and (c)

meet in a point.

29. The angle which a line makes with a second line.

The angle between two directed lines has been defined (p. 16)
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as the angle between their positive directions. When a line is

given by means of its equation, no positive direction along the

line is fixed. In order to distinguish be-

tween the two pairs of equal angles which

two intersecting lines make with each

other, we define the angle which a line

makes with a second line to be the positive

angle (p. 2) from the second line to the

Jii-st line.

Thus the angle which ij makes with

7>2 is the angle 0. We speak always of the "angle which one

line makes with a second line," and the use of the phrase " the

angle between two lines " should be avoided if those lines are

not directed lines.

Theorem. If m^ and m^ are the slopes of two lines, then the

angle which the first line makes with the second is given by

(IV) tane mi — mi
1 + niim,2

Proof. Let a^ and ota be the inclinations of i, and L2 respec-

tively. Then, since the exterior angle of a triangle equals the

sum of the two opposite interior angles, we have

In Fig. 1, «!= 5+ oj, or 5= (Xi — a^,

In Fig. 2, a3 = 7r— + aj, or 6 = 7r+(«i— Wa).

And since (30, p. 2)

tan (tt + <^)= tan
<f>,
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we have, in either case,

tan 6 = tan («i— oj)

1 + tan «! tan aj

But tan «i is the slope of Li, and tan ajis the slope of L^;
'* hence, writing tan Ui = mi, tan aj = »»*2) we have (IV).

In applying (IV), we remember that wis = slope of the line

from which 6 is measured in the positive direction.

EXAMPLES

1. Find the angles of the triangle formed by the lines whose

equations are

L:2x-3y-6 = 0,

M:6x-y-6 = 0,

JSf: 6 x + iy- 25 = 0.

Solution. To see which angles formed

by the given lines are the angles of the tri-

angle, we plot the lines, obtaining the tri-

angle ABC.
Let us find the angle A. In the figure,

A is measured from the line L. Hence in

(IV), m2=slope of i=|, mi=slope of Jlf=6.

.-. tan^ =^^= i|, and^= tan-'i|.
1+4 15

^^

Next find the angle at B. In the figure, B is measured

from N. Hence m2= slope of iV= — |, mi = slope of i= |.

Hence ma = , and B = --
m 2

Finally, the angle at C is measured from the line M. Hence

in (IV) mj= slope of M= 6, mj = slope of iV= — f

.

.-. tan C =
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We may verify these results. For if £ =- , tlien ^ = -^
- C;

tan G
and hence (31, p. 3, and 26, p. 3) tan ^ = cot = -

which is true for the values found.

2. Find the equation of the line through

(3, 5) which makes an angle of - with the
o

line a; — 2/ + 6 = 0.

Solution. Let wij be the slope of the re-

quired line. Then its equation is by (II),

p. 59,

(1) 2/-5 = mi(a;-3).

The slope of the given line is m2= l, and since the angle

which (1) makes with the given line is -r , we have,

, TT m, — 1
tan - = —i

,

3 1 + mi
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PROBLEMS

1. Find the angle which the line 3x-~y + 2=z0 makes with
2a; + 2/

— 2 = 0; also the angle which the second line makes
with the first, and show that these angles are supplemen-
*"y-

,

Ans. ^, -E.

4 4
2. Find the angle which the line

(a) 2x — Sy + l = makes with the line x — 2y + 3 = 0.

(b) a; + 2/ + 1 = makes with the line x — y + l = 0.

(c) 'Sx — iy+ 2 = makes with the line x + 3y — 7 = 0.

(d) 6x—3y + 3 = makes with the line x = 6.

(e) x — 7y+ l = makes with the line x+ 2y — 4: = 0.

In each case plot the lines and mark the angle found by a

small arc.

Ans. (a) tan-'(-3V); (6) |; (c) tan"' (J/); (cZ) tan-i(-^);

(e) tan-^^).

3. Find the angles of the riangle whose sides are x+ 3y
-4 = 0, 3a!-22/+ l = 0, anda;-2/+ 3 = 0.

Ans. tan-'(- -if), tan-i(|), tan-' (2).

Hint. Plot the triangle to see which angles formed by the given lines

arejthe angles of the triangle.

4. Find the exterior angles of the triangle formed by the

lines 5x — y + 3 = 0, y = 2, x — 4,y + 3 = 0.

Ans. tan-i(5), t&u-\-\), tan-i(-^).

5. Find one exterior angle and the two opposite interior

angljBS of the triangle formed by the lines 2a; — 3?/— 6 = 0,

3a;+ 4j^ — 12 = 0, a; — 32/ + 6 = 0. Verify the results by for-

mula 37, p. 3.

6. Find the angles of the triangle formed by 3x+2y—^=0,
x — 3y + & = 0, and 4a; — Sj/- 10 = 0. Verify the results by

the formula

tanA + tan jB+ tan C= tanA tan£ tan C, if J. + J3 + C= 180°.
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7. Pind the line passing through the given point and making
the given angle vsfith the given line.

(a) (2,l),'^,2x-3y + 2 = 0. Ans. 5x-y-9 = 0.

(6) (1, -3),^,x+ 2y + 4. = 0. Ans. 3x + y = 0.

(c) (ao, Vi), ^ty^fivx+ h. Ans. y-yy= m+ tan<^
.^_^^^

1 — m tan ^

W i?h, 2/i), ^,Ax-\-By^-G=Q).

30. Equation of the circle. Every circle is determined

when its center and radius are known.

Theorem. The equation of the circle whose center is a given

point (a, P) and whose radius equals r is

(V) (a!-o)2 + (j,-P)2 = y2.

Proof. First step. Assume that P(x, y) is any point on the

locus.

Second step. If the center (a, P) be denoted by O, the given

condition is

PG=r.

Third step. By (I), p. 13,

PG=^{x-af+{y-pf.

.: ^(x-ay + {y-py= r.

Squaring, we have (V). • q.e.d.

Corollary. The equation of the circle whose center is the origin

(0, 0) and whose radius is r is

If (V) is expanded and transposed, we obtain

(1) aP+ f-2ax-2/3y+ a' + ^-r^= 0.
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From the form of this equation we observe

:

Any circle is defined by an equation of the second degree in

the variables x and y, in which the terms of the second degree

consist of the sum of the squares of x and y.

Equation (1) is of the form

(2) ^ + y^ + Dx + Ey + F=0,

where

(3) D=-2«, ^=-2/3, and J'=a2 + i82-»^.

Can we infer, conversely, that the locus of every equation

of the form (2) is a circle? By adding \D''- + \E'^ to both

members, (2) becomes

(4) (x+ \Dy + {y+ \E)'' = \{D' + E'-4.F).

In (4) we distinguish three cases

:

If Z)^ + -E^— 4 i^ is positive, (4) is in the form (V), and hence

the locus of (2) is a circle whose center is (— ^Z>, —^E) and

whose radius is r = ^Vi?^ + E^—A F.

If D^ + E^— 4,F=0, the only real values satisfying (4) are

x= —\D, y=—^E (footnote, p. 35). The locus, therefore,

is the single point (—^D, —^E). In this case the locus of

(2) is often called a point circle, or a circle whose radius is zero.

If D^+ E^ — iF is negative, no real values satisfy (4), and

hence (2) has no locus.

The expression Z^+ ^^— 4i''is called the discriminant of

(2), and is denoted by ®. The result is given by the

Theorem. Tlie locus of the equation

(VI) x^ + tj^ +Dx + Ey + F=0,

whose discriminant is @ = D^+ E^ — i F, is determined as

follows

:

(a) When © is positive the locus is the circle whose center is

(—I D, —^E) and whose radius is r=|-Vi)'+-E''-4 F=^V®i

(6) When is zero the locus is the point circle (—^D, —^E).

(c) When © is negative there is no locus.
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Corollary. When E = the center of (VI) is on the X-axis,

and when D = the center is on the Y-axis.

Whenever in what follows it is said that (VI) is the equa-

tion of a circle it is assumed that © is positive.

EXAMPLE

Find the locus of the equation x^+ j/^— 4a! + 82/ — 5 = 0.

Solution. The given equation is of the form (VI), where

D=-4:,E= 8,F=-5,
, and hence

©=16 + 64 + 20 = 100 >0.

The locus is therefore a circle

whose center is the point

(2, —4) and whose radius is

V100 = 6.

The equation Ax^ + Bxy+
Cy^ -^ Vx -I- Ey + F=0 ia called

the general equation of the second

degree in x and y because it

contains all possible terms in x and y of the second and lower

degrees. This equation can be reduced to the form (VI) when
and only when A=C and 5 = 0. Ilence the locus of an equa-

tion of the second degree is a circle only when the coefficients

of x' and y' are equal and the xy-teim is lacking.

31. Circles determined by three conditions. The equation

of any circle may be written in either one of the forms

(x-ay-\-(y-/3y = r',

or x'-^y^-i-Dx-\-Ey-^F=0.

Each of these equations contains three arbitrary constants.

To determine these constants three equations are necessary,

and as any equation between, the constants means that the
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circle satisfies some geometrical condition, it follows that a

circle may be determined to satisfy three conditions.

Rule to determine the equation of a circle satisfying three

conditions.

First step. Let the required equation he

(1) (^_ay+ (jj-pY = r\

or

(2) x' + y'' + Dx + Ey + F=0,

as may be more convenient.

Second step. Find three equations between the constants a,
fi,

and r [or D, E, and F~\ which express that the circle (1) [or (2)]

satisfies the three given conditions.

Third step. Solve the equations found in the second step for

a, j3, anU r [or D, E, and F'] .

Fourth step. Substitute the results of the third step in (1) [or

(2)]. ITie result is the required equation.

EXAMPLES

1. Find the equation of the circle passing through the three

points Pi(0, 1), P^iO, 6), and P^iS, 0).

First solution. First step. Let the

required equation be

(3) x'+ y^' + Dx + Ey+ F^O.

Second step. Since Pi, P^, and Pj

lie on (3), their coordinates must sat-

isfy (3). Hence we have

(4) 1 +E+F= 0,

(5) 36 + 6^ + i^=0,

and

(6) 9 + 3 D + F= 0.
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Third step. Solving (4), (6), and (6), we obtain

E=-7,F=:&,D=-5.

Fourth step. Substituting in (3), the required equation is

a? + y''-&x-ly + & = Q.

Tbe center is (f, f) and the radius is fV2 = 3.5.

Second solution. A second method which follows the geo-

metrical construction for the circumscribed circle is the fol-

lowing. Find the equations of the perpendicular bisectors of

PiPj and P1P3. The point of intersection is the center. Then

find the radius by the length formula.

2. Find the equation of the circle passing through the points

Pi(0, —3) and P^i, 0) which has its center

on the line x + 2y= Q.

First solution. First step. Let the re-

^ quired equation be

(7) x' + y'^ + Dx + Ey + F=0.

Second step. Since Pj and Pa lie on the

locus of (7), we have

(8) 9-3F +F=0
and

(9) 16 + 4Z)-fP=0.

The center of (7) is f — -, — -
j,
and since it lies on the given

line,

0,!-<-!
or

(10) D +2E = 0.

Tliird step. Solving (8), (9), and (10), we obtain
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Fourth step. Substituting in (7), we obtain the required

equation,

or 5a^ + 52/^-14a; + 72/-24 = 0.

The center is the point (|, — ^), and the radius is ^V29.

Second solution. A second solution is suggested by Geometry,

as follows

:

Find the equation of the perpendicular bisector of Pj P^.

The point of intersection of this line and the given line is the

center of the required circle. The radius is then found by the

length formula.

PROBLEMS

1. Find the equation of the circle whose center is

(a) (0, 1) and whose radius is 3. Ans. a;^ + y^— 2 y — 8 = 0.

(6)(— 2,0)andwhoseradiusis2. Ans. a;^4-2/^ + 4a; = 0.

(c) (—3, 4) andwhose radius is 5. Ans. os^ + t/^ + Ga; — 8 j/ = 0.

(d) (a, 0) and whose radius is a. Ans. a^+ y^— 2ax = 0.

(e) (0, (8) and whose radius is j8. Ans. x^+ 2/^— 2 jSa; = 0.

(/)(0, —/8) andwhose radius is /S. Ans. a^ + 2/^+ 2 /Ja; = 0.

2. Ifind the locus of the following equations.

(a)a^ + 2/2-6a;-16 = 0. {f)x^ + y''-&x+^y-5 = Q.

(&)3a^+ 3y=-10a;-242/ = 0. {g) (x + lf + {y -Tf = 0.

(c)3? + y^ = 0. (Ji) 7x' + 7f'- Ax -y = 3.

(d)x' + y'-8x-6y + 25 = 0. (i) :^+y'-+2ax+2by+a'+b'=0.

(e)aj2 + 2/2-2a;+ 22/ + 5 = 0. (j) a;^ + 2/' + 16 a; + 100 = 0.

3. Find the equation of the circle which

(a) has the center (2, 3) and passes through (3, — 2)

.

Ans. x^ + y^ — ix — 6y — 13 = 0.

(&) passes through the points (0, 0), (8, 0), (0, — 6).

Ans. a^ + y^ — 8x+6y = 0.

(c) passes through the points (4, 0), (—2, 5), (0, — 3)-

Ans. 19a;2 + 192/2 + 2a;-472/-312 = 0.
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(d) passes through the points (3, 5) and (— 3, 7) and has

its center on the X-axis. Ans. a^ + y" + ix — i6 = 0.

(e) passes through the points (4, 2) and (—6, — 2) and has

its center on the T-axis. Ans. a^+ y^ + 5y—30—0.
(/) passes through the points (5, — 3) and (0, 6) and has its

center on the line 2x — 3y— 6 = 0.

Ans. 3a^ + 32/2-114a;- 642/ +276 = 0.

(g) has the center (— 1, — 5) and is tangent to the X-axis.

Ans. a? + y^ + 2x+ 10y+l=0.
(h) passes through (1, 0) and (5, 0) and is tangent to the

F-axis. Ans. a^ + y'' — &x±2^5y + 5=0.

(i) passes through (0, 1), (5, 1), (2, - 3).

Ans. 2x' + 2y^-10x+y-3 = 0.

(J)
has the line joining (3, 2) and (— 7, 4) as a diameter.

Ans. x'+ y^+ 4:x-6y-13 = 0.

Qc) has the line joining (3, — 4) and (2, — 5) as a diameter.

Ans. x^+y^-5x + 9y + 26 = 0.

(T) which circumscribes the triangle formed by a;— 6 = 0>

x + 2y = 0, and x— 2y = 8.

Ans. 2af + 2y''-21x+ 8y+ 6Q=0.

The following problems illustrate cases in which the locus

problem is completely solved by analytic methods, since the loci

may be easily drawn and their nature determined.

LOCUS PROBLEMS

1. Find the equation of the locus of a point whose distances

from the axes XX' and YT' are in a constant ratio equal to |.

Ans. The straight line 2 a; — 3 y = 0.

2. Find the equation of the locus of a point the sum of whose

distances from the axes of coordinates is always equal to 10.

Ans. The straight line x + y — 10 = 0.

3. A point moves so that the difference of the squares of its

distances from (3, 0) and (0, — 2) is always equal to 8. Find

the equation of the locus, and plot.

Ans. The parallel straight lines6a;+42/+3=0,6a;+42/—13=0,
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4. A point moves so as to be always equidistant from tlie

axes of coordinates. Find the equation of the locus, and plot.

Ans. The perpendicular straight lines x +y = 0,x— y=0.

5. A point moves so as to be always equidistant from the

straight lines a; — 4 = and y + 5=0. Find the equation of

the locus, and plot.

Ans. Theperpendicularstraightlinesx— 2/—9=0,x+2/+l=0.

6. Find the equation of the locus of a point the sum of the

squares of whose distances from (3, 0) and (— 3, 0) always

equals 68. Plot the locus. Ans. The circle ay' + y'^ = 25.

7. Find the equation of the locus of a point which moves so

that its distances from (8, 0) and (2, 0) are always in a constant

ratio equal to 2. Plot the locus. ^ns. The circle a;'+3/2=16.

8. A point moves so that the ratio of its distances from

(2, 1) and (— 4, 2) is always equal to h Find the equation of

the locus, and plot. Ans. The, circle 3oif+3y^—24:X—4y=0.

In the proofs of the following theorems the choice of the axes

of coordinates is left to the student, since no mention is made

of either coordinates or equations in the problem. In such

cases always choose the axes in the most convenient manner

possible.

9. A point moves so that the sum of its distances from two

perpendicular lines is constant. Show that the locus is a straight

line.

Hint. Choosing the axes of coordinates to coincide with the given

lines, the equation isx+ y = constant.

10. A point moves so that the difference of the squares of

its distances from two fixed points is constant. Show that the

locus is a straight line.

Hint. Draw XX' through the fixed points, and YT' through their

middle point. Then the fixed points may be written (a, 0), ( - a, 0), and

if the "constant difference" he denoted by k, we find for the locus

4 ax = /c or 4 aa; = — A.
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11. A point moves so that the sum of the squares of its

distances from two fixed points is constant. Prove that the

locus is a circle.

Hint. Choose axes as in problem 10.

12. A point moves so that the ratio of its distances from two

fixed points is constant. Determine the nature of the locus.

Ans. A circle if the constant ratio is not equal to unity, and

a straight line if it is.

13. A point moves so that the square of its distance from a

fixed point is proportional to its distance from a fixed line

through the fixed point. Show that the locus is a circle.



CHAPTER V

CURVE PLOTTING

32. Asymptotes. The following problems elucidate diffi-

culties arising frequently in drawing the locus of an equation.

EXAMPLES

1. Plot the locus of the equation

(1) a!2/-2i/-4 = 0.

Solution. Solving for y,

4
(2)

We observe at once.

This IS

if x = 2,

interpretedV =- = 00
^ 4

thus : The curve approaches the

line x = 2 as it passes off to in-

finity. The vertical line a; = 2 is

called a vertical asymptote.

In plotting, it is necessary to

assume values of x differing

slightly from 2, both less and

greater, as in the table.

From (2) it appears that y diminishes and approaches zero

as X increases indefinitely. The curve therefore extends in-

definitely far to the right and 'left, approaching constantly

the axis of x. The axis of x is therefore a horizontal asymptote.

If we solve (1) for x and write the result in the form

4

X
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it is evident that x approaclies 2 as ?/ increases indefinitely.

Hence the locus extends both upward and downward indefi-

nitely far, approaching in each case the line x = 2. This curve

is called a hyperbola.
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The equation shows directly that 3a; — 4 = or a; = |isa
vertical asymptote. Or we may solve the equation for x which

gives x = ^y + ^.
'6y-2

Hence, when y is very large, x =—^ = - •

PROBLEMS

Plot each of the following, and determine the horizontal and
vertical asymptotes.

(e) 2 a;?/ + 4 a— 6 y + 3=0.

(/) 7/ + 2a;2/-4 = 0.

{g) xy+x + 2y-3=Q.

(c) a;!/2_4.'); + 6 = 0.

(d) a?y-y + % = 0.

— • Qc) 4a; =-^-

1. (a) ayy + y-9,==Q.

(b) xy + x+ 3 = 0.

(c) 2xy + 2x + 3y = Q.

(d) a;2 + a;?/ + 8 = 0.

2. (a) x-y-5 = 0.

(b) x'y-y+2x = 0.
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To find the equation connecting the common and natural

logarithms of a given number, we may take the logarithms of

both members of (3) to the base 10, which gives

(4) logic e'' = logioi^, or 2/ logm e = logi„ JV.

(5) .-. logic iV= logio e log.iV [using the value of y in (3)].

The equation shows that the common logarithm of any num-

ber equals the product of the natural logarithm by the con-

stant logic e. This constant is called the modulus (= M) of the

common system. That is

(6) i(f= logic 6 = 0.434. Also ^ = 2.302.

We may summarize in the equations,

, .

,

Common log = natural log times 0.434,

Natural log = common log times 2.302.

Exponential and logarithmic curves. The locus of the

equation

(7) y = e'

is called an exponential curve. To compute values of y, we \ise

logarithms. Taking natural logarithms of both sides,

(8) a; = log, 2/= 2.302 logic 2/.

The locus of (7) is therefore the curve whose abscissas are

the natural logarithms of the ordinates.

Discussion. Since negative numbers and zero have no logar

rithras, y is necessarily positive. Moreover, x increases as y
increases. The calculation must begin with small values of y,

such as ,
—-, — , these numbers being chosen, since

logio ~^ = logic^3= logic 10-== - 3, etc. (16 and 19, p. 1)

The compiitation for determining points on the locus is set

down in the table. We use the Table of Art. 2, p. 4. If
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X
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Clearly, since logioO = — oo, the y-axis is a vertical asymptote.

The scales chosen are

unit length on XX' equals 2 divisions,

unit length on YY' equals 4 divisions.

Compound interest curve. The problem of compound interest

introduces exponential curves. For, it r — rate per cent of

interest, n= number of years, then the amount {—A) of one

dollar in n years, if the interest is compounded annually, is

given by the formula

A={1 + r)"-

For example, if the rate is 5 per cent, the formula is

(11) ^=(1.05)".

If we plot years as abscissas and the amount as ordinates,

the corresponding curve will be an exponential curve. For,

by Art. 2 and (A),

log. 1.05 = 2.302 times .021

= .048 (to three decimal places).

Hence by (3), e"*' = 1.05, and the equation (11) becomes

(12) ^=e"*«»,

which is in the form (9) ; that is, k = .048.
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PROBLEMS

Draw * the loci of each of the following.

1.
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TTX
COS

. o A. "TX 6
sin2a!, aitan — , —rr

for x = l, are as follows

:

sin 2 a; = sin 2 radians = sin 114°.59 = 0.909,

X tan — = 1 . tan (
— radians ) = tan 45° = 1,

A \4: J

cos — COS (
- radians

^

6 V6 y cos 30°
: 0.433.

2a; 2 2

Let us now draw the locus of the equation

(3) y = sin X,

in which, as just remarked, x is the circular measure of an

angle.

Solution. Assuming values for x and finding the correspond-

ing number of degrees, we may compute y by the table of

Natural Sines, Art. 4.

For example, if

x = l, since 1 radian = 67°.29,

y = sin 57°.29 = .843. [by (3)]

In making the calculation for plotting, it is convenient to

choose angles at intervals of say 30°, and then find x (in

radians) and y from the Table of Art. 4.
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degrees
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Hence the locus is unchanged if (a;, y) is replaced by

(—a;, —y), and the curve is symmetrical with respect to the

origin (Theorem II, p. 45).

3. In (3), if a; = 0,

y= sin = = intercept on the axis of y.

Solving (3) for x,

(4) X = sin~^ y.

In (4), if y= 0,

X= sin~^

= nir, n being any integer.

Hence the curve cuts the axis of x an indefinite number of

times both on the right and left of 0, these points being at a

distance of tt from one another.

4. In (3), X may have any value, since any number is the

circular measure of an angle.

In "(4), y may have values from — 1 to +1 inclusive, since

the sine of an angle has values only from — 1 to + 1 inclusive.

5. The curve extends out indefinitely along XX' in both

directions, but is contained entirely between the lines y = + l,

y = -l.
The locus is called the wave curve, from its shape, or the

sine curve, from its equation (3). The maximum value of y is

called the amplitude.

Again, let us construct the locus of

(4) 2/= 2sin—

•

Solution. We now choose for x the values 0, ^, 1, 1^, etc.,

radians, and arrange the work as in the table.

The figure represents a sine curve of period 6 and amplitude

2. For the curve crosses the as-axis at intervals of 3, and the

maximum value of y equals 2. To draw any sine curve, after

the general shape is known, it is necessary only to find the
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X

radians
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10. 2/ = 3 sin -— .

5

11. y = tan x.

12. w = tan—

.

"
4

13. 2/ = 2 tan x.

14. 2/ = 2 tan —^
3

ELEMENTARY ANALYSIS

20. y = CSC X.
15. v = 3 tan —

16. y = cotx.

.TTX
17. 2/ = cot— .

18. •i/ = 4cot—

.

*
6

21. y= sec^x.

22. y = csc^a;.

23. 2/= sec— .

24. ?/ = csc—

.

^
419. 2/ = seca;.

25. X = sin 2/. Also written y = arc sin x or sin"* a;, and

read, " the angle whose sine is x."

26. a; = 2 cos y, ov y = arc cos ^ k.

27. a; = tan y, ov y= arc tan a;.

28. x = 2 sin 1 7r2/. 30. y= arc tan ^ a;.

29. a; = ^ cos ^ TT!/. 31. 2/ = 2 arc cos ^ a;.

35. Addition of ordinates. When the equation of a curve

has the form

y = the algebraic sum of two expressions,

as, for example, y= sin x+ cos x, y = ^x+ sin^ x, s = e' + e~',

etc., the principle known as addition of ordinates may with

advantage be employed. For example, to construct the locus of
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(1)
1 , o ""a;

J
2 4

'

, = 2sin^ (Vig.b),

we employ the auxiliary curves

(2) y, = ^x (Fig. a),

using the same axis of ordinates but distinct axes of abscissas.

Moreover, the same scale must be used in both figures. The

ordinates of Fig. 6 are now added (in Fig. c) to the cor-

responding ones in Fig. a, attention being given to the

algebraic signs. The derived curve AiBiOB^Ai has the equation

(3)
1 , „ . Tra;

2/ = 3/i + 2/2 = 2^ + 2sin —

as required. The locus winds back and forth across the line

y = \x, crossing this line at a= 0, ±4, ±8, ± 12, etc.
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PROBLEMS
Plot the curves

:

SB

1. y= ^x + oosx. 9. y = e* — cos4:X.

10. y = sin x+ sin 2 x.

1 , • TTX , TTX
11. w=sin heos—

.

4 3

12. y = sin aa;+ cos ax.

13. ?/ = 2 sin 9! + 5 cos a;.

14. y= 2 sin 2 a; + 3 cos |- x.

15. 2/ = sin ax+ sin 6a;.

16. y = \x sin a;.

17. 2/ = a; cos x.

18. y = Jj- ar' sin a;.

19. y = ^y; a!' cos X.

2.



CHAPTER VI

FUNCTIONS AND GRAPHS

36. Functions. In many practical problems two variables

are involved in such a manner that the value of one depends

upon the value of the other. For example, given a large num-

ber of letters, the postage and the weight are variables, and

the amount of the postage depends upon the weight. Again,

the premium of a life insurance policy depends upon the age

of the applicant. Many other examples will occur to the

student.

This relation between two variables is made precise by the

definition

:

A variable is said to be a function of a second variable when

its value depends upon the value of the latter, and is determined

when a definite value is assumed for the latter variable.

Thus the postage is determined when a definite weight is

assumed; the premium is determined when a definite age is

assumed.

Consider another example

:

Draw a circle of diameter 5 in. An indefinite nu^mber of

rectangles may be inscribed within this circle. But the stu-

dent will notice that the entire rectangle is determined as soon

as a side is drawn. Hence the area of the rectangle is a func-

tion of its side.

Let us now find the equation expressing the relation be-

tween a side and the area of the rectangle.

Draw any one of the rectangles and denote the length of its

by X in. Then by drawing a diagonal (which is, of

91
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course, a diameter of the circle), the altitude is found to be

equal to (25 — a^)^. Hence if A denotes the area in square

inches, we have

(1) ^ = a;(25-af)i

This equation gives the functional

relation between the function A and

the variable x. From it we are en-

abled to calculate the value of the

function A corresponding to any value

of the variable x. Tor example

:

if a; = 1 in., A = (24)* = 4.9 sq. in.

;

if a; = 3 in., A = 12 sq. in.

;

if a; = 4 in., A = 12 sq. in. ; etc.

To obtain a representation of the equation (1) for all values

of X, we draw a graph of the equation. This we do by draw-

ing rectangular axes and plotting

the values of the variable (x) as abscissas,

the values of the function {A) as ordinates.

Any functional relation may be graphed in this way. We
must, however, first discuss the

equation (1).

The values of x and A are pos-

itive from the nature of the prob-

lem.

The values of x range from zero

to 5, inclusive.

The student should now choose

a suitable scale on each axis and

draw the graph. In this case,

unit length on the axis of abscissas

represents 1 in., and unit length on the axis of ordinates rep-

resents 1 sq. in. These two unit lengths need not be the

same.
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Wliat do we learn from the graph ?

1. If carefully drawn, we may measure from the graph the

area of the inscribed rectangle corresponding to any side we
choose to assume.

2. There is- one horizontal tangent. The ordinate at its

point of contact is greater than any other ordinate. Hence

this discovery : One of the inscribed rectangles is greater in area

than any of the others,— that is, there is a maximum rectangle.

In other words, the function defined by equation (1) has a

maximum value.

We cannot, of course, find this value exactly by measure-

ment. For this purpose Calculus is necessary.

The fact that a maximum rectangle exists can be seen in

advance by reasoning thus : Let the base x increase from zero

to 5 in. The area A will then begin with the value zero and

return t,o zero. Since A is always positive, the graph must

have a "highest point." Hence there is a maximum value of

A, and therefore a maximum rectangle.

Take one more example : A wooden box, open at the top, is

to be built to contain 108 cu. ft. The base must be square.

This is the only condition. It is evident that under this con-

dition any number of such boxes may be built, and that the

number of square feet of lumber used will vary accordingly.

If, however, we choose any length for a side of the square

base, only one box with this dimension can be built, and the

material used is determined. Hence the material used is a

function of a side of the square base.

Let us now find the functional relation between the number

of square feet of lumber necessary and the length of one side

of the square base measured in feet.

Consider any one box.

Let Jf= amount of lumber in

square feet

;

let a; = length of side of

square base in feet;

A
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let h = height of the box in feet.

Then area base = a^ sq. ft.

;

then area sides = 4 hx sq. ft.

Hence M= a^ + i hx.

But a relation exists between h and x, for the value of M
must depend upon the value of x alone. In fact, the volume

equals 108 cu. ft.

Hence ha^= 108, and h =—- •

of

Therefore

(2) M= a? + 432

This equation enables us to calculate the number of square

feet of lumber in any box with a given square base which has

a capacity of 108 cu. ft. The calculation is given in the table

:

X

M
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unit length on the axis of abscissas represents 1 ft.

;

unit length on the axis of ordinates represents 1 sq. ft.

We must, however, choose a very small unit ordinate, since the

values of M are large.

A preliminary discussion of (2) shows that x may have any

value (positive).

Whai do we learn from the graph ?

(1) If carefully drawn, we may measure from the graph the

number of square 'feet of lumber in any box which contains

108 ou. ft. and has a square base.

(2) There is one horizontal tangent. The ordinate at its

point of contact is less than any other ordinate. Hence this

discovery : One of the boxes takes less lumber than any other;

that is, M has a minimum value. This point on the graph can

be determined exactly by the Calculus, but careful measure-

ment will in this case give the correct values, viz. x = 6,

M= 108. That is, the construction will take the least lumber

(108 sq. ft.) if the base is 6 ft. square.

The fact that a least value of M must exist is seen thus.

Let the base increase from a very small square to a very large

one. In the former case the height must be very great, and

hence the amount of lumber will be large. In the latter case,

while the height is small, the base will take a great deal of

lumber. Hence Jf varies from a large value to another large

value, and the graph must have a "lowest point."

In the following problems the student will work out the

functional relation, draw the graph, and state any conclusions

to be drawn from the figure. Care should be exercised in the

selection of suitable scales on the axes, especially in the scale

adopted for plotting values of the function (compare p. 94).

The graph should be neitlier very flat nor very steep. To

avoid the latter we may select a large unit of length for the

variable. The plot should be accurate so that the maximum
and minimum values of the function may be measured.
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PROBLEMS

1. Rectangles are inscribed in a circle of radius r. Plot the

perimeter P of the rectangles as a function of the breadth x.

Ans. P=2a; + 2(4»'2-ar')i

2. Right triangles are constructed on a line of a given

length h as hypotenuse. Plot (a) the area A and (6) the

perimeter P as a function of the length x of one leg.

Ans. (a) A = ^x{h'-af)i. (6) P=x + h + (K'-af)i.

3. Eight cylinders * are inscribed in a sphere of radius r.

Plot as functions of the altitude x of the cylinder, (a) volume

V of the cylinder, (b) curved surface S.

Ans. (a) V=-{ir'x-a^). (b) S = 7rx(4:r'-x^)i.

4. Eight cones * are inscribed in a sphere of radius r. Plot

as functions of the altitude x of the cone, (a) volume V of the

cone, (6) curved surface S.

Ans. (a) r=- {2 rx'- 3^). (6) S=7r(Ar'a^-2ra^i.
o

5. Eight cylinders are inscribed in a given right cone. If

the height of the cone is h, and the radius of the base r, plot

(a) the volume V of the cylinder, (6) the curved surface S,

(c) the entire surface T, as functions of the altitude x of the

cylinder.

Ans. (a) V='^{h-xf; (6) S^'^-^Qi-x);

(c) T="^ (h - X) (rh +{h- r)x)

.

6. Eight cones are circumscribed about a sphere of radius r.

Plot as a function of the altitude x of the cylinder, the vol-

ume V of the cone. . ^r 1 r^x'
Ans. K=

3 x-2r
* Use formulas 5-9, p. 1.
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7. Eight cones are constructed with a given slant height L.

Plot as functions of the altitude x of the cone, (a) the volume

V of the cone, (&) the curved surface S, (c) the entire sur-

face T.

Ans. (a) F=-^7r(Z^a; — a^) ;

(6) jS = 'jrL(L^-x^)i.

8. A conical tent is to be constructed of, given volume V.

Plot the amount A of canvas required as a function of the

radius x of the base. Ans. A = ^ — ^ •

X

9. A cylindrical tin can is to be constructed of given vol-

ume V. Plot the amount A of tin required as a function of

2 V
the radius x of the can. Ans. A= 2 ira?+ -

X

10. An open box is to be made from a sheet of pasteboard

12 in. square, by cutting equal squares from the four corners

and bending up the sides. Plot the volume F" as a function

of the side x of the square cut out. Ans. V= x (12 — 2 xy.

11. The strength of a rectangular beam is proportional to

the product of the cross section by the square of the depth.

Plot the strength S as a function of the depth x for beams

which are cut from a log 12 in. in diameter.

Ans. S = 'kiiy'{U4:-x^K

12. A rectangular stockade is to be built to contain a cer-

tain area A. A stone wall already constructed is available

for one of the sides. Plot the length L of the wall to be built

as a function of the length x of the side of the rectangle paral-

2 A
lei to the wall. Ans. L = [- x.

X

13. A tower is 100 ft. high. Plot the angle y subtended

by the tower at a point on the ground as a function of the dis-

tance X from the foot of the tower. Ans. y = tan-^
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14. A tower 60 ft. high is surmounted by a statue 10 ft.

high. If an observer's eyes are 5 ft. above the ground, plot

the angle y subtended by the statue as a function of the

observer's distance x from the tower.

. ^ i60 ^ _i60Ans. w= tan~' tan —
X X

15. A line is drawn through a fixed point (a, 6). Plot as a

function of the intercept on XX' (= a;) of the line, the area A
of the triangle formed with the coordinate axes.

Ans. A = -— -.

2{x-.a)

16. A ship is 41 mi. due north of a second ship. The

first sails south at the rate of 8 mi. an hour, the second east

at the rate of 10 mi. an hour. Plot their distance d apart

as a function of the time t which has elapsed since they were

in the position given. Ans. d = (164 f + 656 1 + 1681)*

17. Plot the distance e from the point (4, 0) to the points

(x, y) on the parabola y^ = 4:X. Ans. e={a^— Ax-\- 16)*.

18. A gutter is to be constructed whose cross section is a

broken line made up of three pieces, each 4 inches long, the

middle piece being horizontal, and the two sides being equally

inclined. Plot the area ^d of a cross section of the gutter as

a function of the width x of the gutter across the top.

Ans. A= l{x+ A)(A8 + 8x- a^K

19. A Norman window consists of a rectangle surmounted
by a semicircle. Given the perimeter P, plot the area -4 as a

function of the width x. Ans. A= - xP—-a? — — a?.
2 2 8

20. A person in a boat 9 mi. from the nearest point of the

beach wishes to reach a place 15 mi. from that point along

the shore. He can row at the rate of 4 mi. an hour and
walk at the rate of 5 mi. an hour. The time it takes him
to reach his destination depends on the place at which he lands.
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Plot the time as a function of the distance x of his landing

place from the nearest point on the beach.

A m- V81 + af
,
16 — a;

Ans. Time = — ~
1

4 5

21. The illumination of a plane surface by a luminous point

varies directly as the cosine of the angle of incidence, and in-

versely as the square of the distance from the surface. Plot

the illumination / of a point on the floor 10 ft. from the "wall,

as a function of the height a; of a gas burner on the wall.

AT k^
Ans. 1 =

(100 + x'Y

22. A Gothic windo-w has the shape of an equilateral tri-

angle mounted on a rectangle. The base of the triangle is a

chord of the window. The total length of the 'frame of the

window is constant. Express, plot, and discuss the area of

the window as a function of the width.

23. A printed page is to contain 24 sq. in. of printed matter.

The top and bottom margins are each 1\ in., the side margins

1 in. each. Express, plot, and discuss the area of the page as

a function of the width.

24. A manufacturer has 96 sq. ft. of lumber with which to

make a box with a square base and a top. Express, plot, and

discuss the contents of the box as a function of the side of the

base.

25. Isosceles triangles of the same perimeter, 12 in., are cut

out of rubber. Express, plot, and discuss the area as a func-

tion of the base.

26. Small cylindrical boxes are made each with a cover

whose breadth and height are equal. The cover slips on tight.

Each box is to hold tt ou. in. Express, plot, and discuss

the amount of material used as a function of the length of the

box.

27. A circular filter paper has a diameter of 11 in. It is

folded into a conical shape. Express the volume of the cone
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as a function of the angle of the sector folded over. Plot and

discuss this function.

28. Two sources of heat are at the points A and B. Ee-

membering that the intensity of heat at a point varies inversely

as the square of the distance from the source, express the in-

tensity of heat at any point between A and B as a, function of

its distance from A. Plot and discuss this function.

29. A submarine telegraph cable consists of a central circu-

lar part, called the core, surrounded by a ring. If x denotes

the ratio of the radius of the core to the thickness of the ring,

it is known that the speed of signaling varies as a^ log - Plot
X

and discuss this function.

30. A wall 10 ft. high surrounds a square house which is

15 ft. from the wall. Express the length of a ladder placed

"without the wall, resting upon it and just reaching the house,

as a function of the distance of the foot of the ladder from

the wall. Plot and discuss this function.

37. Notation of functions. The symbol f{x) is used to

denote a function of x, and is read/ of x. In order to distin-

guish between different functions, the prefixed letter is changed,

as F(x), <j>(x),f'{x), etc.

During any investigation the same functional symbol always

indicates the same law of dependence of the function upon the

variable. In the simpler cases, this law takes the form of a

series of analytical operations upon that variable. Hence, in

such a case, the same functional symbol will indicate the same

operations or series of operations, even though applied to dif-

ferent quantities. Thus, if

f(x)= a^-9x + 14:,

then f{y)=f-9y + U.

Also /(a)= a^ — 9 a + 14,

/(6 + 1)= (& + 1)^-9(6 + l)-h 14 = &^-76 -1-6,
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/(0)= 0='-9 -0 + 14 = 14,

/(-l)=(^l)=^-9(-l)+14 = 24,

/(3)=32-9-3 + 14 = -4,

/(7)= 7^- 9 • 7 + 14 = 0, etc.

PROBLEMS

1. Given <^ (a;) =. logio a;. Find ^(2), <^(1), <^(5), <f,(a — l),

4,ib^,4.(x+ l),ct>{^x).

2. Given <^(a;)=e^. Tind <^(0), <^(1), ^(-1), <tj(2y),

4>(-x).

3. Given f(x)= sin 2 x. Find f(j\ f(j\ /(- tt), /(- x),

/(tT - X), f(i TT - A), /(f TT+ B).

4. Given 6 (a)= cos «. Prove



CHAPTER VII

DIFFERENTIATION

38. Tangent at a point on the graph. A glance at the

figure on p. 94, that is, the graph of the equation

432
(1) M=a^ + ^^,

in which M represents the number of square feet of lumber

required to construct an open box with a square base to con-

tain 108 cu. ft., makes

clear the following facts.

When the base is less

than 6 ft. square, the

material decreases as the

size of the base increases.

(For the graph is falling

to the left ot x = 6.)

When the base is more

than 6 ft. square, the

material increases as the base increases. (For the graph is

rising to the right of as = 6.)

If we draw the tangent to the graph at any point to the left

of x = 6, the slope is clearly negative, while for any point to

the right of a; = 6, the slope is positive. At the lowest point

x = 6, the slope is zero. Clearly, then, the facts described are

characterized by the slope of the tangent to the graph. We
may state in general

:

If the slope of the graph * is positive, then the function irir

creases as the variable increases. If the slope of the graph is

* The slope of the graph is the same as the slope of the tangent.

102
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(c) the slope of the secant (= tan <j>) approaches the slope

of the tangent (= tan t) as a limit.

But Q will approach P along the curve if we simply require

that Aa; shall vary and approach the limiting value zero. We
thus obtain from (2),

(3) Urn = ^^^Q-^= slope of tangent.

The analytical steps which parallel those just given lead to

the important

General Rule for Differentiation

First step. In the function replace x by x + Aa;, giving a

new value of the function, y + Ay.

Second step. Subtract the given value of the function from

the new value in order to find \y (the increment of the function).

Third step. Divide the remainder Aj/ {the increment of the

function) by Ax (the increment of the independent variable).

Fourth step. Find the limit of this quotient, when Aa; (the

increment of the independent variable) varies and approaches the

limit zero.

Let us apply this rule to the equation, p. 102,

i^=a- +^
X̂

in which Jtf takes the place of y.

4.QO

First step. M+ Aif= (x+ Aa;)^+
a;+ Aa;

432= a.-2 + 2a;.Aa; + (Aa;)'' +

Second step. M =v? +

a5+ Aa;

432

X

AJIf= 2 a; • Aa;+ (Aa;)^ + -
^^ ^^^

= (2 a; + Aa;) • Aa; -

a! + Aa; x

432 Aa;

a;^+ a; • Aa;
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Third step. —= 2x + Ax- ^^^
Ax x^ + x Ax

„ ^, , limit AM „ 432 2 £02-432 .

Fourth step. . „ = 2x = Aiis.

Hence, by equation (3),

(4) m = slope of tangent at (x, y) = —^

Clearly, from this equation, which we may write

a?. }?

we see, if a; < 6, m < ; if a; > 6, m > ; if a; = 6, m = 0,

results agreeing with the figure.

40. Derivative of a function. The general rule for differ-

entiation gives for any function y oi x the value of

,.. V limit Ay

This result is called the derivative of the function with respect

to the variable. In words the derivative of a function is the

limit of the quotient of the increment of the function by the incre-

ment of the variable, when the latter increment varies and ap-

proaches the limit zero.

It is customary to use as an abbreviation of the expression

(1) the symbol -^ (read " derivative of y with respect to x ")

;

ax

that is, we place for convenience

^ ' dx~^ = ^Ax'

The symbol -^ is for the present to be regarded as a whole,

not as a fraction. In a' later section we define dy and dx sepa-

ratelv and also ^ as a fraction.^ dx
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Similarly, if s is a function t, then

— = .™'— = derivative of s with respect to t.

It is useful to write down symbolically the results of apply-

ing the General Rule to the general equation

(3) y=m.
We have

:

First step. y -\- Ay =f(x+ Aw).

Second step. Ay =f{x+ Ax) —f{x).

Third step. ^ = /C^' +M -/(«')
.

Aa; Ax

FouHh step. ^ = ,'™\ f{x + Ax)-f{x)
.^

dx ^=^ Ax

The derivative of /(») is also a function of x. We indicate

this result by fix), that is, we use the abbreviation

(3) /'(»)= '™" f{x + Ax)-f(x)

Summing. up, if y=f(x), then

(4) -^ = f'(x)= slope of tangent at (x, y).

In words : the value of the derivative of a function equals the

slope of the tangent at the corresponding point on the graph.

EXAMPLES

1. Differentiate 3 a;'^ + 5.

Solution. Applying the successive steps in the General Ride

we get, after placing

y= 3a? + 5,

First step. y + Ay = 3(x 4- AxY + 5

= 3 a;2 + 6 a; • Aa; + SCAa;)" + 5.
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Second step. 2/ + Ay = 3 a;^+ 6 a; • Aa; + 3(Aa;)2+ 5

y =^3? +5
A2/= 6 a; • Aa; + 3(Aa;/

Third step. ^=6x+3-Ax.
Ax

Fourth step. ^ = 6x. Ans.
dx

We may also write this

-^(3a^+ 5)=6a;.
dx '

2. Differentiate a^— 2 a; + 7.

Solution. Place y = 'i?— 2x-\-l.

First step.

y + Ay={x-\-Axf- 1{x + Aa;)+ 7

= a;5+3 a;2 . Aa;+ 3 a; {Ax)^+{Axf- 2 a; -2 • Aa;+7.

Second step.

y+ Ay= x^->rSa?- Ax+ 3x- {AxJ+{Axf- 2x-2 Ax + 7

y =0? —2a; +7
Ay= 3 w^ • Aa; + 3 a; (Aa;)' + (Aa!)= =2-Aa;

Th ird step. ^ = 3a;2 + 3a;-Aa!+(Aa!)2-2.

Fourth step. ^= 3x^-2. Ans.
dx

Or —(a?~2x+l)= Z!i?-2.

3. Differentiate. — •

x'

c
Solution. Place 2/= „

of
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First step. y+ £iy =

c c __ — c • Ax(2 x+Ax)
(x+Axy~'^~ a^(x + Axy

Ay _ _ 2 a; + Aa;

Aa; 3?{x+ Axf

Second step. ^2/=/„,.„^2 ^- ^/„
, a™n2

Tliird step.

Fourth step. -^. = ^0 -r-

—

-= ;- • Ans.^
dx 3?(xf a?

Or
d (<i\-^c,
dx\3?) a?

4. rind the slopes of the tangents to the parabola y = x' at

the vertex, and at the point where x = \.

Solution. Differentiating by the General Rule, we get

{A) ^ = 2x= slope of tangent line at any point on curve.

To find slope of tangent at vertex, substitute a; = in (A),

giving :r = ^•
dx

Therefore the tangent at vertex has the

slope zero ; that is, it is parallel to the axis

of X and in this case coincides with it.

To find slope of tangent at the point P,

where x= ^, substituting in (A), giving

^ = 1;
dx '

that is, the tangent at P makes an angle of 46° with the sc-axis.

The derivative may now be made use of in checking up a

plot.

5. Plot the locus of

(A) y = u?-12x,

find the slope at each point plotted, and check up in the

figure.
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Solution. Differentiating by the General Rule, we find

-^= 3 a;'' — 12 = slope at {x, y).

The table gives the results of the calculation, e.g. for x = 1,

from {J), y =-11,

and from {B), X
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Note that different scales on x and y change the inclination,

but the construction for the tangent is clear.

Discussion. The graph has a maximum point at (—2, 16)

and a minimum at (2, — 16). There are no other horizontal

tangents, since =^ = 3a?-12 = Q when a; = ± 2, only.
dx

PROBLEMS

Use the General Rule in differentiating the following

examples.

1. y = 3a?.



CHAPTER VIII

FORMULAS FOR DIFFERENTIATION

41. Theorems on limits. In tlie last step of the process of

differentiation the pcrement of the variable is assumed to

" vary and approach the limit zero." This statement is made
precise by the following definition

:

A variable is said to approach the limit zero when its numerical

value becomes and remains less than any positive number, how-

ever small.

Again, in differentiation, we start with certain values of x

and y, and these values re-

main fixed in the four steps.

The actual variables are clear-

ly Ace and Aj/. The fact is, of

course, that the point P{x, y)

is fixed, but the point Q
moves toward P, and thus Aa;

and Ay both vary. Now in

the figure, the position of Q
depends only upon the choice of the point N, and the position

of N depends upon the value of Aa; only. Hence the slope of

the secant is a function of Aa; only ; that is, when P is fixed,

we have

(1) tan a= —^ = a function of Aa;= <i (Aa;).
Aa; ^ ^

The derivative, that is, the slope of the tangent at P{x, y), is

the value of

limit j/»„\.

111
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that is, it is tlie limiting value of a function of Ax, when the

variable Aa; approaches the limit zero. *

It is clear that the successive values of (/> (Aa;) are the slopes

of the successive secants through P and the successive positions

of the point Q.

How shall the value of
^"'^^o "^ (^*) ^® ^^^^^^ ? Iii a^ cases

thus far the limiting value has been found by substitution

directly in the function Aa; = 0. In other words, we have

assumed the definition

:

Hie limiting value of a function of A.x when Ax varies and

approaches the limit zero is the valu£ of the function when Ax

equals zero.

To make it clear that difficulties arise in applying this

definition, consider the two examples

:

limit Va; + Aa; — Va; - limit sin Aa;

A^ = A^
' '^a^ = Aa; "

Direct substitution leads in each case to the meaningless or

indeterminant expression -• In each of these examples,

therefore, the definition does not apply, and other methods

must be used (see Arts. 51 and 54).

In the following pages, repeated application is made of the

following theorems, whose proof is here omitted.

Given a number of variables whose limits are known;

then

I. The limit of an algebraic sum of any number of variables

equals the same algebraic sum of their respective limits.

II. Tlie limit of the product of any number of variables equals

the product of their respective limits.

III. The limit of a quotient of two variables equals the quotient

of their respective limits when the limit of the denominator is not
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42. Fundamental formulas. For economy of time in differ-

entiation, special rules have been devised, which are here set

down, the proofs being given in later sections.

In each formula, it, v, w, etc., are assumed to be functions of

the same variable x, and a, c, e, and n are constants.

I ^ = o.

Yy Ct/tJO
"I

dx

III ^^u + V-W) =^ +^-^-
dx dx dx dx

dx dx dx

dx dx

VI a — (05") = wa;''-!.

Til

dx

d fu\ _ dx dx
dx Vv / v^ '

du

TIT — f—'] —^
fix \ c / c

Till A(iog,^,)=l«g^fi.
dx V dx

IX ^(«")=«"io^«£

X #-(sint;) = cosv^-
das dx
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XI #^(cosv) =-sin«^-
dac dx

Xn -^(tauv)=sec2t;^-
dx dx

XIII 4- (cot ») =- csc^ V^dx dx

XIV ^(secv)=secvtanv^
da; die

XV ^(cscv)=-csci;cotv^-
dx dx

XVI j- rare sin i;')=:
^ ^-

da5 Vl — w'''
"*'

XYU ^(arctaiii;)= -J—^
dx 1 + v^ dx

43. Differentiation of a constant. A function that is

known to have the same value for every value of the inde-

pendent variable is constant, and we may denote it by

y = c.

As X takes on an increment Aa;, the function does not change

in value ; that is, Ay = 0, and

^= 0.
Ax

But li-itf^U^=0.
^^ = 0\AxJ dx

I ...^ = 0.
dx

Hie derivative of a constant is zero.

44. Differentiation of a variable with respect to itself.

Let y = x. '

Following the General Rule, p. 104, we have

First step. y-\- Ay = x + Ax.
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Second step. Ay = Aa;.

Third step. ^= 1.
Ao;

FouHh step. ^ = 1.
dx

II •••^ = 1

The derivative of a variable with respect to itself is unity.

45. Differeatiation of a sum.

Let y = u-\-v — w.

By the General Rule : First step. Changing a; to a; + Ax,

y+Ay = u + Au + v+ /\v — w-^ Aw.

Second step. Ay = Aw+ Av— Aw.

Tliirdstep.
Ay^Au_^_Av_Aw^
Ax Ax Ax Ax

Fourth step.
dy^du_^dm_dw^
dx dx dx dx

[Applying Theorem I, p. 112.]

aac dx dx dx

Similarly for the algebraic sum of any finite number of

functions.

Tlie derivative of the algebraic sum of a finite number offunc-

tions is equal to the same algebraic sum of their derivatives.

46, Differentiation of the product of a constant and a

function. -

Let y = cv.

First step. Changing a; to a;+ Aa;,

y + Ay = c(v + Av) = cv+ cAv.
'
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Second step.
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— (uvw) =— (uv • w),

where we now regard uv as one function.

/1\ A r \ dw
, d / ^

(1) .-.--(uv •w)= uv \-w— (uv)^
dx^

'
dx dx^ ^

dw
, dv , du= uv 1- MM \-wv-^.

dx dx dx

The general rule to be read out of this result is

:

T/ie derivative of the product of any number offunctions equals

the sum of all the products that can he formed by multiplying the

derivative of one function by all the remaining functions.

48. Differentiation of a power of a function. In equation

(1) of Art. 47, if we assume u and w to be identical with v, we
obtain at once

dx^ ' dx

which proves formula VI for n = 3. In a similar manner we
may prove VI for any positive integer. Eor the present we
assume VI to hold if n is any constant, proof being reserved

for a later section.

In VI, putting v=:x, we obtain VI a, using II.

Power rule. Tlie derivative of a function with a constant

exponent equals the product of the exponent, the function with

exponent less one, and the derivative of the function.

49. Differentiation of a quotient.

Let y=-, v^O.
V

First step. Changing a; to a; + Aa;,

, . u + Am
y + Ay==

\

.

y + A-u
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M + Am u _v Am — m • Av
Second step. Ay =

V -{- ^v V v(v+ Aw)

Third step.

Fourth step.

Am • Av
V u—

Ay Aa; Ax
Ax ~ v{v + Av)

du dv
V u

dy _ dx dx

dx v^

[Applying Theorems II and III, p. 112.]

Yjj . d (u\ dx dx
\vj

• The derivative of a fraction is equal to the denominator times

the derivative of the numerator, minus the numerator times the

derivative of the denominator, all divided by the square of the

denominator.

When the denominator is constant, set » = c in VII, giving

du

Vila
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Solution. ^ = |-(a;0 = 3a;2. Ans. (by VI a)

\n = 3.]

2. 2/ = <>-^ — ba?.

Solution, f^ = ^ (ax" - b«F) = -^ (aa^) - -^ (ia;^)
da; dx dx ' -^-^ ^

dx ^ ' dx^ '

= 4 ax? — 2 &a;. J:ns.

3. y = x^ + 5.

Solution. ^ = A (a;*) + ^ (5)
da; da; da;

.i ^ns.

6a;2)
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= i(a' - x')-i{- 2x)= -^ . Ans.
-s/d' — a?

7. y={Sa? + 2)-Jl + 5a?.

ax

(byV)

Solution. ^= (3 a;2 + 2)- (1 + 5af)i+ (1 + 6 a;^4- (So?+ 2)
dx dx ' ^ , ' ^x '

[m = 3 k2 + 2 and B = (1 + 5x2)^.]

(by VI, etc.)

= (3 a;2 + 2)(1 + 6 .i^-^Sx + 6a;(l + 5^f

Vl+5a;2 Vl + 6a^

8. w=-"'^''"*^ -
"^''^•

Solution. ^ =
dx

Va^ — K^

1
dy ^" ~^ do;^" '

"' ''"''"''
dx'"

(by VII)
_ 2a;(a;-a^+a;(a^+a.-^)

(a2_K2)t

[Multiplying both numerator and denominator by (a^— a;2)i -]

(a^ - a;^t
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12. y = x" + nx+ n. -^ = naf'~^ -\- n.
dx

13. f(x)=la?-fx' + 5. fXx)=2af-3x.

14. f(x) = (a + b)aP+GX+d. f(x) = 2(a + b)x+ c.

15. --~(a + bx + cx^) = b+2cx.
dx

16. — (5 2/" — 3 2/ 4- 6) = 5 my'^-^ — 3.

17. v =
P '

dv _ VoPo

18. v==Vo+ft.

19. s = So + Vo« + ^yi!l

20. Z = 1 + 66 + 061

21. s = 2i!^ + 3J + 5.

22. s = at^-bf + c.

23. r = ae\

24. r = c(9^ + de^ + e6.

dv

di

P'

=/

— = b+2c6.
de

ds

dt
= 4 i + 3.

* = 3 a<2 - 2 6«.

= 2a6i.
dr

dd

— = 3g9^+2 d6 +e.
d(9

25. 2/ = 6a3* + 4a5* + 2a;i ^ = 21 a;^ + 10 a;^ + 3 a;^.

da;

26. y = -\/dx + -\/x-\
dy _ 3 1

d^ 2V3a! 3-^x' ^

27. 2/:
a + bx + ex' dy__ __ a

dx X'

121
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28. y=.('^-^)°. ^= ixi-5xi + 2x-^+lx-i.
xi ^^

-r T

_ x^ — x — x^ + a dy

_

2 x^ -\- X + 2 x^ — S a~
x^ '^^ 2x^

30. y^{2a? + 3?-Bf. ^ = &x(3x + l){2a?+ a? -5f.

31. f{x) = (a + ba^K f\x) =^(a+ 6;^)^.

32. /(x)=(l+4a^)(l+2a;2). /'(w)= 4 a;(H- 3 a; + 10 aj^).

a — 3a;
33. /(a;)= (a + a;)Va-a;. f'{x)=-—=

34. /(a;)= (a+a;)"'(6+a;)». /'(a!)=(a+a;)'»(6+a;)f-^+-^1

35.
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43. *» = fc)" *w_ my"'

(1-2/)"

44. <^ («) =
2!J;2-1

45.

XVI + a;^

. 1

oiXl + a;')*

]_ m (6 + a;) + w (g + a;)

(a + a;)'"+'(6 + a;)»+i

'

46.

dx \_(a + xy(p + x^

Vffl + a; +Va — x~\_ a^ -f a Va'' — a^d
dx

; +Va — x"] _
;—Va — a;J_Va + a;—Va — a;J a? y/d^ -

Hint. Rationalize the denominator first.

47. y =V2 px.

48. y= - Va^ — ar".

a

49. y = (a^^ x^j^.

50. r = Va<^ + c V^".

51. M:
cd

da; y

dy ^ __lfx

dx a?y

dx y X

dr _ V« + 3 c<)!>

''^
~

2V^

dv d c

52. p = (i±ll!. #- (g-2)Vg + l

50. Differentiation of a function of a function. It some-

times happens that y, instead of being defined directly as a

function of x, is given as a function of another variable v

which is defined as a function of x. In that case y is a func-

tion of X through v and is called a function of a function.

2v
For example, if y-

and v=l — x',
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then y is a function of a function. By eliminating v we may
express y directly as a function of x, but in general this is not

the best plan when we wish to find -^ •

dx
Given then

y =/(")> '" = <!> (^)> and y= F(x):

To differentiate, changing x to x + Ax, then v and y become

V + Av and y+ Ay respectively. The third step will give the

values of

^, ^, and ^.
Av Ax Ax

But by direct multiplication.

Ay Av_ Ay
Av Ax Ax

Taking the fourth step, we obtain, applying Theorem II,

p. 112, after interchanging the members,

(A)
d]/__d^

.
dv

dac dv doc

If y =f(v) and v = ^ (x), the derivative of y with respect to x

equals the product of the derivative of y mth respect to v and the

derivative of v with respect to x.

51. Differentiation of a logarithm. It is required to de-

rive a formula for

when V is a function of x, and the logarithm is taken in any

system whose base is a positive constant a. Let us proceed

on the basis of Art. 50, taking at first v for the variable.

Let 2/=log,'u.

First step. Changing v to i; + Av, then

y + Ay= \og^(v + Av).
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Second step. Ay = log, (v + Au)— log„ v.

Third step. ^ = l°ga(^ + A^)-log.^

.

Av Av

Fourth step. -^= -

:

^
dv 0'

that is, the limiting value of the right-hand member in the

third step cannot be found by direct substitution (Art. 41,

p. 112). We therefore examine the result of the second step,

(2) Ay= log„('y + Av)-log,'y,

and endeavor to transform the right-hand member. By 15,

p. 1, we may write (2) in the form,

(3) A, = log.(^-±^)= log„(l + ^).
Dividing by Av, then

. (4) ^= 1 log/i+^y
Av Av \ V J

We observe that the fraction — occurs in the logarithm.
V

We may introduce this fraction also before the logarithm by

miiltiplying and dividing by v. This gives

(5) ^ = l.JLlog/l +
^'

Au i; Aw V "y

.

The factor — in front of the logarithm may be written as an
Av

exponent on the parenthesis (16, p. 1), and hence

Consider now the expression within the square brackets.

If we set z =— , this will have the form
V

(7) (1-1-2^
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The fourth step requires the value of

limit i

(8) 8 = 0(1+2)',

since obviously, when Av= 0, also z =— = 0, the value of v

remaining constant in differentiation (Art. 41). Direct sub-

stitution of 2= in (7) gives, however, the meaningless ex-

pression 1". It then becomes necessary to assume values of

2 as close to zero as we choose and calculate the value of (7).

The limiting value thus obtained, for example, by setting

2 = 1, tV' tttt' nnnr' ^^^-y

is the number e (Ai-t. 33, p. 79), the natural base ; that is,* as

a definition, we set

limit i

(9) ^ e = « = o(l + 2)'.

The calculation of e to two decimal places is easy. Por ex-

ample, using a seven-place table of common logarithms, we

find the values

^^ = 1 tV zhi nnnr
1

(1 + 2)' = 2 2.59 2.70 2.71

Returning now to (6) and letting \v approach the limit zero,

we obtain the required result

(10) ^ = -log,e.
dv V

Since i) is a function of x and it is required to differentiate

logo v with respect to x, we must use formula (A), Art. 50, for

differentiating a function of a function ; namely,

dy _dy
_
dv

dx dv dx

* The number 7r(= 3.1416), with which the student is familiar in geometry,

is defined also as a limit ; namely, in a fixed circle, ir is the limiting value of

the ratio of the perimeter of an inscribed regular polygon to the diameter,

when the number of sides increases indefinitely.
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Substituting the value of -^ from (10) , we get, since y= log„ v,

VIII A(iog„t,) = l«S^^.
dx V dx

When a = e this becomes

since log^ e = 1 (19, p. 1).

In VIII a, the natural base is omitted in writing down log v

;

that is, when no base is indicated it is assumed that natural

logarithms are used.

Putting a = 10, VIII becomes

(11) Aiog,oV = '^^S^^= ^^,
dx V dx V dx

where M (Art. 33, (6)) is the modulus of the common system.

Formula VIII a justifies the introduction of the number e, for

in the Calculus the use of natural logarithms renders unneces-

sary writing down M, and this results in a great saving of

labor.

The derivative of the logarithm of a function equals theproduct

of the modulus of the system, the reciprocal of the function, and

the derivative of the function.

52. Differentiation of an exponential function. Let us find

the slope at any point (a;, y) on the exponential curve (Art. 33)

(1) y = e^

Using natural logarithms, then

(2) X = log y.

Differentiating with respect to y,

(3) ^ = ^. by Villa.
dy y'

We wish the value of -^ • Now if we had
dx
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differentiated (1) by the General Rule the third step would

have given the value of the ratio —^- Similarly, from (2) we

should have found the value of — • But by direct multipli-

cation, y

(4) M . ^ = 1.
Aa; Ay

Now take the fourth step. Then we have at once

dy dx_ u

dx dy

or the useful formula

(5) :^ = 1h-^.
dy dx

When we differentiate (1), we wish the value of — Prom
dx

(5), and (3),

(6) ^ = lH-^ = 2/.

da; dy

Referring to (1), we have the formula

(7) |(^) = e^

In other words, the exponential function e' possesses the

remarkable property of being its own derivative. Changing

a; to D in (7) gives

(8) Ae«=e".
dy

From this result and (A), Art. 50, we derive

IXa jLe" = e"'^
dae dx

TJie derivative of the natural base with a function as exponent

eqitals the whole expression times the derivative of the exponent.

To derive IX, make use of the equation
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(9) e'oi?" = a,

which follows at once from the definition of a logarithm (Art.

33, (1)). Hence

(10) a" = 6"'°''".

. •.— a" =— e" '°s " = e' '"8 "— (-y log a)= e" '"B • log a—
dx dx y dx dx

Hence, substituting from (10), we obtain

IX #^«'' = a"loga'J^-
dx ax

53. Proof of the power rule. We may now complete the

proof of TI postponed from Art. 48. Since, as in (9) of the

preceding section,

then

(1)
y" = e"'°s».

.-. A^» =A e"i''S'' = e»'°s"—(nlog«)= e"i°K''-—

•

dx dx dx vdx

Substituting from (1), this becomes

dx V dx dx

which establishes the formula.

EXAMPLES

1. Differentiate y = log Vl — x\

— (l-a;2)^

Solution. ^=- r- (by VIII a)
dx (I _ a^)i

_ Ul-o^)-H-2x)

• Ans.

(by VI)

a^-1
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2. DifiEerentiate y = a*^.

Solution. ^ = log a • a?"— (3 a?),
dx ax

= 6x log a • a?^. Ans.

3. Differentiate y = be"+'".

Solution.
dx dx

dx^
'

= 2 &a;e«"+^'. J.ns.

(by IX)

(by IV)

(by IX a)

4. Differentiate 2/ = log-i/—i^
or!

Solution. Simplifying by means of 17 and 16, p. 1,

2/ = i[log(l + a!^)-log(l-af)]-

dx 2

A(l+a;') — (1-a;'^

1+a^

a; 35

1-a^

2x

(by VIII a, etc.)

1+3? 1-0? 1-a^

PROBLEMS

Differentiate the following

:

1. y= \og{x+a).

2. y= log(ax+b).

1 + x
3. y = log

4. 2/= log

l-K

1 + a^

1-a?'

dy^ 1

dx x+ a

dy_ a

dx ax + b

dy_ 2

dx l — a?

dy _ Ax
dx 1 — a;*



5. y=e'
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dy

da;
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First step. Changing « to « + A-y, then

y + Ay = sin(D + A-y).

Second step. Ay = sin('y + Av)— sin v.

If we proceed without transforming the right-hand member,

we shall encounter the same difficulty as at the beginning of

Art. 51.

Applying formula 42, p. 4, by assuming

A = v + Av, B = V,

and ..i{A+B)=v + iAv, ^iA-B)= ^Av,

we obtain

Ay = 2 cos {v + ^ Av) sin ^ Av.

Third step. ^= cos (i; + i ^v) 5H?i^
^ Av V ^^ ^ ^Av '

in which we have written Av beneath the second factor and

multiplied numerator and denominator by -^. If we now let

Av approach the limit zero, and apply III, p. 112, we see that

the first factor approaches cos -y as a limit, but that

/fv limit sin ^ Av

cannot be found by direct substitution (p. 112). Let us there-

fore calculate the value of

sin a;

y =— >

X

into which (1) transforms if a; = | A-y, for small values of x.

Eeferring to the three-place table of Art. 4, and choosing

angles less than 10°, we see that sin x and x (radians) are

equal to three decimal places. That is, for small values of x,

y equals unity very nearly. We therefore infer that

/ON limit sin a; _ ^
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The proof is the following.

In the figure, let x = arcAM= arc AM', the radius OA
being taken equal to unity. Then

\^ sin a; = PM=PM
',

^r tan X = TM= TM'.

Now M'M< arc J(f'JHf< M'T+ TM.

. . 2 sin a;< 2 a; < 2 tan x
;

whence, dividing through by 2 sin a;,

^
a; tan a;

sin x sin a;

Therefore, taking reciprocals,

^ sin a; ^ ^cosa;< <1.
X

Now let X approach zero as a limit ; then, since cos = 1,

and the value of lies between 1 and cos x, we must have

limit sin a;_ ..

The result just established enables us to complete the differ-

entiation.

Fourth step. -J- = cos v.
dv

If v is a function of x, then by (A), Art. 50,

dy dv-^ = cos'y—

,

dx dx

and we thus obtain formula

X ^sm« = cos?'^.
ax dx

The statement of the corresponding rules will now be left to

the student.
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55. Differentiation of cos v.

Let y = cos V.

By 31, p. 3, this may be written

2/=sinQ-A

Differentiating by formula X,

/tt \df7r \

\2 Jdx\2 J

t)

-f = oosl -— -W 1— ( - -

dx

dv= — sm V—
dx

r Since cos (
- — r

]
= sin ?;, by 31, p. 3-

|

XI .-. -^(cos«) = -sinv^-
dac ax

56. Differentiation of tan v.

Let y = tan v.

By 27, p. 3, this may be written

sinv
y =

COS V

Differentiating by formula VII,

d d
cos t; -T-_ (sin w) — sin -y — (cos v)

(ty dx uiX

dx~ cos^v

, dv , . , dv
cos^w-r- + sin''w T-

dx dx

dv

dx „ dv

cos^ V dx
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XH .-. ^ (tan V) = sec2 v^
doD dx

57. Proofs of XIII-XV. By setting (using 26 and 27, p. 3)

, cos'y 1 1
C0t?;=^ , 860^== , cscv= -^

cos V sin V

and applying VII, X, and XI, we easily prove the three

formulas in question. Details are left to the student.

PROBLEMS

1. 2/ = tan Vl — X.

^=secWl-a;— (1-a;)* (by XII)

[u=v'l-a;.]

= secVr^ 1(1 - x)-\- 1)

sec^ Vl
2Vl-a;

2. 2/ = cos' X.

This may also be written

y = (cos x)".

| = 3(cosa;)^^(cosa,-) (by VI)

[c = cos a: and ?i = 3.]

= 3 cos^ a; (— sin a;) (by XI)

= — 3 sin X cos^ x.

3. y= sin nx sin" x.

2 = Bmnx^(smxy+sin'^x-^(smnx) (by V)

[m = sin nx and v = sin" re.]

= sin nx • n (sin x)"-'^ (sin a;)+ sin" x cos wa;—- (na;)ax ' dx^ '

(by VI and X)
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= n sin nx • sin""' x cos x+ n sin" x cos nx

= 71 siu"~^ X (sin nx cos x + cos nx sin a;)

= n sin"""^ a; sin (n + 1) »•

4. 2/ = sec aa;. ^ = a sec aa; tan aa;.
da;

5. y= tan (aa;+ 6). ;=^ = a sec^aa; + 6).

6. 2/ = sin^a;. ^ = sin 2 a;.

dx

7. 2/ = cos^a^. ^ = — 6a;cos^a;^sina;l
ax

8. /(!/)= sin 2 2/ cos?/- /'(?/)= 2 cos 2 y cos 2/.

9. i^(a;)= cot2 5a;. F'(a;) = 10 cot 5 a; cosec- 5 a;.

10. F{e)= tane-e. F'{e) = ta.ix'6.

11. /(^)= <^ sin <^ + cos ^. f'(<l>)=<j> cos <j>.

12. /(<)= sin» t cos «. f'{f) = sin^ < (3 cos^ t - sin^ <).

13. r = acos2^. ^r; = — 2asin2^.

ds
14. s = atan2a ^=2asec^2e.

dr a sin 2 ^
15. r=aVcos2^. -r-^

—
.

dd Vcos2(9

16. r = a (1 — cos 0). -Jh^^ ^^^^ ^*

.J dr . ,e e
17. r = asm^^- ;j^ = a sin' 5 cos = •

d
18. ^;- (log cos «") = — tana;.

(I' n . N
' 2

19. -^f- (log tan a;)= ^

—

^r—-
dx^ ' sm 2 X
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d
20. -5- (log sin^ x)= 2 cot X.

tan x — 1 dv .

21. y = ^ = sm a;+ cos a;.

sec a; dx

1
/I + sin a; dy 1

22. v= log\/5-!

—

-. ^ =
» 1 — sm X dx cos a;

^ s \4^2y d-B cosa;

24. /(a;)= sin (a;+ a) cos (a;— o). /'(a;)= cos 2 a;.

25. /(a;)=sin(loga;). /'(a!) = 55^(^.

26. /(a;)= tan(loga!). /'(«,)= ?55!(M^.

27. s = cos

aasm -
a ds t

1' di^ f

2C0S-4

28. ?-=sin-„- — = —
e" de ff"

29. p = sin(cosg). -p = - sin g cos (cos g).

30. 2/ = e""^ ^ = e»""cosa;.
dx

31. 2/ = a'""'-. 2 = wa'^''-sec2«a;loga.

32. 2/=e™-sina;. ^= e°°==(cos aj-sin^x).

33. 2/ = e^ log sin a;. ^= e^(cota!+ logsina;).
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58. Inverse circular functions. The definition of arc sin x

or sin~^a; (read "the arc sine of x" or "the inverse sine of x")

is the circular measure of the angle whose sine equals x. Thus,

ifwe refer to the table of Art. 4, the

arc sin ^= .524, arc sin = 0, arc sin 1 = 1.571, etc.

Clearly, however, since

sin 0° = 0, sin 180° = 0, sin 360° = 0, etc.,

the value of arc sin may be 0, 7r(=3.14), 2 7r(= 6.28) etc.

;

that is, arc sin has an infinite number of values. To avoid

this ambiguity, we make the convention

:

Choose for the value of arc sin x the smallest value numerically.

.
SttN

Thus arc sin - = -
o (»°'T>2 sr'-e

arc sin — 1 = — -
(
not -— ), etc.

The graph of the equation

(1) y = arc sin x,

under the convention made, is the heavy

line of the figure. For (1) is the same as

(2) X= sin y.

Here we draw a sine curve (Art. 34)

along the y-axis. The values of x are

comprised between — 1 and + 1 inclu-

sive, and the smallest corresponding

values of y numerically, run from

— - to + - inclusive.
2 2

Similarly, the definition of arc tan x

or tan~'a; is the circular measure of the

angle whose tangent equals x. Referring

to Art. 4, arc tan 1=-, arc tan : : 0, arc tan oo = - , etc.

To avoid ambiguity, we make the same convention as be-

fore, that is, choose the smallest value numerically.
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The graph of the equation

(3) y = arc tan a; or a;= tan y

is then the heavy line of the figure. We draw a tangent curve

along the y-axis, with horizontal asymptotes y= —
-f.
and y =

Li

~ The values of x run from — oo to + oo, and the smallest
2

corresponding values of y from — - to + ^

59. Differentiation of sin-'t> and tan-^«. Let

(1) y — arc sin v.

Then also

(2) V = sin y.

Differentiating with respect to y, we have

dv

dy
= cos y. (byX)
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.-.

f^ =-^- ((5), Art. 62)
dv cosy ' '

But (28, p. 3) cos 2/ = Vl - sia'y = Vl - v^. (by (2))

(3)
. %_ 1 .

Regarding v as a function of x, and multiplying both sides

of (3) by — , we obtain (Art. 50, (A)),

(4)
dy^ 1 ^^
dx -y/YZT^dx'

which is formula XVI.
The sign of the radical in (4) is, of course, either + or —

.

If, however, v= x, (4) gives for

/K\ • dy 1
(o) y= arc sin x, -^= -^^^= •

' dx VI^T^^

By the convention made in Art. 58, the slope of the curve

(5) in the figure is never negative. Hence the sign of the radi-

cal in XVI must be taken positive.

Let

(6) y= arc tan v.

Then also

(7) V = tan y.

Differentiating with respect to y,
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PROBLEMS

Diiferentiate the following

:

1. y= arc sin 2 x.

2. y = arc tan ^ ix.

dy^ 2

dx Vl-4a!^

dy_ 2

dx i + x'

„ X dy 1
Z. y = arc sin - • -^ =—r:^^;^ •

a dx ^a^ _ a^

, CB dy a
4. 2/ = arc tan - •

, = "i

5. y = arc sin

a dx a'+ i

a; 4-

1

<^y_

3

V2 da; Vl-2a!-«2

6. /(a;)=a;Va^— a^+a^sin"';- f{x)=2^a? — x'.

7. e = sin-\3r-l).

8. ^ = tan-'ff±^Y
\1 — arj

9. — (x arc sin a;) = arc sin x+

10. p = e'°°'\

g» g—

«

11. M = tan~^ —

12. y = arc sin (sin x).

4 sin a;
13. 1/ = arc tan.

dr
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dy _ a?

dx l — xS^

15. 3/=]og/^i±^Y-iarctana!. ^
\l-xj 2 dx

Pi 5 . dy X arc sin x
16. i/ = Vl — a-^arcsin a!— a;. -f-= ,^

da; Vl - X'

.„ • a^"— 1 dy 2 nx"-~^
17. w = arcsiii— -^ =

a!2» + l da; a;^+l

,„ d — 1 dv
18. — arc cos v = —^^^— •

dx -^1 _ .y2 da;

, „ d ,
— 1 dw

19. — arccot'y=
da; 1+v^ dx

20. lsec-« =—1=*^.
da; y-Vv^_ 1 dx

60. Implicit functions. Eequired the slope of the curve

(1) x^-2y^ = 9.

If we solve for y, we shall obtain y asa function of x, namely,

(2) 2/=V-

^'-9

Instead of solving for y, however, we may in (1) regard y
implicitly as a function of x, and differentiate directly. Thus, by

III, we have from (1),

(^) i^^'^-fy^''^-^-

Kemembering that y is & function of x, then

A (2 2/2) = 2 —2/2 = 4 2/^ (by VI). Hence (3) gives
da; da; dx

(4) 2 a;- 4 2/^ = 0, or ^ =^.
^ ^ ^dx dx 2y
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To see that this result is the same as would be obtained by

difEerentiating (2), using VI in (2),

The general conclusion illustrated by this discussion is the

following

:

When the equation of a curve is given in unsolved form, either

coordinate may be considered an implicit function of the other.

We may then differentiate directly, and solve for the desired

derivative.

Thus, to find —^ from
dec

a;2-3rBt/ + 2/=3.

Then A(a;2)_3-(a;2/)+2— (t/^ =— 3.
dx^ ' dx^ •" dx^"^ dx

Solving,

.2x-3fy+ x^)+'ty^= 0, (V and VI)
Y dxj dx

dy _ 2x — 3y
dx 3 a;— 4 2/

'

PROBLEMS

Differentiate the following

:

1. f = 4p.v. ^= 2P.
dx y

2. a? + y'- = r''--
§K = -^.
dx y

3. Va? + aY- = a^h\
dy__Wx

4. 2/'-32/ + 2oa; = 0.

dx c?y

dy _ 2 a

dx~3{l-y')'
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5.



CHAPTER IX

SLOPE, TANGENT, AND NORMAL

61. If the equation of a curve is given in rectangular coor-

dinates, it has been shown in Art. 40, p. 106, that

(1) dx
- tan a = slope of tang:ent (or cnrve) at (a;, y) = m.

To find the slope at any particular point we have merely to

substitute the coordinates of that point into the expression for

the dei-ivative (as on p. 109). Having thus found the numeri-

cal value of Ml, the equation of the tangent is given by the

point-slope form, Art. 27,

(2) 2/-?/i = m(a;-a^),

the point of contact being (x-^, y{).

The normal is the perpendicular to the tangent drawn
through the point of contact. We therefore find its equation

by the formula

1
(3) y-yr-

where m = slope of the tangent.

(X-Xi),

T
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point = tan a.
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~2-x
y

=— = slope of tangent to {A) at (3, 2).

S-2

r=3

J=2

= — 3 = slope of tangent to (B) at (3, 2).

From p. 69, we know that the locus of (A) is a circle with

center at (2, 0) and radius = VS, and of (B) also a circle with

center at (0, 1) and radius = VlO.

The formula for finding the angle between two lines whose

slopes are mi and in^ is

tanfl:
Wli — wis

1 + mim^
((IV), Art. 29)

To find the smaller angle of the figure, set (p. 65) wii = — ^,

m2= — 3.

I = .

~^ + ^ = 1 : therefore = 45°. Ans.
1 + f

Substituting, tan

This is also the angle of intersection at the point (1, —2).

3. Fiad the equations of the tangent and normal to the

parabola y- = 4 a;+ 1 at the point where x = 2 and the ordinate

is positive.

Solution. Substituting as = 2, then y^ = 9, y = ±3, and the

point of contact is (2, 3).

Differentiating (Art. 60), we have

g = ?=slopeat(a;,2/).

.-. slope at (2, 3) = | = m.

Hence the required equations are

PT:y-3 = i(x-2),ov
2x-3y + 5 = 0;

PX: y-3=-^(x-2),ov3x + 2y-12 = 0.
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PROBLEMS
The corresponding figure should be drawn in each of the

following problems.

1. Find the slope of y= _.
^

„ at (0, 0). Ans. 1 = tan a.

2. What is the direction in which the point generating the

graph of 2/ = 3 a^ — a; tends to move at the instant when a; = 1 ?

Ans. Parallel to a line whose slope is 5.

3. rind the points where the curve y=-a? — Zx'^ — 9x-\-5

is parallel to the axis of X. Ans. x = 3 and a; = 1.

4. Ifind the points where the curve y (w — 1) (a; — 2) = a; — 3

is parallel to the axis of X. . Ans. a; = 3 ± V2.

5. At what point on 2/^ = 2 a^ is the slope equal to 3 ?

Ans. (2,4).

6. At what points on the circle x^+ y^ = 1^ is the slope of

tangent line equal to — f ? Ans. ± f r, ±^r.

7. Where is the tangent to the parabola y = a^ — 7x + 3

parallel to the line y = 5x + 2? Ans. (6, — 3).

8. Find the points where the tangent to the circle a^+ y^

= 169 is perpendicular to the line 5 x -j- 12 y = 60.

A71S. (±12, ±5).

9. At what angles does the line 3y — 2x — 8 = cut the

parabola y'=8x? Ans. arc tan ^, and arc tan ^.

10. Find the angle of intersection between the parabola

y''=Qx and the circle af + y^^ 16. Ans. arc tan |VS.

11. Show that the hyperbola af — y'=5 and the ellipse

— + ^ = 1 intersect at right angles.
18 8

12. At how many points can the curve y = x^ — 2x'' + x— 4:

be parallel to the axis of X ? What are the points ?

Ans. Two; at (1, -4) and (\, --W*)-

13. Find the angle at which the parabolas y = 3x^ — 1 and

y =2x^ + 3 intersect. Ans. arc tan /,-.
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14. Find the equations of the tangent and normal to each

of the following curves at the point indicated.

Ans. 3 a; + 4 2/ = 25,

ix-3y = 0.

Ans. x + 3y + 7 = 0,

3a;-!/-9 = 0.

Ans. 12a;-2/-21 = 0,

a; + 12y-38 = 0.

Ans. x + 4:y + 5 = 0,

ix-y-^- = 0.

Ans. a; + 2/ + 3 = 0,

x— y + 5 = 0.

Ans. 2x — y = 0,

x + 2y= 0.

Ans. x — y + 1 = 0,

x+ y — l = 0.

Ans. XiX+ y^y= r',

yix — Xiy = 0.

Ans. y^=p{x+ Xi),

y-yi=~-{x-x^.
P

(j) y-A (^u yd- -^**s. 3 Va; - 2/ — 2 2/i = 0,

a; + 3 a^^y - a;i (3 x/+ 1) = 0.

15. Plot each of the following curves, find the slope at each

point plotted (p. 109), and locate all horizontal tangents.

(a) a^ + xy + 8 = 0. (7i) y = e-^^

(6) f-2xy-4: = 0. (i) y= 3?e-\

(c) 3?y — 5 = 0. (J) y = xlogx.

(a-) y^
^-3

,

Qc) 2/ = loga;--a;.

(a) a^ + 2/^=25.



CHAPTER X

MAXIMA AND MINIMA

62. The graphs of the functions in Chapter VI exhibited

" high points " or " low points " corresponding respectively to

maximum or minimum values of the function.

A maximum, value of a function is a value which is greater

than all values immediately preceding or following.

A minimum value of a function is a value which is less than

all values immediately preceding or following.

Clearly, a. first condition for a maximum or minimum value

is that the slope of the graph shall be zero. That is, values

of the variable for which such values of the function f{x)

occur, satisfy

(1) /(«) = 0.

All such values of the variable are called critical values.

The statement of the problem often indicates whether a

critical value corresponds to a maximum or a minimum. This

was seen to be the case in the problems given, p. 96. It is easy

to check up this foreseen result. For, clearly, at a high point

(a) the slope is positive just before and negative just after the

critical value, while reverse conditions hold for a low point (6).

The significant fact concerning maximum and minimum val-

ues of a function is, therefore, that the derivative changes sign.

These results are summarized as follows

:

151
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Determination of maximum and minimum values.

First step. From the given statement find the function (Chap-

ter VI) and decide, if possible, whether maximum or minimum

values exist.

Second step. Differentiate, set the derivative equal to zero, and

solve for all real values of the variable. These are the critical

values.

Third step. Consider any critical value not excluded by the

conditions of the problem, and find the slope of the graph just

before and just after the corresponding point. If the slope changes

from + to —, the function is a maximum; if the reverse is true,

the function is a minimum.

The third step is to be regarded as a verification of what is

foreseen in the discussion of the first step.

Given

EXAMPLE

a circle of diameter 5 in. Examine the areas of in-

scribed rectangles for maxima and

minima (see p. 92).

Solution. First step. If x rep-

resents the base of any rectangle

of area A, then (1), p. 92,

(1) A = xV25-x''.

Discussion shows that a maxi-

mum exists.

Second step. Differentiating,

dA
dx
= V25- a^ + a;— (25

dx

(2)

= V25=^-

dA ^ 25- 2 x\
dx V25 - x^

V25 - a?'
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Setting this equal to zero, we obtain 25 — 2 a;^ = 0, and hence

5
the critical value is a; =— = 3.65, the negative value being

excluded.

Third step. For a value just before the critical value, use

= + number. For a value just
r=3

a = 3. Then from (2),

greater, use a; = 4. Then

dx

dA
dx

= — number. Thus the re-

1=4 '

suit foreseen in the first step is verified. That is, the maxi-

mum rectangle has the area A=—=:a/25 —— =— =12^
V'2^ 2 2 ^

sq. in. It is easy to see that the rectangle is now a square.

For when x=—-, the altitude = V25 — a? =—
(p. 92) = x.

Hence this example proves the result :
—

Of all rectangles which can be inscribed in a given circle,

the square has the greatest area.

PROBLEMS

In the following problems the student will work out the

functional relation, and examine this for maxima and minima.

1. Rectangles are inscribed in a circle of radius r. Ex-

amine the perimeter P of the rectangles as a function of the

breadth x. Ans. Max. for x = r \/2.

2. Eight triangles are constructed on_a line of given length

li as hypotenuse. Examine (a) the area A, and (6) the

perimeter P as a function of the length x of one leg.

Ans. (a) Max. for x==^ ftV2. (&) Max. for a; =
-I
h V2.

3. Right cylinders are inscribed in a sphere of radius r.

Examine as functions of the altitude x of the cylinder,

(a) volume V of the cylinder, (&) curved surface S.

Ans. (a) Max. for a; = |r V3. (6) Max. for a; = r V2.
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4. Eight cones are inscribed in a sphere of radius r. Ex-

amine as functions of the altitude x of the cone, (a) volume V
of the cone, (6) curved surface S.

Ans. (a) Max. if a;= I r. (6) Max. if a;=
-f

r.

5. Eight cylinders are inscribed in a given right cone. If

the height of the cone is h, and the radius of the base r, ex-

auiine (o) the volume V of the cylinder, (6) the curved surface

S, (c) the entire surface T, as functions of the altitude x of the

cylinder. Ans. (a) Max. if a; = -^ ^. (&) Max. if x= \ h.

6. Eight cones are circumscribed about a sphere of radius

r. Examine as a function of the altitude x of the cylinder, the

volume Fof the cone. Ans. Min. if a;= 4r.

7. Eight cones are constructed with a given slant height

L. Examine as functions of the altitude x of the cone, (a) the

volume Fof the cone, (6) the curved surface S, (c) the entire

surface T. Ans. (a) F=Max. if a; = ^i VS. (6) Neither.

8. A conical tent is to be constructed of given volume V.

Examine the amount A of canvas required as a function of the

radius x of the base. Ans. Min. if a;= ^V2 altitude.

9. A cylindrical tin can is to be constructed of given

volume V. Examine the amount A of tin required as a func-

tion of the radius x of the can. Ans. Min. if a; = altitude.

10. An open box is to be made from a sheet of pasteboard

12 in. square, by cutting equal squares from the four

corners and bending up the sides. Examine the volume V as

a function of the side x of the square cut out.

Ans. Max. if a;= 3.

11. The strength of a rectangular beam is proportional to

the product of the cross section by the square of the depth.

Examine the strength aS" as a function of the depth x for beams
which are cut from a log 12 in. in diameter.

Ans. Max. if x= 6V3.
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12. A rectangular stockade is to be built to contain a cer-

tain area A. A stone wall already constructed is available for

one of the sides. Examine the length L of the wall to be

built as a function of the length x of the side of the rectangle

parallel to the wall. Ans. Min. if a; = twice other side.

13. A tower is 100 ft. high. Examine the angle a sub-

tended by the tower at a point on the ground as a function of

the distance x from the foot of the tower. Ans. Neither.

14. A tower 50 ft. high is surmounted by a statue 10 ft.

high. If an observer's eyes are 6 ft. above the ground, ex-

amine the angle « subtended by the statue as a function of the

observer's distance x from the tower.

Ans. Max. if a;= 10 V30.

15. A line is drawn through a fixed point (a, b). Examine,

as a function of the intercept on XX' (=») of the line, the

area A of the triangle formed with the coordinate axes.

Ans. Min. when x = 2 a.

16. A ship is 41 mi. due north of a second ship. The first

sails south at the rate of 8 mi. an hour, the second east at the

rate of 10 mi. au hour. Examine their distance d apart as a

function of the time t which has elapsed since they were in

the position given. Ans. Min. if t= — 2.

17. Examine the distance e from the point (4, 0) to the

points (x, y) on the parabola ?/^ = 4 a;. Ans. Min. if a; = 2.

18. A gutter is to be constructed whose cross section is a

broken line made up of three pieces each 4 in. long, the middle

piece being horizontal, and the two sides being equally inclined.

Examine the area ^ of a cross section of the gutter as a func-

tion of the width x of the gutter across the top.

Ans. Max. for a; = 8.

19. A Norman window consists of a rectangle surmounted

by a semicircle. Given the perimeter P, examine the area A as

a function of the width x. Ans. Max. when x = total height.
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20. A person in a boat 9 mi. from the nearest point of the

beach wishes to reach a place 15 mi. from that point along

the shore. He can row at the rate of 4 mi. an hour and walk

at the rate of 6 mi. an hour. The time it takes him to reach

his destination depends on the place at which he lands. Ex-

amine the time. Ans. Min. if he lands 3 mi. from the camp.

21. The illumination of a plane surface by a luminous point

varies directly as the cosine of the angle of incidence, and in-

versely as the square of the distance from the surface. Ex-

amine the illumination /of a point on the floor 10 ft. from the

wall, as a function of the height a; of a gas burner on the wall.

Ans. Max. if a; = 5V2.

22. The sides of a quadrilateral are given in order and
length. When is the area a maximum ?

23. Examine the functions of problems 22-30, p. 99, for

maxima and minima.

63. Derivatives of higher orders. Since the derivative of

a function of a variable x with respect to x is also in general a

function of x, we may differentiate the derivative itself, that

is, carry out the operation,

dx\dx-^^ '

)

This double operation is indicated by the more compact
notation,

and this new function is called the second derivative. In the

same way,
^ ^, ^3

dxd^^^^^'^^d^^^^''^

is the thi7-d derivative, and in general,

dx"-^ ^ '
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is the nth derivative of /(»), that is, the result of differentiat-

ing /(a;) n times. The following notation is also used:

|/(.) =/'(.), ^/(^)=/"(^), -, £;/(-)=/-(-)•

The operation of finding the successive derivatives is called

successive differentiation.

For example,

given f(x) = 3 a;* — 4 a;^ + 6 a; — 1,

then ./•'(a;) = 12a;'-8a; + 6;

/"(a;) = 36 a;'' -8, etc.

If the independent variable is y, then the second difEerentiar

tion gives the value of

d_ fdy\ _ d^y

dx\dxj da?'

the abbreviation indicated being that commonly employed.

ctV . ...
The symbol —^ is read, " the second derivative of y with respect

OjX

lo a;. oimiiaiiy.
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PROBLEMS

Differentiate the following.

1. y=4ar'-6af+ 4a;+ 7. ^= 12(2a;-l).
dor

X,^

4. 2/ = a^ log X.

c
5. y=—^

a;"

li
./ v^; -
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X'

function, determines the slope of the graph. Moreover, we
have seen, in Art. 38, that

(i) if the derivative is positive, the function increases as the

variable increases

;

(ii) if the derivative is negative, the function decreases as the

variable increases.

If we consider the appearance of a ^C-_ ,^^
curve in the neighborhood of one of (a) ^\ ^^^ ^h)

its points P, then clearly two cases

are distinguishable

:

(a) The curve is ahcme the tangent at P, or is concave upward ;

(6) The curve is helow the tangent at P, or is concave down-

ward.

How are these cases distinguishable analytically ?

Consider (a). As we approach P
from the left, that is, with increasing

values of x, we observe from the fig-

ure that the inclination a. of the tan-

gent increases («' > a). That is, in

(a), the inclination a increases as x

increases. Hence by (i), if — is pos-

itive at P, the curve is certainly con-

cave upward.

Consider (&). Here, a decreases

as X increases («' < a). Hence if.

—< 0, the curve is concave downward.
dx '

Summing up, if

(A) — > 0, curve is concave upward; — < 0, concave downward,
dx dx

Now, if /'(a;) is the derivative of the function /(a;), then

(2) f'(^)= tan «, or a= arc tan /' (x).

X'

%>
X

X'
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(3)

Differentiating with respect to x, using XVII,

da di'^'^''^ fix)
dx i+f'\x) i+f'\xy

where /" (a;)= second derivative of/(a!). Hence (3) becomes

(4)
da_^r(x)_

da

dx 1+nx)
Since the denominator 1 +f'^(x) is always positive, ^ has

the same sign as /" (a;), and conversely. Hence the result

:

second derivative > 0, curve concave upward ;

second derivative < 0, curve concave downward.

As an example, consider this question

:

EXAMPLE

Is the curve y = x log x concave up-

ward or downward at a; = 1 ?

Solution. Differentiating twice,

|= loga, + l,

d^
dx''

d'y
Hence when x = l, -^4= 1 = a positive number. Hence the

curve is concave upward at a; = 1.

dv
From the first derivative, -^

' dx
= log 1 + 1 = 1. Also from

the equation of the curve, when a; = 1,

y = log 1 = 0. Arranged in a table, we

have the results set down.

The appearance of the curve, in the neigh-

borhood of a; = 1, is now determined, and we may construct a

small arc of the curve at that point, as in the figure.

X
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PROBLEMS

1. Determine the direction of curvature (concave upward
or downward) of the following curves at the points indicated.

Draw a figure in each case.

, . . TT 3 TT 6 TT
(a) y=smx, a;=j, — , -^

(b) y = 3x-a^, a; = l, 2, -3.

(c) ?/ = e-% a; = 0, -1, 2.

(d) y = xe"", x — 0, 3.

(e) y = e~'cosx, x = 0.

(/) y = log{l + x),x^0,2.

(.9)y =^, «; = !, -1,2.

2. Show that each of the following curves is always concave

upward or downward.

(a) y = a log x. (b) y = ix~ of. (c) y = ae'".

65. Second test for maxima and minima. At a high point,

the graph is concave downward; at a low point, concave

upward. The directions on p. 162 may therefore be stated

in another form, the first and second steps, however, remain-

ing unchanged.

Determination of maxima and minima— second method.

First step. Same as on p. 152.

Second step. Same as on p. 162.

Third step. Consider any critical value not excluded by the

conditions of the problem, and substitute this in the second deriva-

tive of the function. If the result is negative, the function has a

maximum value ; if positive, a minimum value ; if zero, the

method ofp. 162 must be resorted to.
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Clearly, this second method should be used only if the second

derivative is easily obtained. For example, the method of

p. 152 is preferable for the problem solved on p. 162. On the

other hand, if we turn to the problem on p. 94, equation (2),

Tir > ,
432

X

the differentiation is simple, namely,

dM o 432 / .„^.——= 2 a; -, (see p. 105)
dx ar

V X
/

d^M ^^ 864

da? a?

We may conveniently test the critical value

a; = 6
(

• = for a;= 6
)

\dx J

by substitution in the second derivative. This gives ——
dar J x=6

= a positive number. Hence Jf is a minimum when a; = 6.

In each of the following problems the function is easily

differentiated and the second method should be adopted.

PROBLEMS

1. A circular sector has a given perimeter. Show that the

area is a maximum when the angle of the sector is 2 radians.

(Area of a sector equals ^ arc times radius.)

2. A Gothic window consists of a rectangle surmounted by

an equilateral triangle. The perimeter is given. What must

be the proportions in order to admit as much light as possible?

3. Apply the second test for maxima and minima to

problems 3 (a), 4 (a), 5, 6, 7 (a), 9, 10, 12, 14, 15, and 19 of

Art. 62.

66. Points of inflection. The problems on p. 110 illustrate

the aid afforded by the use of the first derivative in obtaining
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an accurate plot. The second derivative is also of service in

this connection. For if we know the sign of the second de-

rivative at any point on the curve, we then know if the curve

at that point is concave upward or concave downward (p. 169),

and we therefore know if the curve at that point lies above or

below the tangent.

Suppose we have a continuous curve

(as in this figure) such that in passing

along it from A to C, the curve changes

from concave upwards to concave down-

wards. Then a point B must exist such

that

to the left of B, the curve is concave upwards;

to the right of B, the curve is concave downwards.

The point B is called a point of inflection.

The second derivative (/"(«) or —^
j
is positive a.t ea.Gh point

of the arc AB, and negative at each point of the arc BC.

Hence at B the second derivative is zero.

(-B) At points of inflection, f"(x) or ^-^ equals zero.
aaif'

Solving the equation resulting from (B) gives the abscissas

of the points of inflection. To determine the direction of

curving in the vicinity of a point of inflection, test /" (x) for

values of x, first a trifle less and then a trifle greater than the

abscissa at that point.

If /"(a) changes sign, we have a point of inflection, and the

signs obtained determine if the curve is concave upwards or

concave downwards in the neighborhood of each point.

The student should observe that near a point where the

curve is concave upwards (as at A) the curve lies above the

tangent, and at a point where the curve is concave downwards

(as at C) the curve lies below the tangent. At a point of in-

flection (as at B) the'tangent evidently crosses the curve.
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PROBLEMS

Examine the following curves and graphs for horizontal tan-

gents, points of inflection, and direction of curving.

1. y = 3a^-4:a?+ l.

Solution, f(x)= 3 al^ — 4:0^+ 1.

Hence

f (x)= 12 a? -12x'= 12x\x-l).

.'. f'(x) =0 when x— Q, or x= l.

Differentiating again,

/"(»)= 36 a;=- 24 a;.

Using (B),

36a;2-24a; = 0.

a; = I and a;= 0.

Tactoring, /"(a;)= 36a;(a;-|).

When a; < 0, /" (a;) = + ; and when a; > 0, /" (aj)= - •

.•. the curve is concave upwards to the left aiid concave

downwards to the right of a;= (^ in figure).

"When a;< I,
/" (a;)= — ; and when a; > |, /" (a;)= +

.•. the curve is concave downwards to the left and concave

upwards to the right of a; = | (B in figure).

The curve is evidently concave upwards everywhere to the

left of A, concave downwards between A (0, 1) and B (|, ^),
and concave upwards everywhere to the right of B.

In work of this kind it is well to tabulate the results which

afford a check on the plot. We follow the plot from left to

right, and choose for the initial value of a; a valibe to the left of

the least root of /'(a;) = and f"(x)= 0. The table should in-

clude all critical values of x (f'(x) = 0) and also those for which

f"(x) = 0, that is, values determining" the points of inflection.

Furthermore, intermediate values of x must be included, as in

the following table, which the student should carefully study.
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10. 3 !«^ — 9 o;^ — 27 a; + 30. Ans. x= — l, gives max. = 45

;

x= 3, gives min. = — 51.

11. 2 a^ — 21 c»2 4- 36 a; — 20. Ans. x = l, gives max. = — 3

;

a;= 6, gives min. = — 128.

12. -— 2a:^ + 3a; + l. u4ns. a; = l, gives max. =^;
a; = 3, gives min. = 1.

13. 2 a^ — 15 a;^ + 36 a; + 10. Ans. x= 2, gives max. = 38

;

a; = 3, gives min. = 37.

14. a^ — 9 a^+ 15 a;— 3. Ans. x = l, gives max. = 4

;

a; = 5, gives min. = — 28.

15. a;^ — 3 a!^ + 6a; + 10. Ans. No max. or min.

16. af — 5x*-\-5a^+ l. Ans. a; = 1, gives max. = 2

;

x = 3, gives min. = — 26

;

a;= 0, gives neither.



CHAPTER XI

RATES

67. Velocity and , p q
acceleration. Con- '

o{ x
^

ak ^ x
sider a moving point

on the a;-axis. Its distance from the origin (= a;) is a function

of the time. That is, symbolically,

(1) x=fit).

Suppose that P is the position when the time is t seconds,

and suppose, further, that the elapsed time from P to Q is Ai

seconds. Also let PQ = Aa;. Then the quotient

(2) — = average velocity of the motion from P to Q.

The velocity at P is the limit of the value of — when Q is

taken nearer and nearer to Q ; that is

(3) t=ir="oS=->-^*^''*^

Considered without the idea of motion, equation (1) asserts

that the variable x changes as t changes. Then we say

(4) — = time rate of change ofx.

Similarly, if y and z are functions of the time, then — and —
are the time rates of change of y and z respectively.

The point P may move from the point with constant

167
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speed v„. Then the distance moved is the product of the

speed (or velocity) and the time. That is, equation (1) now is

(6) X = V(f.

If, however, the velocity changes, the time rate of change of

velocity is called the acceleration, and equation (4) asserts that

(6) acceleration = -rz-
^ ' at

From (3) we may also write,

(7) acceleration =— = —
-,

dt df

Similarly, any derivative may be interpreted as a rate of

change. For example, -^ = rate of change of y with respect
dx

to X, if y is a function of x.

The case frequently arises when in the equation

/(a',2/) =
both X and y are functions of the time. If the time rate of change

_dx\
~ dt)

is known, then -^ can be found,
dt

PROBLEMS

1. A particle slides along the curve, y^ — 4:X = 0, so that it

moves in the XX' direction at the constant rate of 3 ft. a

second. How fast is it moving in the TY' direction (a) at

any point (x, y) ; (6) at the point (4, 4) ?

Solution. Given — = 3, required ^
dt

^
dt

As y and x in the equation 2/^ — 4 a;= are functions of t,

we differentiate the equation with respect to t. This gives

(p. 144),

2«^-4^ = 0.
^ dt dt
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Solving for -^,
dt

(a) ^ = ?f= 5ft. a second
; (6) ^ = §= § ft. a second.

^ dt y dt y ' ^ ' dt A. 2

2. Find the rate of change of the volume and of the surface

of a sphere with respect to the radius.

Solution. Let y be the volume and x the radius. Eequired -^^

Now y = -TTO^, .-. ^ = 4 Tra;^,

3 dx

which varies as the square of the radius. The rate of change

of the surface z with respect to the radius x is found from the

relation « = 4 irx^ to be — =8 ttx, and it varies as the first
dx

power of the radius.

3. An express train and a balloon start at points 12 mi.

apart. The former runs 60 mi. per hour, and the balloon rises

vertically at the rate of 8 mi. per hour. How fast are they

separating at the end of 10 min. ?

Solution. Let the figure represent the state of affairs at the

expiration of any number (=t) of jj

minutes. That is,

BD is the path of the balloon,

^C is the path of the train, B' '^ -A

and y = number of miles traveled by balloon,

a; = number of miles traveled by train,

z = distance apart.

Evidently, x, y, and z are all functions of the time.

Now get the relation between these variables.

Evidently,

(1) z' = f + {x + 12y.

Differentiate with respect to t. This gives

2z— = 2y^ + 2(x +m— -

dt dt ^ ' dt
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9. Find tlie rate of change of the (area of a square, when
the side x is increasing at the rate of fc in. a(second.

Ans. 2 kx sq. in. a second.

10. A ladder 25 ft. long rests against a house. A man
takes hold of the lower end and moves it away at th6 rate of 2
ft. a second. How fast is the top of the ladder descending

when the bottom is 7 ft. from the house ? Ans. 7 in. a second.

11. Two particles start together from the origin along

2/2— 9a;= and ay' + y'' — 34:X = respectively. The former

has a speed in the TT' direction of 3 ft. a second, and the

latter of 4 ft. a second. Which goes through the point (25, 15)
with the greater speed in the XX' direction ?

Ans. One on the parabola.

12. Find how fast the man's shadow in problem 8 is

lengthening. Ans. 6 mi. an hour.

13. A circular plate expands by heat so that the radius in-

creases uniformly at the rate of .01 in. a minute. At what
rate is the surface increasing when the radius is 2 in. ?

Ans. .879 sq. in. a minute.

14. Water runs into a barrel at the rate of 2 cu. ft. a min-

ute, but leaks at the bottom at the rate of 1 cu. ft. a minute.

Assuming the barrel to be a right cylinder of radius 1 ft. and

of height 5 ft., how long will it be before water runs over the

top ? Ans. 7 min. 61 sec.

15. A boy starts flying a kite. If it moves horizontally at

the rate of 2 ft. a second, and rises at the rate of 5 ft. a second,

how fast is the string being paid out at the end of 3 min. ?

Ans. 5.38 ft. a second.

16. At what point of the curve a;y + 25 = will a particle

move in the x and y direction at the same rate ? Ans. (— 5, 6).

17. A man standing on a dock is drawing in the painter of

a boat at the rate of 2 ft. a second. His hands are 6 ft. above

the bow of the boat. How fast is the boat moving when it is

8 ft. from the dock ? Ans. f ft. a second.
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18. The volume and the radius of a cylindrical boiler are

expanding at the rate of 1 cu. ft. and .001 ft. per minute

respectively. How fast is the length of the boiler changing

when the boiler contains 60 cu. ft. and has a radius of 2 ft. ?

Ans. 0.78 ft. a minute.

19. An equilateral triangular sheet of rubber is stretched so

that it always keeps its shape, but expands at the rate of 3 sq.

in. a minute. How fast is its side increasing when 4 in. long ?

Ans. .866 in. a minute.

20. The rays of the sun make an angle of 30° with the hori-

zon. A ball is thrown vertically upward to a height of 64 ft.

How fast is its shadow traveling along the ground just be-

fore the ball hits the ground ? (Use s^^gt" and v = gt.)

Ans. 110.8 ft. a second.

21. A man is walking over a bridge at the rate of 4 mi. an

hour, and a motor boat passes beneath him at the rate of 8 mi.

an hour. If the bridge is 20 ft. above the boat, how fast are

they separating 3 min. later? Ans. 8.95 mi. an hour.

22. A ship is anchored in 18 ft. of water. The cable passes

over a sheave on the bow 6 ft. above the surface of the water.

If the cable is taken in at the rate of 1 ft. a second, how fast

is the ship moving when there are 30 ft. of cable out ?

Ans. I ft. a second.

23. A boy rows out for a swim against a tide running in at

the rate of ^ mi. an hour horizontally. He dives off and

swims parallel to the coast at the rate of 2 mi. an hour. How
fast are he and his boat separating at the end of 15 min. ?

Ans. 2.06 mi. an hour.

24. Four men standing 5 ft. from a house are hoisting a

piano to the third-story window by means of a block and

tackle. If the window is 60 ft. up, and the men pull in the

rope at the rate of 10 ft. a minute and back away from the

building at the rate of 6 ft. a minute, how fast is the piano ris-

ing at the end of the first minute ? Ans. 10.98 ft. a minute.
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25. Find at what points on 2/ = x^ — 4 the rate of increase

of y with respect to x is equal to the rate of increase of a;

with respect to 2/. Ana. (±-i-,
—^i).

26. Assuming the volume of wood in a tree is proportional

to the cube of its diameter and that the latter increases uni-

formly year by year, show that the rate of growth when the

diameter is 3 ft. is 36 times as great as when it is 6 in.

27. A rectangular sheet of metal is subjected to a pressure

which expands it only lengthwise and at a rate of 2 in. a min-

ute. Find how fast the area of the sheet is enlarging, if it is

7 in. wide. Ans. 14 sq. in. a minute.

28. Water flows from a faucet into a hemispherical basin

of diameter 14 in. at the rate of 2 cu. in. a second. How fast

is the water rising (a) when the water is halfway to the top,

(6) just as it runs over ? (The volume of a spherical segment

is ^ irr^h + ^ irW.)

Ans. (a) .013 in. a second
; (6) .006 in. a second.

29. Sand is being poured on the ground from the orifice of

an elevated pipe, and forms a pile which has always the shape

of a right circular cone whose height is equal to the radius of

the base. If sand is falling at the rate of 6 cu. ft. per second,

how fast is the height of the pile increasing when the height

is 5 ft.? Ans. .076 ft. per second.

30. An aeroplane is 528 ft. directly above an automobile,

and starts east at the rate of 20 mi. an hour at the same time

that the automobile starts east at the rate of 40 mi. an hour.

How fast are they separating in 6 min. ?

Ans. 19.92 mi. an hour.

31. A ship is 41 mi. due north of a second ship. The first

sails south at the rate of 8 mi. an hour ; the second, east, at the

rate of 10 mi. an hour. How rapidly are they approaching

each other ? How long will they continue to approach ?

Ans. For 2 hr.
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32. A railroad train is running along a curve in the form of

"f= 600 X, the axis of the parabola being east and west. If

the train is going due east at the rate of 30 mi. an hour, how
fast is the shadow moving along the wall of a station which

runs north and south, when the train is 500 ft. east of the

wall, provided the sun is just rising in the east ?

Ans. 15 mi. an hour.

33. One side of a rectangle inscribed in a circle of radius

5 cm. expands at the rate of 2 cm. a minute. Find (o) how
fast the area of the rectangle is changing when the above side

is 8 cm.
; (&) how long the above side is when the area is not

changing. (Get the area as a function of the side.)

Ans. (a) — 9^ cm. a minute
; (&) 3.5 cm. a minute.

34. Work out similar problems for cylinders and cones in-

scribed in a fixed sphere, where the radii of their bases vary.

35. A revolving light sending out a bundle of parallel rays

is at a distance of |- a mile from the shore and makes 1 revo-

lution a minute. Find how fast the light is traveling along

the beach when at a distance of 1 mi. from the nearest point

of the beach. Ans. 15.7 mi. per minute.

36. A kite is 150 ft. high, and 200 ft. of string are out. If

the kite starts drifting horizontally and away from the flyer,

at the rate of 4 mi. an hour, how fast is string being paid out ?

Ans. 2.64 mi. an hour.

37. A solution is poured into a conical filter of base radius

6 cm. and height 24 cm. at the rate of 2 cu. cm. a second,

which filters out at the rate of 1 cu. cm. a second. How fast

is the level of the solution rising when (a) one third of the

way up, (6) at the top ? Ans. (a) .079 cm. a second,

(6) .009 cm. a second.



CHAPTER XII

DIFFERENTIALS

68. We have already emphasized that the symbol

dy

dx

was to be considered not as an ordinary fraction with dy as

numerator and dx as denominator, but as a single symbol de-

noting the limit of the quotient

Ay
Ax

as Ax approaches the limit zero.

Problems do occur, however, where it is convenient to give

meanings to dx and dy separately. How this may be done is

explained in what follows.

Definition. If /'(x) is the derivative of /(«), and Ax is an

arbitrarily chosen increment of x, then the differential of fix),

denoted by the symbol df{x), is defined by the equation

{A) df(x)=f{x)Ax.

If now/(a;)=a;, then /'(»)= 1, and (A) reduces to

dx= Ax.

Hence, when x is the independent variable, the differential of

x(= dx) is identical with Ax. If y =f(x), (A) may be written

in the form

(B; dy=f(x)dx.*

* On account of the position wliich the derivative f'{x) here occupies, it is

sometimes called the diferenticd coefficient.
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2. Find dy from

Solution.

2V^xdx-2a^ydy = 0.

.-. dy = ——dx. Ans.
ay

3. Find dp from
p^ = a^ cos 2 6.

Solution. 2pdp = — a'sm2e-2d6.

, a^ sin 2 ^ , -,

.'. dp = d$.

P

4. Find d [arc sin (3 «— 4 <=)].

Solution.

d[arcsinr3^-4^^]= ^(S^-^O ^^^ . ^„,.
Vl-(3«-4<=')2 Vl-<^

PROBLEMS

Differentiate the following, using differentials.

1. y = as? — hx^ + cx + d. dy= (3 aa? — 2bx + c)dx.

2. y=:2xi-3xi + 6x-^+5. dy=(5x^-2x-^-6x-^dx.

3. y= (a' - aP)\ dy=- 10 x{w' - x^*dx.

4. 2/ = Vl+af. dy= /^ - dx.

6. y = logVr^. dy= ^'*''^*'

2(a^-l)
7. y=-(f + e-'y. dy = 2(e^-e-'')dx.

8. 2/ = 6== log X. d2/ = e/loga; +iW
9. s = t-'^^^. ds=(t^^\m.

e' + e~' V e' + e"'
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10. p = tan <^ + sec d.. (ip= i+^iE*dJ,.
cos^<^

11. J- = I tan^e + tan 61. dr = sec* dde.

12. fix) = (log xy. f(x)dx = 3M^}!^

.

X

13. ^(t) =—^. 4><(t)dt-.
^^^^*

(1 - ff (1 - t'f

70. Infinitesimals. An infinitesimal is a variable whose

value decreases numerically and approaches zero as a limit.

In Art. 68 it has been shown that the differential and incre-

ment of the independent variable are identical. Equation {B)

of that section defines the differential of the dependent variable.

Clearly, if dx is an infinitesimal, then also dy is an infinitesimal.

In the Integral Calculus, we have to do with expressions of the

form <l>(x)dx, called "differential expressions." Then, if dx is

an infinitesimal, so also is the product <^(x)dx.



CHAPTER XIII

INTEGRATION. RULES FOR INTEGRATING STANDARD
ELEMENTARY FORMS

71. Integration. The student is already familiar with the

mutually inverse operations of addition and subtraction, multi-

plication and division, involution and evolution. From the

Differential Calculus we have learned how to calculate the

derivative f'(x) of a given function /(as), an operation indi-

cated by

or, if we are using differentials, by

df{x)=f{x)dx.

The problems of the Integral Calculus depend on the inverse

operation; namely.

To find a function f(x) viliose derivative

{A) f'{x)=.l>(x)

is given.

Or, since it is customary to use differentials in the Inte-

gral Calculus, we may write

(B) df{x) =/'(») da; = ^ (a;) dx,

and state the problem as follows

:

Having given the differential of a function, to find the function

itself.

The function f(x) thus found is called an integral of the given

differential expression, the process of finding it is called inte-

180
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gration, and the operation is indicated by writing the integral

sign *
j in front of the "given differential expression. Thus,

(C) Jf(x)dx=f(x),

read, an integral of f'(x)dx equals f(x). The differential dx

indicates that x is the variable of integration. For example,

(a) If f(x)= 3?, then f'{x) da;= 3 a?dx,

and
I
3 x^dx = v?.

(6) lif(x) = sin x, then /' (x) dx = cos oidx,

and
I
cos xdx = sin x.

(c) If /(a;)= arc tana;, then f'(x)—- -,

and I
-—^ = arc tan x.

J 1+ar

Let us now emphasize what is apparent from the preceding

explanations, namely, that

Differentiation and integration are inverse operations.

Differentiating (C) gives

(D) djf{x)dx=f\x)dx.

Substituting the value of /'(a;)da;[=d/(a;)] from {B) in (C),

we get

(E) fdf(x)=f(x).

Therefore, considered as symbols of operation, — and | dx
dx *y

* Historically this sign is a distorted S, the initial letter of the word sum.

Instead of defining integration as the inverse of differentiation we may define

it as a process of summation, a very important notion which we consider in

Chapter XVI.
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are inverse to each other; or, if we are using differentials, d and

I
are inverse to each other.

When d is followed by | they annul each other, as in (D),

but when | is followed by d, as in (E), that will not in gen-

eral be the case unless we ignore the constant of integration.

The reason for this will appear at once from the definition of

the constant of integration given in the next section.

72. Constant of integration. Indefinite integral. From

the preceding section it follows that

since d (a^)= 3 x^dx, we have | 3 aPdx = a?
;

since d (a^+ 2)= 3 x'dx, we have
J
3 3?dx= a?-\-2;

since d (a^ — 7)= 3 3?dx, we have | 3 3?dx = a?— l.

In fact, since d (a;' + (7)= 3 a^da;,

where C is any arbitrary constant, we have

Csx'dx^af+C.

A constant C arising in this way is called a constant of

integration* Since we can give C as many values as we
please, it follows that if a given differential expression has

one integral, it has infinitely many differing only by constants.

Hence

|/'(a;)da;=/(a;)+C;//
and since is unknown and indefinite, the expression

is called the indefinite integral off'(x)dx.

* Constant here means that it is independent of the variable of integration.
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It is evident that if <^ (x) is a function the derivative of which
is /(»), then <j>{x) + O, where C is any constant whatever, is

likewise a function the derivative of which is /(a;). Hence the

Theorem. If two functions differ by a constant, they have the

same derivative.

73. Rules for integrating standard elementary forms.

The Differential Calculus furnished us with a General Rule for

Differentiation (p. 104). The Integral Calculus gives us no

corresponding general rule that can be readily applied in

practice for performing the inverse operation of integration.

Each case requires special treatment, and we arrive at the

integral of a given differential expression through our previous

knowledge of the known results of differentiation.

Integration then is essentially a tentative process, and to

expedite the work, tables of known integrals are formed called

standard forms. To effect any integration we compare the

given differential expression with these forms, and if it is

found to be identical with one of them, the integral is known.

If it is not identical with one of them, we strive to reduce it

to one of the standard forms by various methods, many of

which employ artifices which can be suggested by practice

only.

From any result of differentiation may always be derived a

formula for integration.

The following two rules are useful in reducing differential

expressions to standard forms.

(a) Tlie integral of any algebraic sum of differential expressions

equals the same algebraic sum of the integrals of these expressions

taken separately.

Proof. Differentiating the expression

( du+ j dv—
I
dw,

u, V, w being functions of a single variable, we get

du + dv- dw. (Ill, p. 113)
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[1] .-.j {du + dv — dw)= idu+ Idv— j dtv.

(b) A constant factor may be written either before or after the

integral sign.

Proof. DifEerentiating the expression

a Xdv

gives adv. (IV, p. 113)

[2] .'.
j
adv = a \dv.

On account of their importance we shall write the above two

rules as formulas at the head of the following list of

STANDARD ELEMENTARY FORMS

[1] r (du + dv — dw)= \du + \dv— \dw.

[2] \adv = a \dv.

[3] (dx = x+C.

[4] (v»dv =^^^+C. n=^-l

[6] ('^ = log«+C
J V

= log V + log c = log cv.

[Placing C = log c]

[6] (a^dv=-^^+C.
J log a

[7] (e'dv = 6'+ C.

[8] isinvdv = — cos v + C.

[9] jcos vdv = smv+ C.

[10]
I
see'^ vdv = tan v + C.
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[11] Jcosec'' vtlv = — cot V + C.

[12] isecvtaavdv = s6cv + C.

[18] icscvcotvtlv =— cucv + C.

[14] \tanv dv = logsecv + C.

[15]
I
cot vdv = log sin v + C.

[16] f^l^ = larctan^+C.

[17] C
"^^ =arcsin^+C.

'' Va" — v2 a

Proof of [32- Since

d(a;+C)=da;, (II, p. 113)

then
I
da; = a; + C

Proof of [A}. Since

^ /^^\ ^ ^^c^^,^ (VII, p. 113)
\n + lj

lj»dj; = -Ji 1- 0.
n + L

This holds true for all values of n except n = — 1. For,

when w = — 1, [4] gives

jv-Hv =
_Y^' _^

+C=^+C=a,+C,
+

which has no meaning.

The case when n = — 1 comes under [5].

Proof of [5^. Since

d (log v + C) = —, (VIII a, p. 113)

we get
I
~ "^ ^^ ?^ + C-
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The results we get from [5] may be put in more compact

form if we denote the constant of integration by log c. Thus,

— =log V + log c = log cv.
V

Formula [5] states that if the expression under the integral

sign is a fraction whose numerator is the differential of the de-

nominator, then the integral is the natural logarithm of the

denominator.
PROBLEMS

For formulas [ll-CS].

Verify the following integrations.

x^dx=—h C, by [4], where v = x and w = 6.

2.
I
ax?dx = aj Mx (by [2])

=^+C. (by [4])

3. C{2a^-5x'-3x + 4:)dx

= 1*2 Mx - fs x'dx- 1*3 xdx+ Ci dx (by [1])

= 2 CaPdx- 5 Cx'dx - 3 Cxdx+ 4 Cdx (by [2])

a^ 5a^ 3x\ .
,
„

Note. Although each separate integration requires an arbitrary con-

Btant, we write down only a single constant denoting their algebraic sum.

= 2 a faj-idx-h fx-'dx+ 3 c Cx^x ^^L^}}J ^ J and [2])

=2a.4-b-^ +^^+0 (by [4])

= 4aVS + - + f caj^+C
a;
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5. J2 a=^-Hx = 2|^ + a 6. Js mzHz =^^+C.

8. \^2pxdx= lxyf2px+C.

9. fCa*- K* )' da; = a^a; - f a^^a;^ + f a^a;'- ^ + C.
I' 3

Hint. First expand.

10. j(a^-f)Wydy = 2yi{^^-^^l +^^^t^+C.

11. r(Va-V0'd« =an-2ai^+^-^ + C.

12. /-^,= M"+a
{nx) "

13. f(a^+ h^^^xdx = (^!±&!^^ + o.

Solution. This may be brought into the form [4]. For let

v = a?-\- bV and n = ^; then cZv = 2 6^a;cia;. If we now insert

the constant factor 2 b^ before xdx, and its reciprocal before

the integral sign (so as not to change the value of the expres-

sion), the expression may be integrated, using [4], namely,

v"dv = - f-C.
n + 1

Thus, J(a' + VaF)^ xdx= j^^Jio? + 6V)* 2 Wxdx

= ;ri^ fCa' + h^a?fd{a? + 6V)

^_1_ (a^+ 6V)^ ^_ (a^ + 6V)^ ^
2 &2 I

"^
3 6^ "^

iVofe. The student is warned against transferring any function of the

variable from one side of the integral sign to the other, since that would

change the value of the integral.
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14. fVa' - x'xdx = - \{a? - a?)^ + C.

15.
J'(3

ax" + 4 b3?)^{2 aa; + 4 bx')dx= |(3 aa!^ + 4 hv?)^ + 0.

Hint. Use [4], making v = 3ax^ + ibiiP and re = f

.

16.
J'6(6

aaj^+S fca;^)^ (2 ax+4c bx')dx=—
. (6 oaj^+S ba?)^ + C.

SiiK«. Write this ( (a^ + x'^yK^dx and apply [4].

-'a/I — .r.

18 .

vr

19. f2^fr + iyd2/ = |^(r+P^)^ + c

r_2osds_ ^ a
fj

./ &^ + eV 2 e-

o , i- r 3 aaida; „ C xdx
, ^

This resembles [5]. For let v = b^ + eV ; then dv= 2 e'xdx.

If we introduce the factor 2 e" after the integral sign, and —-

before it, we have not changed the value of expression, and
the numerator is now seen to be the differential of the denomi-

nator. Therefore

^^ r xdx ^ 3 g r2^xdx ^3 a rd(b' + eV)
Jb' + e'x' 2e'Jb''+e'x' 2eU b^ + e'a^

= |^log(&^ + eV) + 0. (by [5])

22. J^^=^log(a!^-l) + logC=logcVS^3i.
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„- /* 6 xdx ,

(8 a - 6 6a^)T2

Stni. First divide the numerator by the denominator.

27. P ^ ~
^

da;= a; - log (2 a; - 3)^ + 0.

28. P""
~^

dx = ~ log (a;" - nx) + C.
J af' — nx n

29. f^J^^^^'-,-%+ ^l-losf+C.J f y* y- 2

30. ri!::!^=J_iog(a+&r) + aJ tt + M" nfe ^^ ^

Proofs of [6] and [7]. These follow at once from the cor-

responding formulas for differentiation, IX and IX a, p. 113.

PROBLEMS

For formulas [6] and [7].

Verify the following integrations.

1. Cba"'dx = -^^ + C.
J 2 log a

Solution. Cba^dx=bCa^dx. (by [2])

This resembles [6]. Let i; = 2a;; then d'y = 2da;. If we

then insert the factor 2 before dx and the factor | before the

integral sign, we have,

^>^^^- = l/«^2 '^ = l^^''^' ^) = -2 • l|-a +
^•

(by [6])
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2. C3^dx= 3e'+G.

3. fi^ + a=«)dx=U^+f^) + 0.

e"dx = we" + C

5. Ce^+*'+%x+ 2)dx = ^e^+*'+'' + C.

71 log a m log

7. (a^'e'dx = ""'f + aJ 1 + log a

/- -' - _f
(e» + e «)da! = a(e'' — e °) + C.

9. fce' + 6-")% = ^ (e^" - e-'") +2y+G.

10. r(3 e^ - 1)Vd< = 1 (3 e'' - 1)^ + C.

Proofs of [8]-[13]. These follow at once from the corre-

sponding formulas for differentiation, X, etc., p. 113.

Proof of [U-].

Ctanvdv= rm^ = ^ r-sinvdv
J J cos 'u J cos V

/
d(cos«)

cos«

= — log cos v + (by [5])

= log sec V -\-G.

fsince — log cos » = — log = — log 1 + log sec v = log sec ».1
L secD J

Proof of [15]. fcot vdo = f""^'"^" = f^C^lE^
J J sin'y J sinv

= log sin -y + C (by [5] )
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PROBLEMS

Tor formulas [8]-[17].

Verify the following integrations.

1. Csm2axdx= -^^^^^+a
J 2a

Solution. This resembles [8]. For let v = 2 ax, then

dv = 2 adx. If we now insert the factor 2 a before dx, and

the factor — before the integral sign, we get
2a

/sin

2

ascdx =— | sin 2 ax- 2 adx
2aJ

1 /* 1=— I sin 2ax- d{2 ax)= -— • — cos 2ax+ C
2aJ 2 a (by [8])

cos2aaj
, ^

2.
I
cos mxdx =— sin mx + C

J m

3.(5 sec^ bxdx = - tan bx+ C.

4. r/'cos--sin3e^d!e = 3sin^ + ^cos30+C

5.
I
7sec3«tan3afi« = ^sec3e8+

C

6. j 7ccos(a + by)dy = -sin(a + by)+0.

7. j cosec^ a? a^dx = —\cota^+0.

8. I 4 esc ax cotaxdx= esc aa; + C*-

J a

C sina-da; i„„ c
9. I = log

J-
'^ n -i-h nr.s v. (n 4-b COS X\t.
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10. Ce!'°"'sin.xdx=— e''°" + 0.

"• r ^f" u
=-^tan(a-6a;)+a

J cos" {a — ox) b/dx
cos (log x)—= sin log x+C.

X

13. r^=_„cot^+(7.

,. r(l + cosa;')da; , , , ^/^
14. I -i

—

^— = log (a; + sin x) V.
J x+ sin X

, - Tsin <i d<A j , /^15. I ^--—^ = sec <i + C
»/ cos- <^

16.
I

sin^ Kda; = ^a; — ^ sin 2 a; + C.

[Substitute sin^a; = \ — \ cos 2 a;.]

17.
I

cos^a!da; = ^a; + ^sin2a!+ C.

[Substitute cos^ x = ^ + J cos 2 a;.]

18.
I
tan^ a;c?a;= tan a; — a; + C.

[Substitute tan^ x = sec^ x — 1.]

19.
I

cot^ xdx = — cot a;— a;+ C.

[Substitute cot^ x = cosec^ a; — 1.]

Proof of [16]. Since

d'

cz(arctan^+c)=-W^=^, (byXVIT,p.ll4)

we get r /^"
,
= i arc tan - + C.

«/«- + a- a a
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Proof of 117]. Since

we get
I
— ' = arc sin - + C.

PROBLEMS

For formulas (16) and (17).

Verify the following integrations.

C dx 1 , 2x
, ^

1. I = - arc tan \- G.
J4a!'^ + 9 6 3

Solution. This resembles [16]. For, let ?;^ = 4 x' and a^ = 9

;

then v = 2x, dv = 2dx, and a — 3. Hence if we multiply the

numerator by 2, we get

r dx ^ 1 r 2dx ^ 1 r d(2x)

J 4 a;^ + 9 2J (2 xf + (3f 2J (2xy+ (3)^

= ,^arctan^+C. (by (16))
6 3

„ r dx 1 3x
, ^

2. I —^1=1= - arc sin —-+C.
J Vl6 - 9 a!^ 3 4

C ^ xdx 5 • 2 ,
/-(

3. I —^=^ = - arc sin or + G.

. C axdx a j. n^
, n

4. I — =—- arc tan— + G.
Jx* + e* 26" e"

5. r_^^ = lsin-^2^+C.
*>'V9-4a;2 2 3

6.
r___g^_ ^ arc sin -^ + C.

«^ V6 - a;= V6

7 r-^^= ^arcsin-J|s + G.
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cos ada =larctafl/^5]LE£^+C.
+ siu^ a a V '^J a'

g. r e'di = arc sin ef + C.
J Vl - e"

C /^^ = arc sin (log a;)+ O.10.

Vl — log'' X

du

Va^-{u + by
= arc sm (

——
)+ C.

V «

;= - arc tan —^ 1- C
{z-ef+ b^ b 6

74. Trigenometric and other substitutions. A useful de-

vice for integration is afforded by simple transformation of the

variable. The following examples illustrate this statement.

EXAMPLES

1. Work out/:
x^dx

Va^^

Va^— x^

Solution. Substitute

x = a sin 6.

. . dx= a cos 9 dd,

y/a^— x^ = Va^ — a^ sin^ 6 = a cos 6.

Hence f^^fl^ = C<^' «'^^ 6 aoosd dO ^^, T^^^,
g ^g

»/ -y/(j2 — ^ J a cos ^ »/

(problem 16, p. 192)

From the figure, 6 = arc sin -,
a

sin 2 e = 2 sin e cos fl= 2 i
Va^ — ar*

a a

/Q^dx _ a'

Va^— 3? 2
- arc sin -x -\/a? — 3?+ C Ans.

a 2

Integrals inToIving the radical Va^ _ ap-2 ,„ay (jg -jvorked in this

way.
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2. Workout r ^
Solution. Substitute » = =.

as'

..dx = -'M Also VSM^= Ja^+ i = ^^^thl.
y ^ y^ y

J_dy___^!__ = _ f y^y

V«y + 1 (by (4))
a"

_ _ Va^ + a;'''
, ^

PROBLEMS

u4ns.

Work out

:

1. f
<^a^ ^_vgEg+a rputa;=ir

J iB^Va^ - a;"
«'^ L 2/ -

2. fVo^- 3?dx==- VS^^^^ + ^ a^ arc sin - + C.
J 2 2a

3. f__^^ = _larcsin^+a \vutx =
^'

J a;Va;2 - a^ a a; L V

4 r — = ^ 4-a rput2=-.
-^(1 + ^^)^ VTR L 2/

J

/;
ai'dx ^ „^„o^„=«

(«._^2)l VS^^^
arc sin - + C

fVgEg d^^-V^'^^^-arcsing + C.

J x' X a



CHAPTER XIV

CONSTANT OF INTEGRATION

75. Determination of the constant of integration by means

of initial conditions. In order to determine the constant of

integration, data must be given in addition to the differential

expression to be integrated. Let us illustrate by means of

examples.

EXAMPLES

1. i^ind a function whose first derivative is Bi? — 2x-\-^,

and which shall have the value 12 when a; = 1.

Solution. {Sx^ — 2x + 5)dx is the differential expression to

be integrated. Thus,

C{Sx'-2x+ S)dx=a?-w' + &x+C,

where C is the constant of integration. Trom the conditions

of our problem this result must equal 12 when x = l; that is,

12 = 1-1+5 + 0, or C=7.

Hence ar'— «' — 6 a; + 7 is the required function.

2. Find the laws governing the motion of a point which

moves in a straight line with constant acceleration.

Solution. Since the acceleration =— from (6), Art. 67

is constant, say/, we have

dv
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To determine C, suppose that the initial velocity be «„ ; that

^^' ^®*
V =Vo when t = 0.

These values substituted in (A) give

v„ = 0+C, OT C=%
Hence (A) becomes

(-B) v=ft+ va.

ds
Since v= —- [Art. 67], we get from (B)

Ctv

or ds =ftdt + v^t. Integrating,

To determine C, suppose that the initial space (= distance)

be So ; that is, let

s = So when t = Q.

These values substituted in (G) give

So= + + C, or = 80.

Hence (C) becomes

Formulas {B) and (Z)) are the required laws.

3. A certain magnitude z varies with the time according to

dz
the Compound Interest Law, that is, z and — are proportional.

Find » as a function of the time t.

Solution. By definition,

dz— = az,
dt

where a is a constant factor of proportionality. Multiplying

both sides by dt and dividing through by z gives

dz ,.— = adt.
z
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Integrating,

(1) log z = at + a
To determine C, assume that the value of z when « = is

denoted by Zo- Substituting in (1), C'=log«o.

We may now write (1) in the form

(2) log z— log Zo = at, or log—= at.

Hence, changing to exponentials (Art. 33),

—= e'^, or z = Zoe"'. Ans.

PROBLEMS

Find the function whose iirst derivative is

1. x—3, knowing that the function equals 9 when a; = 2.

Ans. --3a;+ 13.
2

2. 3 + a;— 5 a;^, knowing that the function equals — 20 when

=" = 6-
Ans. 124 + 3x+f-^-? 3

3. (^ — b^y)dy, knowing that the function equals when

2' = 2. ^^,, ^'_6¥ + 2&^-4.
4 2

4. sin a+ cos «, knowing that the function equals 2 when

a = - • Ans. sin « — cos a + 1.

Find the equation of a curve such that the slope of the

tangent at any point is

5. 3x-2. Ans. y =~-2x+C.

6. 3!^+ 5 a;, the curve passing through the point (0, 3).

Ans. «= ^ +^ + 3.
^ 3 2
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7. S, the curve passing through the point (0, 0).

Ans. y^ = 2px.

8. -^, the curve passing through the point (a, 0).

Ans. bV — a'y^= a?b\

9. m, the curve making an intercept 6 on the axis of y.

Ans. y = mx + b.

Assuming that v= Vf) when f = 0, find the relation between v

and t, knowing that the acceleration is

10. Zero. Ans. v = %
H. Constant = X;. Ans. v==v„ + 7ct.

12. a + bt. Ans. v = Va + at +— -

Assuming that s= when f = 0, find the relation between s

and t, knowing that the velocity is

13. Constant (= v^. Ans. s = v^,.

nl?
14. m + nt. Ans. s = mt-\

ii

15. 3 + 2«-3«^. Ans. s = it-\-t^--&'.

16. The velocity of a body starting from rest is 5 f ft. per

second after t sec. (a) How far will it be from the point of

starting in 3 sec. ? (6) In what time will it pass over a

distance of 360 ft. measured from the starting point ?

Ans. (a) 46 ft.
; (6) 6 sec.

17. A train starting from a station has after t hr. a speed

of f— 21f + 80t mi. per hour. Find (a) its distance from

the station; (6) during what interval the train was moving

backwards
;

(c) when the train repassed the station
;

(d) the

distance the train had traveled when it passed the station the

last time. Ans. (a) \t*— 7f + 'i0 f mi.

;

(b) from 5th to 16th hr.

;

(c) in 8 and 20 hr.

;

(d) 46581 mi.
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• 18. The equation giving the strength of the current i for the

time t after the source of E.M.F. is removed, is {B and L being

constants)

Bi= -L^.
dt

Find i, assuming that J= current when i = 0. Ans. i = Ie '.

19. Find the current of discharge i from a condenser of

capacity C in a circuit of resistance R, assuming the initial

current to be I^ having given the relation

Ai _ dt

~i~GB'
t

C and E being constants. Ans, i = loe^^.



CHAPTER XV

THE DEFINITE INTEGRAL

76. Differential of an area. Consider the curve AB whose
equation is

Let GD be a fixed and MP a vari-

able ordinate, and let u be the

measure of the area GMPD*
When X takes on a sufficiently

small increment Aw, u takes on

an increment Am (= area MNQP).
Completing the rectangles MNRP and MNQS, we see that

areaiO/jBP< area MNQP< area MNQS,

or MP- Ax<£^u<NQ- Ax;

dividing by Aa;,

MP<^<I{Q.f
Ax

Now let Ace approach zero as a limit ; then since MP remains

fixed and NQ approaches MP as a limit, we get

or, using differentials,

f^-y(-MP),

du = ydx.

* We may suppose this area to be generated by a variable ordinate start-

ing out from GD and moving to the right ; hence u will be a function of x,

which vanishes when x= a.

t In this figure MP is less than JVQ ; if MP happens to be greater than NQ,
simply reverse the inequality signs.

201
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Theorem. Tlie differential of the area bounded by any curve,

the axis of X, and afixed and a variable ordinate is equal to the

product of the variable ordinate and the differential of the corre-

sponding abscissa.

77. The definite integral. It follows from the theorem in

the last section, that if AB is the locus of

then du = ydx, or

du= <l}(x)dx

is the differential of the area between the curve, the axis of x,

and two ordinates. Integrating (A),

M=
I
K\>(x)dx.

Let
I
4>(x)dx be worked out and denote the result hjf{x)+ C.

(B) ..u=f{x) + G.

We may determine C, as in Chapter XIII, if we know the

value of %i, for some value of x. If we agree to reckon the area

from the axis of y, i.e. when

{C) x = a,u = area OCDG,

and when x = b, u = area OEFG, etc.,

it follows that if

(D) a;=0, thenM= 0.

Substituting (D) in (B),

0=/(0) + C7,orC=-/(0).
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Hence from (B)

(E) u =f(x) -/(O),

giving the area from the axis of y to any ordinate (as MP).
To find the area between the ordinates CD and EF, we

observe that

{F) area OEFD = area OEFG - area OCDG.

But, using (E),

area OCDG=f{a)-f{0),

area OEFG =f(b) -/(O).

Substituting in (F),

(G) area CEFD = /(6) - /(a).

Theorem. The difference of the valves of |
ydx for x = a and

x = b gives the area bounded by the curve whose ordinate is y, the

axis of X, and the ordinates corresponding to x = a and x = b.

This difference is represented by the symbol

ydx, or I ^(x)dx,

and is read " the integral from a to 6 of ydx." The operation

is called integration between limits, a being the lower and b the

upper hmit.

Since (H) always has a definite value, it is called a definite

integral. For, if

j^{x)dx=f(x) + C,

then Cy(x)dx = [f(x) + C ' = f(b) + C

or C 4,(x)dx=fQ))-f(a),

the constant of integration having disappeared,

ficC) + C\,
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We may accordingly define the symbol

j <l)(x)dx

as the numerical measure of the area bounded by the curve y=<j>(x),

the axis of X, and the ordinates of the curve at x=a, x=b. This

definitionpresupposes that these lines bound an area,i.e. the curve

does not rise or fall to infinity, and both a and b are finite.

78. Geometrical representation of an integral. In the last

section we represented the definite integral as an area. This

does not necessarily mean that every integral is an area, for the

physical interpretation of the result depends on the nature of

the quantities ^(a;) and x. In the chapter on functions, the

variable x .was chosen to represent magnitudes of various

kinds— time, length, etc. The co];responding function might

be a volume, or any other physical magnitude. The definite

integral {H) is then represented in numerical value by the

area in the graph of ^(cc), but its actual physical significance

might be something quite different. For example, if we turn

to equation (6), p. 168, and represent the acceleration as a

function of the time by a (t), then, multiplying through by dt

and integrating, we obtain the indefinite integral v= I a(t)dt.

The difference of two values of this integral, that is, the defi-

nite integral, is clearly a change in velocity, and hence is a

velocity. Further illustrations occur in later sections.

79. Calculation of a definite integral. The process may
be summarized as follows:

First step. Find the indefinite integral of the given differential

expression.

Second step. Substitute in this indefinite integral first the

upper limit and then the lower limit for the variable, and subtract

the last result from the first.

It is not necessary to bring in the constant of integration,

since it always disappears in subtracting.
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EXAMPLES

1. Find I xHx.

205

Solution.
I

x^dx —

2. Find ( sinxdx.

Solution. I sin xdx

3. Find C-'^''
Jo a-

Solution. I
—

Ji> w

=— — -= 21. Ans.
1

'" , i

COS a; = C-(-l)]-[-l] = 2.

Ans.

'^^ + 0?

dx

2+ar'

"1
. x'- arc tan —

1 1= — arctanl arc tanO
a

TT = Ans.
ia ia

.PROBLEMS

1. I Qa?dx= 3i.
ndx

= 1.2. j (d'x — ar^dx = --- 4. | — = '

Jo 4 Ji a;

5. C\3f-2x + 2)(x-l)dx = -^.

6. r ^^^ =V3-1.
Jo V3 — 2 a;

^/n a;+ 1 o

8

a;+ :

^ dx
rJ» V2-3a;^ 4V3

9. r 3^^=</i25.
J2 2^aJ!_4

Jo r—^ + 1 3V3

11 rj^=]£Ei
'Jil + f 2

Jo a^+a;^ 2a
TT

13.
I

sin <^d</) = 1.

e-*c?a! = l.

•X15
'V2i

y/x
dx = 4: r.
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^^ r Tdx ^irr_
jg p2V27% ^3^

Jo Vr^-a,'^ 2 Jo ^2r-y

315 a*

20. 2a P(2+2cos0)^de=8a. 21. f taii«d« = 0.



CHAPTER XVI

INTEGRATION A PROCESS OF SUMMATION

80. Introduction. Thus far we have defined integration as

the inverse of differentioiion. In a great many of the applica-

tions of the Integral Calculus, however, it is preferable to

define integration as a, process of summation. In fact the In-

tegral Calculus was invented in the attempt to calculate the

area bounded by curves by supposing the given area to be

divided up into an "infinite number of infinitesimal parts

called elements, the sum "of all these elements being the area

required." Historically the integral sign is merely the long

S, used by early writers to indicate " sum."

This new definition, as amplified in the next section, is of

fundamental importance, and it is essential that the student

should thoroughly understand what is meant in order to be

able to apply the Integral Calculus to practical problems.

81 . The fundamental theorem of the Integral Calculus. If

tf){x) is the derivative of /(a;), then it has been shown in § 77,

p. 203, that the value of the definite integral

{A) j\{x)dx=f{b)-f{a)

gives the area bounded by the curve y = <j>(x), the avaxis, and

ordinates erected at as = a and x=h.
Let us now make the following construction in connection

-with this area.

Divide the interval from a; = a to a; = & into any number n of

equal subintervals, erect ordinates at the points of division, and

complete rectangles by drawing horizontal lines through the

207
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extremities of the ordinates, as in the figure. It is clear that

the sum of the areas of

these n rectangles (the

shaded area) is an ap-

proximate value for the

area in question. It is

further evident that the

limit of the sum of the

areas of these rectangles,

when their number n is

indefinitely increased, will equal the area under the curve.

Let us now carry through the following more general con-

struction. Divide the in-

terval into n subintervals, yj).

not necessarily equal, and

erect ordinates at the

points of division. Choose

a point within each sub-

interval in any manner,

erect ordinates at these

points, and through their

extremities draw horizon-

tal lines to form rectangles as in the figure. Then, as before,

the sum of the areas of these n rectangles equals approximately

the area under the curve, and the limit of this sum as n in-

creases without limit and each subinterval approaches zero as

a limit is precisely the area under the curve.

These considerations show that the definite integral (^A) may
be regarded as the limit of a sum. Let us now formulate this

result.

1. Denote the lengths of the successive subintervals by

Aa^, AKs, Aajj, •••, Aa!„.

2. Denote the abscissas of the points chosen in the subinter-

vals by
9^, X^f Kg, ••, a/„.
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Then the ordinates of the curve at these points are

<^(a;i), <f,(x2), ^{xs), ; ^(x„).

3. The areas of the successive rectangles are obviously

4. The area under the curve is therefore equal to

n=^U>('«i)^^+ <t>ix,)iix,+ ... +<l>(x„)Ax^

The discussion gives the equation

(B) fy(x)dx = »^^ U{x{)\x, + 4,(x,y^x, + + <i>{x»)^^:
•}

The equation (jS) has been established by making use of the

notion of area. ' The area under discussion is hounded, that is,

it has a closed perimeter consisting of the curve y = (^(a;), the

a!-axis, and the lines x = a, x = h. It is therefore tacitly

assumed that the function <;!>(») isfinite for all values of a; from

a to 6 inclusive. That is, the curve y = <l>
(x) does not run off

to infinity between x= a and x = b; otherwise expressed, the
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curve has no " breaks " in it. The student may refer to Art.

32 for examples of curves which have " breaks " in them ; that

is, have vertical asymptotes. The property of the function

^ (x) here described, that is, of remaining finite between x= a

and x=b, and yielding a continuous graph, is expressed by the

word " continuous."

Intuition has aided us in establishing the result (B). Let

us now regard (B) simply as a theorem in analysis, which may
be stated thus

:

Fundamental theorem of the Integral Calculus. Let <l>(x) be

continuous for the interval x = a to a;= 6. Let this interval he

divided into n subintervals whose lengths are Axi, Ax.2, •••, £^x„, and

let points be chosen, one in each subinterval, their abscissas being

*i) *2> "'t^n respectively. Consider the sum

(0) <f> (aji) Aaji + </. (a^) Aojj -\ f- ^ («„) A.^

Tlien the limiting value of this sum when n increases without

limit and each subinterval approaches zero as a limit equals the

value of the definite integral { <^(a;) dx.

The importance in the application of this theorem is this

:

We are able to calculate by integration any magnitude which is

the limit of a sum of the form (C).

The difficulty which arises in actual practice is that of de-

termining the function <^(a;). No general rule applicable to

all cases can be given for overcoming this difficulty. The
student should study the examples worked out in the follow-

ing pages in order to obtain practice.

We may observe that the terms of the sum (C) are of the

form

(D) ^ (x) Ax, or also
<f>

(x) dx (since dx= Aa;),

which may be called the general term, or also an element of tJie

integral.

The following directions will be found useful in applying

the Fundamental Theorem.
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First step. Divide the required magnitude into similar parts

such that it is clear that the desired result will be found by

summing up these parts and passing to the limit.

Second step. Choose a suitable variable such that the mag-

nitude of each part can be expressed in the form (D).

Third step. Apply the Fundamental Theorem and integrate.

82. Areas of plane curves. As already explained, the area

between a curve, the axis of X, and the ordinates x = a and

a; = & is given by the formula

(^) area = \ y doc.

the value of y in terms of x being substituted from the equa-

tion of the curve.

Equation (A) is readily memo-

rized by observing that the inte-

grand ydx represents the area of a

rectangle CB of base dx and alti-

tude y.

The application of the Funda-

mental Theorem to the calculation

of the area bounded by the curve

4

—

H

(1) Hy),

d

the ^-axis and abscissas at 2/ = c and y = d, is immediate.

First step.' Construct the n rectangles

as in the figure. The area is clearly the

limit of the sum of these rectangles as

their number increases indefinitely.

Second step. Call any one of the alti-

tudes Ay. The base of any one of the

rectangles is x. Hence the general ex-

pression for the area of the rectangles is

xAy OT
(f) (y) Ay, from (1). This is an

element of the required integral.

:ml 1

¥'x=4><.y)
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Third step. Applying the Fundamental Theorem gives the

formula

area= f <l>iy)dy.

The result may be stated : The area between a curve, the

T^axis, and abscissas at y — c and y = d is given by.

(B) area — \ xdy,

the value of x in terms of y being found from the equation of

the curve.

EXAMPLES

1. rind the area included between the semicubical parabola

y" = a;' and the line a; = 4.

Solution. Let us first find the area OMP, half of the re-

quired area OPP'. For the upper branch of the curve y= V5^
and summing up the rectangles between the limits a; = and

X = 4, we get, by substituting in (A),

area OMP= Cydx= Cx^dx= ^=:\2^.

Hence area OPP = 2 • -%*- = 25|.

If the unit of length is one inch, the area

of OPP is 26f sq. in.

Note. For the lower branch y=— a;* ; hence

area OMP = C\-x^)dx= -12

Tliis area lies below the axis of x and has a
negative sign because the ordinates are negative.

In finding the area OMP above, the result was positive because

the ordinates were positive, the area lying hbove the aasis of x.

The above residt, 25f, was the total area regardless of sign.

As we shall illustrate in the next example, it is important to

note the sign of the area when the curve crosses the axis of X
within the limits of integration.
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2. Find the area of one arch of

the sine curve 2/ = sin a;.
| ^

Solution. Placing ?/ = and
solving for x, we find

a; = 0, TT, 2 TT, etc.

Substituting in {A), p. 211,

area OAB=
j

ydx =
J

sin xdx— 2.

2/da;= I sin asdia;= — 2,

2/da!= I sina;da;= 0.

This last result takes into account the signs of the two sepa^

rate areas composing the whole. The total area regardless of

these signs equals 4.

3. Find the area included between the parabola a^= 4 ay

and the witch

8a»
y = -

H4=a'

Solution. To determine the limits of integration, we solve

the equations simultaneously to find where the curves intersect.

The coordinates of A are found to be (—2 a, a), and of B
(2 a, a).

It is seen from the figure (p. 214) that

area AOCB = area DECBA - area DEOOA.

ar + 4 a''

and area DECOA = 2 X area OEC=2 C°^dx =
Jo 4 a

a? j„ 4a^
3~

Hence area^OCS= 2 Tra^ ~= 2a^(7r— -]• Ans.
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Another method is to consider the strip PS as an element of

the area. If y' is the ordinate corresponding to the witch, and

y" to the parabola, the differential expression for the area of

the strip PS equals (y' — y")dx. Substituting the values of

y' and y" in terms of x from the given equations, we get

area AOGB = 2 x area OOB

a? + 4 a^

= 2a=(7r-|).

4ay
dx

4.
a? yFind the area of the ellipse — +^= 1.

Solution. To iind the area of

the quadrant OAB, the limits

are a; = 0, x = a; and

= ^VS^ a?.

Hence, substituting in (A),

p. 211,

area OAB= - fia'-x^^dx
aJo

=r^(„2_^^ + «&arcsin^T

(problem 2, § 74)

Y
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PROBLEMS

1. Find the area bounded by the line y = 5x, the a;-axis,

. and x= 2. Ans. 10.

2. Find the area bounded by thfe parabola y^ = 4 as, the axis

of X, and the lines a; = 4 and a; = 9. Ans. 25\.

3. Find the area bounded by the parabola y'^ = 4,x, the axis

of Y, and the lines ?/ = 4 and y = 6. Ans. 12f

.

4. Find the area of the circle x^ + y'^= r^. Ans. ttt^.

5. Find the area between the equilateral hyperbola xy = a?,

the axis of X, and the ordinates x=a, x = 2a. Ans. a' log 2.

6. Find the area between the curve y = 4: —a? and the axis

of X Ans. lOf.

7. Find the area intercepted between the coordinate axes

and the parabola x^ + yi = a^. Ans. ^ of.

8. Find the area bounded by the semicubical parabola

f= a?, the axis of T, and the line 2/ = 4. Ans. fv'1024.

9. Find the area between the catenary 2/ = -[e'' + e "], the

a?
axis of Y, and the line x = a. Ans. — [e^ — 1].

8 d?
10. Find the area between the Avitch y=——-

—

- and the
ar + 4a^

axis of X, its asymptote. Ans. 4 ira^.

11. Find the area included between the two parabolas

f — 2'px and oi?= 2py. Ans. f/.

12. Find the total area included between the curve y = a?

and the line y= 2x. Ans. 2.

13. Find by integration the area of the triangle bounded by

the axis of Y and the lines 2a; + 2/ + 8 = 0, 2/ = -4. Ans. 4.
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14. Find the area bounded by each of the following curves

and the X-axis.

(a) y = 2 — a?. Ans. 36.

(6) 2/ = 4-a^. Ans. 10|.

(c) 2/= 3 -2 a; - a;2 ^^s. lOf
(d) y= 5 — 4:X—af.

(e) 2/ = sin a; -)- cos x (one arch). Ans. 2V2.

(/) y = xVi^^. Ans. 2|.

(gi) y = a;V9 — ar*.

15. Find the area bounded as described.

+ x

4

, ordinates at a; = 0, a;= 3.

ordinates at a;= 0, a;= 3,

Ans. 8 log, 2.

^ns. 3.

^ns. -^log, 2.

2 a;, ordinates at a; = 0, a;= 2. -4ns. 2|.

(l+x)

tan a;, ordinates at a;= 0, a;

V4

TT
'4"

(«) 2/ =
j

•(6) 2/
=

(c) y

(d) 2/

(e) y = VlO — 3 a;, ordinates at a; = 1, a;= 3.

Ans. 2[7^_1].

(/) x = 9 — y^, and the 2/-axis. Ans. 36.

(g) x = sa?y, and the y-axis. ^ns. \ tt.

83. Volumes of solids of revolutions. Let Fdenote the vol-

ume of the solid generated by revolving the plane surfaceACDB
about the axis of X, the equation of the plane curve CPD being

(1) 2/ =/(»')

Construct rectangles as in the

figure. When the area is re-

volved each rectangle gener-

ates a cylinder of revolution.

The required volume is

clearly equal to the limit of

the sum of the volumes of

these cylinders.
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Consider any one of the cylinders, say the one generated by
the rectangle JfiVPQ. I^et MN=^x, MP=y=f(x). Then

the volume of the cylinder generated is Try^^x = Trfixy Ax, and

hence the expression for an element of the required integral is

(2) Try' Ax, or irfixf Ax.

The Fundamental Theorem now gives the formula

(^) T \ if^dx,

where the value of y in terms of x must be substituted from

the equation (1) of the given curve.

This formula is easily recalled if we consider a slice or disk

of the solid between two planes perpendicular to the axis of

revolution as an element of the volume, and regard it as a

cylinder of infinitesimal altitude dx and with a base of area

try^,— hence of volume -iry'^dx. Summing up all such slices

(elements), we get the entire volume. Similarly, when OY
is the axis of revolution, we use the formula

(-B) IT ( x^dy,

where the value of x in terms of y must be substituted from

the equation of the given curve.
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EXAMPLE

1. Find the volume generated by revolving the ellipse

^+^ = 1 about the axis of X.

7,2

Solution. Since y''= —Ja^ — af), and the required volume is

twice the volume generated by OAB, we get, substituting in

2 •yo *A) d'0

4 Trab

4 Tra'
To verify this result, let b = a. Then F=—— , the vol-

o

ume of a sphere, which is only a special case of the ellipsoid.

When the ellipse is revolved about its major axis the solid

generated is called a prolate spheroid ; when about its minor

axis, an oblate spheroid.

T

PROBLEMS

1. Find the volume of the sphere generated by revolving

the circle x'+ y^= r' about a diameter. Ans.
Attt^

2. Find by integration the volume of the right cone gener-

ated by revolving the line joining the origin to the point (a, 6)

about the axis of X. Verify your result geometrically.

3
Ans.
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3. Find the volume of the cone generated by revolving the

line of problem 2 about the axis of Y. Verify your result geo-

metrically. Ans. ^!^.

4. Find the volume of the paraboloid of revolution gener-

ated by revolving the arc of the parabola y^= A:ax between

the origin and the point (pi, y^) about its axis.

Ans. 2 TraXi = ]. , i-e. one half of the volume of the cir-

cumscribing cylinder.

5. Find the volume generated by revolving the arc in prob-

lem 4 about the axis of Y.

Ans. inix. = _ TTX^y-i ; i.e. one fifth of the cylinder of altitude
80 a^ 5

2/1 and radius of base asj.

6. Find by integration the volume of the cone generated by

revolving about OX that part of the line 4a; — 5;/ -f- 3 =
9 TT

which is intercepted between the coordinate axes. Ans. —— •

7. Find the volume of the torus (ring) generated by revolv-

ing the circle x^ -\-{y— by = a' about OX. Ans. 2 "TrVb.

8. Find the volume generated by revolving one arch of the

sine curve y = sin x about the axis of X. Ans. — •

9. Find the volumes of the solids obtained by revolving

around XX each of the areas of problem 14, p. 216, and prob-

lem 15 (a)-(e), p. 216.

84. Miscellaneous applications of the Integral Calculus.

The following examples illustrate further the principle of

summation. The student should study carefully the method

of subdividing the magnitude to be calculated into elements,

the expression for an element ultimately becoming an element

of the required integral ((!>), p. 210).
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EXAMPLES

1. Determine the amount of attraction exerted by a thin,

straight, homogeneous rod of uniform thickness, of length I,

and of mass M, upon a material point P of mass m situated at

a distance of a from one end of the rod in its line of direction.

,—jB—-J^"!

Solution. Suppose the rod to he divided into equal infini-

tesimal portions (elements) of length dx.

M— = mass of a unit length of rod

;

M
hence — dx = mass of any element.

Newton's Law for measuring the attraction between any

two masses is

„ r i-L i.- product of masses
force of attraction =—r-*^ ^ -,;

(distance between them)''

therefore the force of attraction between the particle at P and

an element of the rod is

— mdx
J
{x + af

which is then an element of the force of attraction required.

The total attraction between the particle at P and the rod

being the sum of all such elements between a;= and x=l,
we have

^— mdx
force of attraction : 'tion= I

(x+ aY

Mm C' dx Mm
I Jo (x + af a{a + l)

Arts.
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J0_

2. A heavy cable of length L ft. hangs vertical. Its weight
per foot is w lb. Eind the work done in foot-

pounds when the cable is hauled up.

Solution. Draw the X-axis from the upper ex-

tremity downward. Consider the cable as made
up of small pieces each of length Ax. Then the

weight of each of these pieces is wAx. Consider

any one of these pieces whose distance from the

upper end of the cable is x. Then the work done

in hauling up this piece is the product of the

weight and the height it is raised; that is,

work done in raising one piece = x • w Ak.

Hence the expression

wxAx
X.

-t-

Ax

is an element of the required integral.

The total work done in hauling in the cable is therefore

given by the integral

work = ( xwdx = w \
t/O Jo

xdx= ^^^it. lb.
2

The weight of the cable (= TF) is of course wL.

.-. work done= W\L;

that is, the work done is equal to that of raising a weight equal

to that of the cable a height equal to one half the length of the

cable.

3. A perfect gas in a cylinder expands from the volume V(,

to the volume Vi, the temperature remaining constant. Find

the work done.

Solution. Let the original level (when the volume is •Wq) be

the circle 000, and the final level (volume = v^ the circle QQQ.
Consider now the expansion from the level AA to BB, the

height AB being small.
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Since the temperature remains constant, the pressure and

the volume during the expansion satisfy

Boyle's Law,

(1) pv = constant = k.

In this formula, p is the pressure per

unit area.

Now the work done when the gas ex-

pands from the level AA to BB is the

product of the total pressure and the

height AB.
Let the cross section of the cylinder

have the area 8. Then the total pressure

equals ^8. The volume between the levels

AA and BB, which we denote by Av, is

given by A'u = S • ^JB. .-. AB = —- Hence the element of
8

work done, that is,

(2) the work done when the volume increases by Av =pS • AB
= p Av.

k
This must be expressed in terms of v. By (1), p = -, .: ele-

ment of work done = fc— • The Fundamental Theorem ap-
V

plies at once, and gives

tvorkdone= (
'& — = k I — =ft;log — Arts.

Jv„ V i/»o V Vo

PROBLEMS

1. A quantity of steam expands so as to satisfy the law
pyi.i3_Q_ When v = l cu. ft., p = 8000 lb. per square foot.

Find the work done in expansion from ti = 3 to v = 10.

Ans. 7750 ft. lb.

2. Find the work done in the expansion of a quantity of

steam from 2 cu. ft. at a. pressure of 2 T. per square foot to

8 cu. ft. The law of expansion is pv"-^ = G. Ans. 6.97 ft. T.
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3. A point moves along a line so that the relation between
the velocity and time is one of the following. Find the dis-

tance it will move in the interval of time indicated.

(a) v = ^t; t = to t = 2 sec. Ans. |.

(6) v = 16~32t; t = Otot = l sec. Ans. 0.

(c) 'y = 3cos<; t = Otot = '^. Ans. 3.

(d) v =——;« = 0toJ = 4. ^«s. 1.17.

4. A sluiceway is closed by a rectangular gate 10 ft. wide

by 12 ft. deep. The top of the gate is level with the water.

Find the pressure against the gate, assuming that 1 cu. ft. of

water weighs 62 lb. Ans. 44,640 lb.

5. Find the amount of the attraction in Ex. 1, Art. 84, if

the material point P is directly over the center of the rod and

at a distance a from it.

Ans. —— 6, where $ is the angle subtended by the rod for
al

an observer at P.
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